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MISCELLANEOUS

entertainments.

New

Fair, New

England

England

6.15
6.45

DAY.

5.

A'M 6.30

7.20
7.40
8.
8.20
8.40
9.

7.40

9.20

9.40
10.
10.20

8.40
9.
9.20

9.40
10.20

10.40

The gates will be open to visitors at 8 o’clock a.

11.
11.20
11.40
12.

m.

At 9 o’clock A. M-, the Awarding Committees will
commence their examinat-ons in all classes on exhibition at the Perk.

p

12.40
1.
1.20

1.40

Exhibitors mnst have their stock in roadiness at
the time and place named or it will not he examined

2.

2.20
2.40

At 9 o’clock Trained Steers and Pulling Oxen will
be shown on the grounds.

3.
3.20

10.40
11.
11.20
11.40
12.
M 12.20
12.40
1.
1.20
1.40
2.
2.20
2.40
3.
3.20

4.20
4.40

*■»« No- 3> #*30, 2.38 Clan, 81.25, $«3,

855, 825.

C

Exhibition in the Hall, day and

Evening.

1.40
2.

o’clock committees in City Hall will be called
and books of entries will be delivered, and the
Awarding Committees will commence their examinations in all the classes.
At 9

THE

3.40
4.20
4.40
5.
5.20
5.40

AT

10.35
10.
In addition to the above time table extra cars
will be run in sufficient number to accommodate all
who may desire to reach the Fair Grounds with the
utmost promptness and expedition.
sepldtf

PALATIAL

THEIR

STORE

in the

I.

At the

we

we

Having completed taking account of Stock, we have marked
down certain lines of goods to
close much below cost.

LEIGHTON.
431 & 433 Congress Street,
Farrington Block.
&

au21dtf

SIXTY

>

cents.
For

50

single admission to City Hall,

25 cents.
an extra charge of 10

DOLLARS

Admission to the seats,
coots.
Admission to the grand stand, 20 cents.
For a two horse vehicle, 50 cents.
For a single horse and carriage, 25 cents.
Driver and each person in carriage will be required to presett ticket at the gate.
Life Membership in New England Agricultura
Society, f 5J
Life Membership In Maine Agricultural .Society.

gep4

Life Membership and complimentary
mit the holder and one lady.

MUSI

tickets ad-

“

1.131-2
1.25

“

ON

These are the best bargains
we have ever
offered in
these goods, and at lower
prices than they have ever
been sold.

C_JH ALL..

Mr. John Stetson, Manager of the Howard Athe-

n cm ii k
have

we

sep4

Two Great Dramatic and Burlesque

537

COMBINATIONS.

Week

One

!

Only

CONGRESS

aul3

dtf

DEN

REMOVAL 1

THOMPSON

Whose wonderlul Illustrations of Character have
won for him vniversal endorsement of the Frees
and Public throughout the Country.
Mr. Thompson will be supported by a Soper.
i*r Dramatic Company in the Charming Comedy Drama, entitled

Manufacturers rof KTEAH
REPINED
TRIPE haviDg added to their already extensive
Manufacture of Rone., finding
their present Store room to small have removed to

Joshua Whitcombe.
THE BURLESQUE COMPANY
will appear In the popular Legendary Builcsque,

CINDERELLA!
In which will appear the unrivalled Burlesque Female Delineator, Mr.

GEORGE

K.

FORTESCUE,

The Charming Burlesque Artiste,

LARKELLE,
MISS JULIA WILSON
MISS

ex s

NELLIE

Stores No, 136 & 138 Commercial
where

Soused

The Orchestra will be under the direction of Prof.
Blodget. Piices as usual.

Fanny

_d9t
Marsh’s Theatre.

Sole Manager.MISS FANNY MAKSrf
Miss Faun. Marsh having secure! a company
of Talented Artists, will re-open her Theatre

FAIR WEEK.
On Monday,

Tuesday

Wednesday

and

Evenings, and Wednesday JTIaiinee,
will be produced the great spectacular play

MAGNOLIA !

line of business.

C. W. BELKNAP & SON.

dlw

sept3

Exhibitors and Visitors lo the
Fair having orders tor Fancy Dry
are

to call at

respectfully requested

Fitzgerald’s,

Where all goods are marked in
plain figures, and at prices that
mast satisfy the most exacting.

We quote fine Corsets from 45c
np. Cotton Hosiery 6-8c up. Gloves
13 l-3c up, Jap Fans from 3c up,
silk Fans cheap, cheap! Bustles
35c np. Print Wrappers 75c fast
colors, Chemises, Drawers and
Night Gowns at low prices. Cam*
brie Edges, and all kinds of Van*
kee Notions down to Hard Fan.

aug31dtf

LANCASTER HALL,

From Germany to

FAILURE!
Manufacturers ot

•

Open at 10 a. m. to 9 p.

m.

1® CENTS.
aug31dlw

EXCURSIONSHARPSWELL.
8tstc Fa,r should not loave Ihe city
without tekmg a
trip to Harpswell.
The sail to Harpswell lathe

Steamer Henrietta,
affording

is a delightful trip, besido
strangers an onportunity to view our Harbor and Islands at little
expenie.
Steamer

leave*

fwt

of

Tommercu

W harf every week day at 9.30 a. m am
0.15 p. m touching at Leig Island, Uiitli
ihebeagae, Gt. Ubebeagae and Harpswell

ecp4

d5fc

I

SLITS,

Only Six Dollars Each I

over

Fifty

A.

per cent, of

their Actual Cost.

of

Samples

New

our

the

(State

of Maine.

Carbon Photographs

DURING- THE PAIR.

public

Sign

Visit tlie Fair, then buy your Full and Winter Garmentsnever have a belter opportunity.

it

You

can

Never

all colors.

New Goods!

Santal

M. 6. ralmer’s Boot and Shoe Store,

ARE

IRVING J. BROWN.

three boxes for §5, by DR.

HKNRICUS, 44 Harrison avenue, Boston, Mass.
MW&Flm
sep4
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NOTICE.

a

Buy

them

THE

Come to my store where you will
find just what you want in the
Boot and Shoe line. I not only
have the best stock ot the finest
Boots In the world but also have
a superior line ot reliable Bools at
very low prices, all made express*
ly lor my trade and warranted.

D. H.

;

BOOKS

dtf

Southern Hard Pine Timber,
Plank and Boards.
“Hector” and “City of Chel
Ail sizes Timber and Plank.
have the only assortment in New England.—
Amoug the stock is heavy timber for Bowsprits,
Masts and Beams. It will be sold low for cash or
approved paper.

ORDERS

NOTICE TO PENSIONERS.

W.

DEERIMG,

I

T)

0.1

_10.1 i>_,

Freight tor Lewi.ton, Auburn,

Bangor,

and Belfast received at freight house before 5 30
P. M., will be forwarded same
and will be ready
tor early delivery at destination next morning

day,

PAtSON TUCKER, Superintendent

March 31st. 1877.aoMtf

Pleasure Wagons.
are

now ready to convey
parties to any resorts in the
icinity at reasonable rates. Apply to

JOHN RAY.
No. 11 Commercial Wharf or 219 Brackett street

Under

Preble

& co.,

Market

fsp3

PORTLAND,

The following are the results of Policies now
in force at this Agency, and such are the actual and
uniform results of insurance with this
Company.—
it will be seen that all these Policies have more than
Dividends declared yearly in Cash and may be
used in payment ot premiums ii wanted.
Amt. of Annual Cash Dic’d Div’d add. Pres’nt va
to Policy, of Policy.
Policy. Premium for 1677.
$3,500 $98.15
$155.19
$5,068 00
$ 8,568,00
212.00
258.17
8.000
9,180.98
17,180.98
76.20
81.43
3.000
3,185.08
6,185.00
480.00
512.64
10,000
12,036 00
22,036 00
500
12.15
686.00
18,79
1,186.00
30 50
42 83
2 170.00
1.000
1,170.00
132.00
142.84
5.001
5,390.00
10,390.00

To YOUNG MEN it is the best investment that can he made, as
will he seen by the cases given

above.

Apply

for

HE.
dll

information

on

tbc sub-

W. D. LITTLE,
for

Agent

Maine and

Hampshire.

the

DOES

PAY

To Insure with the Right Company
MR. W. D. LITTLE, Gen’l Agent of the Mutual
Insurance Company of New YorK, has recently
paid a Policy (No. 9365) issued through his Agency
m 1851, tor $5,000.00 on the life of a well known citizen, on which the accumulated Dividends were
$5,806.00, thus making the large sum of $10,806.00.—
The premiums paid on the Policy were only $3,777.00
thus showing $2,036 00 in Dividends more than the
premiums paid, or $7,036.00 excess over the cost of
insurance, be.ng more than compound interest lor
all monies paid the Company. No better investment
could be made.
_au!4dlm
Life

SPECIAL

Notice to Consumers
--

OF

—

Portland

A

sepldtd_R. B. SWIFT.
NOTICE.

persons are hereby cautioned
against trusting or harboring anv of the
crew ot German Bark
“Fortuna,” Loerhardt, Master, as no bills of their conwill
be
tracting
paid by Captain or Con-

CHASE, LEAVITT & CO.

notice:.
[person wishing to
Haibor
board of
ANY
be accommodated

go anywhere in the
a vessel at night or day
by calling at No. I Custom
House Wharf, or at Lunch Room at lower
end of Mame.wharf.
or on

can

LO.IB.|AJ>AlfI§.

FOR GOVERNOR:

SELDEN CONNOR
of Augusta.

Do to Work.
The few days remaining before the State
election should be devoted to hard work by
the Republicans of Maine. Town organizations should be perfected, absent voters got
home and arrangements made tor getting the
disabled and the indifferent to the polls.
There seems to be a general impression that
the Democrats are not making much ot a
tight this year, and that it is not worth while
for Republicans to put themselves to much
trouble to vote. But appearances are deceptive wher9 Democrats are concerned, and
unless we are on our guard we may have a
county or two and a number of legislative
districts stolen from ns. In some sections ot
the state the Democracy are weakened by
the quarrel over the acceptance-letter of their
nominee, hut in other sections the dissatisfaction is so trifling that it will not Injure
their power lor working mischief. In off
years they have a way of “coming out
strong.” There is something inexpressibly
fascinating to them In the opportunity to
steal an election, and they never fail to avail
themselves of it.
The Republicans of Maine can do much
work in the few days before election.
Indeed,
their best work has always been done in the
last week of the campaign. If they do their
duty and do not suffer themselves to he betrayed into idleness by a mistaken sense of
svvuuuj

by

mcj

wm

opened

78

customers,

our
an office

we

at

have

Exchange Street,
Directly Opposite the Pott Office.

Purchasers

can

order their coal from this office, and

avoid the dust and mud of Commercial Street, and
at the same time be sure of bottom
prices.
We have on hand a
large stock, selected from the
choicest Coals mined for domestic
also

usej

hard and soft wood.

Randall & McAllister,
,S,9. COMMERCIAL ST,.,

vuuuur

Representatives to the Legislature.
The city convention yesterday placed before the voters of Portland a strong list of
candidates for the Legislature.
Messrs.

Winslow, Jackson, Locke, and Littlefield received
the
merited compliment
of renomination by acclamation.
Their
good service in the Legislature of last winter
is guarantee of their faithful service in the
future. Of Mr. McLaughlin, the new candidate, it is needless to say aught to the neople
of Portland. He is one of the best known
and most justly popular men In the city.
As the head of the great commercial hocsa
of Charles McLaughlin & Co. he is actively
indentified with the business interests of the
city. He i; a gentleman of high character
In all points, has a clear head and good judgment, is a staunch Republican and a good
citizen. He is worthy of all trust and confidence and is a valuable addition to the ticket.
Any Republican who can find fault with the
candidates given him by the convention
must be hard to suit.
Thk prosecution of Gambetta comes in
icne to stir and heat the not over-cool blood
of the French people for the coming contest
at the polls. MacMahon can hardly be dull
enough of perception not to see that this trial
is a sorry mistake; but being in an awkward
position he probably deems it impossible to
retrace his steps and will therefore go ahead*
The transfer of the trial from Lille to Paris
Is a triumph for Gambetta and the Republicans.
The reports of the trial, despite all
efforts of the Do Broglie government at secresy, will cow leak out, be passed from mouth
to mouth, gathering strength and rousing
a feeling for the Republic as they go.
And
where facts and information are wanting, the
French imagination and zeal will supply the
omission. This trial comes just in time. It
will be a powerful campaign document which
wiu reacn every nepuoncan m France betore
the election in October. It will stir tbe great
masses more deeply and profoundly than has
yet been done dnriog the campaign. If there
were doubts before of Republican success,
there seems none now. A few more such
mistakes as this will sink the reactionists out
of sight and, as the case now stands it seems
impossible for them to prevent the retnrn of
a Chamber of Deputies still more strongly
Republican than the one dissolved last May.

Affairs are evidently reaching a culmination in Cuba. Gen. Salamanca informs
the home government that the complete possession of the island is no nearer than at first
Starting as a petty insurrection, the war has
raged for nine years. Spain has sent out a
quarter of a million men in all, to end the
trouble, but without accomplishing it. Fifteen thousand more have been ordered to
leave shorllv. Bur, in the light of what has
been done, it seems madness for her to prolong the contest. Every victory wen has
cost dearly. Ground gained in one battle
has been lost in another. It has been a
cruel, bloody and ruinous conflict from the
first. And now when Gen. Salamanca tells
the Cortes’that the struggle is futile, it is to
be hoped some way of adjustment other than
continued warfare may be found.
Tue Bangor Commercial gives the Port*
land Democratic nominations the following
first-class notice: The Democrats of Portland on Saturday evening nominated a grand
good anti-Prohibition ticket for the Legislature.
The following are the candidates:
Hou. Roswell M. Richardson, Edmund Dana,
jr., Darius H. Ingraham, Lewis Pierce and
George Walker. The caucus was a “rerr^

tl,,»

guage of Mr. Chairman Pillsbury, the Democrats of Portland have “stuck their standard in the bunghoie of a rum barrel,” and
gone into the fight on a resolution denouncing the present Prohibition Liquor Law.
Mr. Chairman Pillsbury will forthwith proceed to Portland and discipline the rebellious
Democracy there.
The reports from Utah indicate that the

death of Brigham Young made no profound
impression. Indeed, a very considerable element of the Mormon organization recognizes in it the long-desired opportunity for a
change in the spirit of the Mormon rule.
The question of the successor may not be
determined for a month, but it is generally
supposed that Brigham’s son, John W., will
be chosen. He is the only one of the sons
that has any capacity, and he hasn’t much.
The two

For the convenience of

ic-ciccu v*uvc*uur

old-fashioned majority and lea>» th^
enemy no chance to boast even of a slight
victory in any section of the state.
an

Senators advocate the
ground that it is
constitution,
any better than the old one, but for the reason that the true-blue Southerners made it.
Its source and not its. merit is its redeeming
trait in their eye. The other constitution
was made in the period .of reconstruction—
this is their own free work, and they want no
other argument. It is this sort of sectionalism and sentimentalism which is the bane of
the South.
new

Sec’y.

All

augUdlm*

REPUBLIC AIT ITOmiTATIOITS.

Knli:n.»D_

IT

m. c. M. A.

&

Square,

or

daily sessions at the rooms
Agency, Centennial Block.aug31dtt

STATED Meeting of the Maine Charitable
Mechanics' Association, will ho held in the
Library Room, Mechanics' Building, THURSDAY
EVENING, Sept. 6th. 1877, at 74 o’clock,

JA8. c. DAVIS Be SON.

the subscribers, under the style of JOHNSOS
CLARK is this day dissolved by mutual consent
All debts due said firm are to be paid to Mrs. I P
Johnson, who will pay all debts of said firm, ami
continue the business at the old stand No. 7 Clapp’*
Block, Congress St.
MRS. I. P. JOHNSON.
I
MISS E. D. CLARK.
Miss E. D. Clark may be found by her customer!
at
No.
26
South
St.
ecld2w
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ect, to

To Pensioners.
and

Dissolution ol Copartnership.
ntHE Copartnership heretofore existing betweer

11

oars

policies being self-sustaining.;

No other Life Company in this
Country, or the world, has furnished such results, there being
no Stockholders TO CONSUME
ITS EARNINGS, NO PREMIUM
NOTES, no accumulating interest to pay.

TUESDAY, Sept. 4th,
ON Boardafter
of Examining Surgeons lorjpensioners
ot the old
will hold

45 & 47 FREE STREET.

CLOTHIERS,

House,

THE ANNUAL PREMIUM, these

dtt

Pension

au31eodlm

PRICE

in many cases are MORE THAN

“ZEPHYRUS” AM) “RAY,”

TEST AND SLATE WRITING

yon cannot get it of year Grocer, youi
tickets will be redeemed by CJ. A. Weston &
to. For sale at wholesale by them.

the past year

Its SECURITIES are BETTER,
its DIVIDENDS LARGER, EXPENSES
SMALLER than any
other Company.

d3w

MATCHLESS SOAP

was

_

THE

X

UJt

feet long,
&c. Th0
owner can have the same by
proving property and
paying chargee. Apply to
SIDNEY WATSON,
sep*
Cuudy’a Harbor, Me.
d3t*
small

lO-IT

2d, 1877.

Itf

LOW

Gain in Assets

General

Maine Central Railroad.
attention of shippers of freight at Portland
Is called to the new arrangement of freight
trains on Maine Central R, R., to take edect APRIL

Mr. C. E. WATKINS, one of the Ben
Mediant, of ihe 19th Century, may be fount]
at 407 Cumberland Street, corner of Mechanic, for
few weeks.
sep4d2w

Cheaper.

1876

THE

Tailoring Emporium,
937 MIDDLE STREET.

(or

$20,014,260.34.

undersigned will hereafter be in attendance
at the pension officj, Centennial Block, and
with ample help, execute and forward all pension
papers, with dispatch.
Z. It. HARMON, Notary Public.

SOLICITED.

HAS ARRIVED.

B. FISK

Income

New

FERNALD’S

Remember tlx© Place.

CONGRESS ST.,

a

opened, examined, balanced, and closed-

aug26dtfW&Ssep30tf

Consignments Scbrs.

IJIIIE

Carlton Kimball,

Sea,
Porgy Drive Boat
AT painted
white, blue top, with

BARNES, ACCOMtant

Trial Balances and Cash Accounts investigate
ed; Complicated accounts adjusted. Special attentions bankruptcy matters, the settlement of estates;
examination or agencies, and other matters requiring
the services of a thorough accountant.
Orders left
at 28 Exchange St., Portland, Me., or forwarded by
mail, promptly attended to.

Street.

*

c. D.

Its

doubled in amount.

Selectmen of the town of Deering will be in
session at the Selectmen’s office, in said town,
on the Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth days of September. from nine to twelve o’clock A. M. and from two
to five P. M. (each day,) for the purpose of correcting the list of voters. As there will be no names entered on the list election day, all persons claiming
the right to vote are hereby notified to appear, and
see that their names are properly registered.
JOHN C. PHENIX, ) Selectmen
GILMAN C. LANK,}
of
GEO. W. JOHNSON.) Deeriug,
au30dtd
Heeiiug, Aug. 29, A. B., 1877.

Difficult Foot,

au31

34 years experience has shown it
to he not only the SAFEST but
the CHEAPEST.

Many of its Policies have doubled
in amount during the past 20
years, and the Cash dividends,

new More,

would inform the public he has leased the corner
store in Lynch’. New Block, first store below
Farrington Block, where he would be pleased to see
his friends and the public in general.

You will

New Goods received almost daily and
offered at the lowest market prices.

Picked up Adrift.

n.

jal

New Shetland Wool in all Colors,

Just above the Preble House.

of the Gold Boot

guaranteed to cure in from three to eight
days Gleet, Seminal weakness. Loss ot Power,
Inflammation of the Kindeys and Bladder, Smarting and Burning Sensations, Nervous Debility, and
alirecent chronic and badly treated cases, and all
discharges of the Urinary Organs. For sale by all
improper drnggists and sent to any>daress on receipt

230 Middle

The LARGEST and BEST in the
World! t

Its receipts for INTEREST in 1876
wits $400,000
more
than its
death losses.

STREET,

M. G. PALMER,

$10,262,879.44

Sole Right for this City
tor this beautiful style of Photograph, and fitted np
at great expense, he invites all his old patrons ana
the
generally to call and examine specimens.

The under signed haviDg had ten years’ experience in

or

OF

$3,300.00.

Oil Troches

septl

New Worsted in all Colors.

Beptl

WITH

Havinglpurchased the

Dll. HJbiNKlCUS

82 per box

nearly

by the New York Standard.

THE PERMANENT

Opp. Preble House

Compound

to

It being the OLDEST Life Company in the United Slates !

Mr. L. takes pleasure in stating that he Is now
fully prepared to execute the last new style ot Photo portrait,

line of FOKEIH2V ANDiHOHEM.
TIC WOOLENS constantly on hana.
MOTTO—Stylish Garments, Hood Work,
and JLow Prices.
Special attention given to Cutting Garments to be
made onto! the shop. Ladies’ Cloaks a Specialty* Kemember the place.

480 1-3 CONGRESS

amounting

now

244 middle Street.

at

295

solid assets

PHOTOGRAPHER,
FIE PHOTOGRAPHY A SPECIALTY!

NICKERSON,

Received at

Kill Two Birds with One Stone,

Knitting Yarns,

Established in 1843.

SURPLUS

^FALL GOODS

COR. KIDDLE At EXCHANGE ST si.

New

NEW YORK,

$85,000,000.00.

Head Richardson’s Wharf
Care P. 0. Box 934.
jy27disl0 tt eodtf

Goods

Will be on exhibition in City Hall

NEW FOODS.

OF

F. S. WINSTON, Pres’t.

PORTLAND.

J.

Ntenclla, Dating Ribbons, Arc.

Bring your Ribbon Stamps and have a superibbon put in at a price lower than the lowest,
dtf
au 24

Life Insurance Co.,

I

To see them is to buy. Financially it is a far better investment than
bank stock or bonds, even it not worn until another season.

Presses, Steel Stamps,

NEW WORSTED FRINGES.
NEW SILK FRINGES.

T O

Wholesale Druggi.l., Por.land, iff*.
aug8eodly

480 1-2 Congress Street

Rubber Hand Stamps,
Seal

MUTUAL

JNO.W. PERKINS & CO.,

sea.

The Apostolic Clock.
ADMISSION,

SLAUGHTER

These goods are all perfect, both as to fit and style. All made for the
past Summer Wear, and in weight and color every way suitable for the
present season, and are now offered for

rior

Life Representations of OIJB SAVIOUR and
APOSTLES Open day and evening. All should
of genius. Matinees
go and see this great triumph
and Children.
during the day for Schools, Ladies

17

for

If you want to fit

OF 01 HUNDRED ill FIFTY WARRANTED ILL WOOL

Other Finns in the U. S. have failed to make better stamps at lower prices than those given by the

America

Fac Simile of the original. A working model of
one of the world’s seven wonuers.

General Depot at BOYER’S No. 59 Park Place,
New York.

KOTZSCHMAB,

Agent
sep4 dim

of price,

deceived man will shun the merchant who deceived

TREMENDOUS

DATING AND RIBBON STAMPS.

THE GREAT STRASBIRG CLOfK

or

Again,

Two Hundred Pair of All Wool
Pantaloons at just Two Dollars each.

Monday, Sept. 3d, 1877,
POSITIVELY ONE WEEK ONLY!

H.
Sole

For the pnrpose of disposing of the balance ol our Summer Goods we
have determined to inaugurate a

dtt

PORTLAND RUBBER TYPE CO

Commencing

Is founded purely on common sense, and years of experience has dem
omtrated the fact that to gain public confidence and to build up a large
business, the best way is the most honest way,

And

Thursday, Friday and Saturday—Entire change of
Bill.
Prices as usual. Matinees at 2.30. Evenings—
Pootb open at 7; commences at 8 o’clock.
Office hours 9 a. m. to 1 p. m., 2 30 to 6, and 7 to

Chill, and PeTer., Ac.
Beware of Imitations.
Get the Genuine.
SOLD BE ALL DRUGGISTS.

insure with the Old

Hand

Piano

mh21WF&M6m

1st, One Price to all; 2d
That GOVERN OUR ESTABLISHMENT:
Truthful representations of our goods ; 3d, Polite attention to buyers
or lookers; 4th, Garments exchanged or money rctnnded.
Every Garment is marked in plain figures and under no circumstances do we vary from the selling prices thus marked*

But a misused
him.

268 Middle Street

Grand Panorama of the Mlsslssppi River
and the Great Steamboat Explosion.

m.

Profits,

A Pleased Customer will Call

au28

Apoplexy, Paraly.i., Dyapep.ia, Colic,
Headache, Indigestion., Paintnen,

to

Its

A1TEJNTIUJN.
Goods,

IN CASES OP

A line

The Four Cardinal Points

With all the Original Music, Scenery. Startling Ejects, Thrilling fadlesui, Ac,

9 p,

Men’s

Tallow in large and small Daekages,
Hoofs, Glue Stocks. Shin Bones,
Xeatsfoot OH,

Matinee Saturday at 2.30 o'clock.
Evenings, doors open at 7.15, commences at 8 o’clock.
au30

Middle

The saving ot which amounts to at least TWENTY-FIVE PER CENT.
Knowing these tacts prudent, far-seeing men deal with us, lor “a dollar saved is a dollar made” in these pinching times.

And the ever popular
IWIGG
• norir
irf'r.GTCV.
First appearance in this city of Miss
MAUDE BRANSCOMBE
From the Gaiety Theatre, London, and Miss
Virgie Jackson, Mr, W. J, Stanton, and
Burlesque Alliance.

on

Meal, Poultry Bone, Bone for
Birds, Ground Bone, Grennd
Beef, Scraps for Poultry,

our

Sovereign Remedy

Merchant Tailor,

the Pigmy Plan but on an immense scale, having seven large
travelling salesmen, all furnished from onr Mammoth
Workshop, When dealing with us the public buy of “first hands” and
thereby save all
Not

Tripe, Pig’s Feet, Bone

in fact everything in

Cinderella!

Street,

MANUFACTURERS,

stores and three

shall sell at wholesale all kinds of goods we
lor market, such as fresh and

we

prepare

ARE

WE

MESSRS. C. W.BELKMP&SON.
business the

BE PARTICULAR

—

That we have the Largest and Handsomest Store in this
State. That onr Stock is hy far the Largest and
Finest east of Boston. And that for Low
Prices We Beat the World.

HOUSE,

One of the best locniiona In the city, near
Banka, Poat Office and principal Whole
aale Ileuaea.
Electric Bella, Pleaaaut
Rooms, Comfortable Beda and Excellent
Table.
Carriages at all trains.
TERMS 8'J.OO PER DAY.
A. S. ALLEN, Propiietor,
Formerly Clerk at the "St. Julian" and "Falmouth."
dtl
apr25

as a

Wm* G. TwomblyTs Piano Warerooms, 156 Exchange St.

Commencing MONDAY, Sept. 3,
The Celebrated Comedian,

300 Tears’ Reputation

Guide,

STREET.

PORTLAND, ME,

Ean de Melisse des Carmes.

Used by the most distinguished Pianists and Piano
Professors of Europe and America* May be seen at

TUKESBURY & CO.,

deodtf

FURNITUBE_ THROUGHOUT.

d5t

Automatic

STEAM.

iPORTLi-A-JNTD, ME,

BOMBER’S
Sonic three weeks earlier than usual. Every man, woman and chil d
that visits the Fair should be sure and sec our goods,

sKum and Globe Theatre,
announce that he has

Boston, would respectleased the above Hall tor
tally
Six Sights and Saturday Matinee and will present

Melissa Cordial

TIIE_LATEST.

BY

am pleased to announce that, since leasing this well known Hotel, I have re.fnrnishedit throughout with NEW FURNITURE, CARPETS and BEDDING, and
,_ishall hope by strict attention to the comfort
and pleasure of my guests to merit a share of public
patronage.

OARMBIiITR

Merrill’s,

HEATBD

Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day.

I

BOYER * S

The above name is for the newly invented Bustle
which will undoubtedly be the standard bustle for
the tail season. Made without spangles, clasps, buttons, or any hind of metallic fastenings, to which the
attention of the ladies i3 respectfully called.

The best Located House for Business Hen

NEW

1,300,ooojbottl.es.

Between Preble House and U. S.
Hotel.

COUNTERS,

OUR

IS

PORTLAND. ME.

TEMPLE STREET,

IN PARIS ALONE,

“The Queen”

UNITED STATES HOTEL,

ADAiVIS

t Fuel

_d5t

At

871-2

“

CO.,

OF THE

Retail Dealer in

Farmer.

HOTELS.

WOLCOTT & CO., Proprietors.

J U. HOOPER.

•

A. KEITH.

angto_

ANNUAL SALE

MERRILL,

Orders by mail will receive prompt attention.

ENTIRE EAII AND WINTER STOCK

Worth 65c
“
75

3, A. MERRILL.

Street,

Fancy Dry Goods

Owing to the opening of the New England Fair this week,
placed onr

lowing prices:

40 inch at 50c
“
40
65
“
40
7*
48
“1,00
48
“1.15

Free

Between Preble Iloiise'and U. S. Hotel,

The Laborer-

BLACK
CASHMERES.

&

COREY

Style, MEN’S, BOY’S and CHILDREN’S
READY MADE GARMENTS. ALL NEW, ALL HANDSOME,
Now opening Shetland Floss, Shetland and GerALL PERFECT FITTING, NEW DESIGNS, NEW
mantown Wool and Cashmere Yarns in all the light
ana new shades.
NEW COLORS, ALL SIZES,
SHAPES,
Novelties in Ties and Lace Goods.
ALL
Bergmann’a Zephyr Worsteds IS Cts.
GRADES, ALL PRICES,
per ounce.

Worth of Elegant Made, New

To The Merchant,
The Mechanic.
The

We have received another lot
of those extra heavy and fine
finish Cashmeres, at the lol-

many more

PORTLAND

E. S.

THOUSAND

THREE

complete,

we

sept__dtl

l

WE ARE READY

m.

the Fair Grounds,

SO
D. 8. RICE.

Out.

August 23.

goods, employ

WALTER

shall throw open our doors to the public.
shall open just the same.

rising ol the Sun

more

HO POSTPONEMENT OM ACCOUNT OF WEATHER.

The annual meeting of the Maine State AgriculSociety, for the election of officers, will bo
holden at the Superior Court Boja), at 8 o’clock p,

For single admission to

city.

are more

Sept. 3d, 1877,

Monday,

On

Oar facilities for manufacturing

hands than any other
Furniture Establishment in the State and OUR PRICES ARE, AND
SHALL BE AS LOW AS THE LOWEST, compared with Portland,
Boston or New York markets.
Please examine our extended Warerooms, large] new Factory and
immense stock of goods before purchasing elsewhere,

MARKET SQUARE.

HOUSE,

J. A. MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle St

more convenient, goods better displayed, having
departments, each containing novelties not to be found elsewhere

produce

UNDER THE PREBLE

Watches, Jewelry and Silrer Ware,

England.
Our Warerooms are

more

6.
6.20
6.10
7.
7.20
7.40
8.
8 30
9 20

tural

JPrice of Admission.

Street.

CLOTHIERS.

PRICED

LOW

4.

Evert regular attache of the Fbess is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned
by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
lournal.

Beal Estate Agents.
PROCTER, No. 93 Exckange

JOHN C.

All persons in need of Fine, Medium or Common FURNITURE, will
find our stock far more Extensive. Superior in Styles, finish and
quality than at any other Store in Portland, and not excelled in New

3.
3.20

We do not read anonymous otters ana communications. The name and address of the writer are In
U1 cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to retarn or preserve communications that are not used.

Ml.

Plumbers.

I

IF ACT S

RENOWNED

WORLD

PRESS.

WEDNESDAY MORNING, SEPT. 5.

A. WHITNEY, No. 30 Ex.
Upholdering of all kinds
done to order*

!

FURNITURE

>

THE

Furniture—Wholesale and Betall.

MW&Ftf

SIGN OF THE GOLD HAT.

2.20

Maine Stale Agricultural Society.

t>

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY Ac MEANS, Pearl Street, apposite the Park.

Street.

Middle

087

2.40

6.40
7.
7.20
7.10
8.
9.

YICKERY

Street.

JAMES MILLER, No. »1 Federal Slree

873, 843. 830.

m.

Trunks,Bags&cCalland

eep3

G. D. B. FISK & GO,

11.40

6.20

Closing

Book Binders.
A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer*’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL A SHACKFORD, No. 33 Plan*
WM.

Driving Gloves, Canes,

MERRY, THE HATTER,

BY

10.

S Witbam, Waterville, b g Ayer.
E K Woodman. Gardiner, Dr s Knox Boy.
F D Harmon, Gardiner, blk s Black Pivot.
E C Mosher, Gardiner, ch g Walter.
W H Irish, Portland, blk m Black Bose,
Geo H Bailey, Portland, blk s Phil Sheridan.
W H Mathews, Searsport, bs Young BuchaDan.

for

Style

examine before purch’s’g.

L-O-T-H-I-N-GJ!

-

PURSE NO. 4,8300,2.33 Clan, 8150,

p.

lap

from market we can
show you a large variety
or Sott and Stiff Hats,

Fad and Winter.

It the Sun don’t rise

The horses in each class must be ready at 2 o’clock

WINTER

AND

HOYT & FOGG, No. 91 Middle Street.

Haring jn,t retnrned

And your 'Old
Silk Hat will buy
lie latest Dun-

Booksellers and Stationers.

change

5.20
5.40
6.

8.40

Black. Brown and Nutria,
tbe Latest for Fall.

OF

FALL

Horse Shoeing,

11.
11.20

5,
•

SKjSliFT

by g. YOUNG A CO., Practical Ilor-f
Shoer*. 70 Pearl St. Price 81.30 per Ht

SILK HATS.

GEORGE

4.40

5.
5.20
5.40
6.
6.20
6.40
7.
7.20
7.40

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

<fi*Q PIO

12.
12 20
12.40
1.
1.20

PM

MISCELLANEOUS.

10.40

3.40
4.
4.20

3.40
4.

AFTERNOON TRIALS OF SPEED

Burrell & Shaw. Somerset Mills, b s Somerset
Knox.
J E Noyes, Portland, br m Nellie ShermanC E Mosher, Lawrence, blk g Nigger Baby.
Hnfns Bean. Uollowell, blk m Lady Young.
S W Berry.Biddeford, b s Emery Feamaught.
EGSilWLawrence, Somerset Mills, m Nellie
Knox.
J Rankins, Wolfboro.s'g Honest'Lyon.
S Jennings, Bangor, ch g Anodyne.
Clark Spaulding, Lawrence, b g Peter.

P

12.20

M

8.
8.20
8.40
9.
9.20
9.40
10.
10.20

8.
8.20

10.

AT THE PARK.

613
7.05

in

7.

OPENING

GRAND

Horse Cars will leave Market Square for tlie Fair
Grounds during Fair Week as follows:
A M

Wednesday, Sept.

Fair.

SPECIAL TIME TABLE
On the Deering Line for Fair
Week.

PROGRAMME.
THIRD

_MISCELLANEOUS._

___TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM, IN AL VANCE.

Georgia

not on the

The Oxford County Democrats have joined
the rebels, too. One of them writes to the
Commercial: Every Democrat I have talked
with expresses the deepest indignation at
Williams’s letter.” Penobscot, Knox, Oxford, Cumberland and York In insurrection,
and several counties to hear from 1

WEDNESDAY

MORNING,

SEPT. 5.

BY TELEGRAPH.

Kow that the chief
pillar of Mormonism
has fallen, it is a good time
to undertake in
real earnest the
extirpation of that abominable system.
A, vigorous] and determined
effort on.the part of the

MAINE.

government, sup*
ported by an active public sentiment, would
speedily accomplish its overthrow.

undoubtedly

as

Haute Durned.
[Special to tlie Press.]
Rockland, Sept. 4—The dwelling house and
barn of Allen Parker at Lincolnville Centre,
wag totally destroyed by fire last night.
Loss
insured for $1000.
I To the Associated Press.]
Keprexentatives Nomiualcil.
Lewiston, Sapt. 5.—At the Lewiston Republican caucus this evening the following were
nominated as candidates for representatives to

$28,000;

G. H.
the Legislature:
Jones and J. S. Garcelon.

Legislature.
Zouaves in Augusta.
Augusta, Sept. 4.—The only political demonstration of the present campaign took place in
The

this city

Augusta, August 27, 1877.
Sib—My
addressing

toDight, being

H.

■

S. C. Andrews of

The

Baltimore,

Pittston—Daniel H. Moody.
Albion—Ora 0. Crosby.
Winslow—Leslie C. Cornish.
Litchfield—Samuel Smith.
Huntress,

Springfield—Cyrus A. Hanson,

Portland—Jacob S Winslow, Isaac Jackson, Joaeph A. Locke, Georgo C. Littlefield, Charles Mc-

Laughlin.
Baldwin—Ebenezer Sawyer, Jr.

A Complaint.
Mr. Editor:—The Grand Trank managers
liave been very liberal in their rates to those de

siring

to attend the New England Fair, bnt can
any one tell why they have restricted the sale
of these tickets to Monday and Tuesday, there-

by shutting out hundreds along the line who
■would gladly avail themselves of this opportu-

nity to attend, but who cannot devote the entire four days to the enjoyment of it and who
ajWhave

a choice in the time they shall spend
there.
Can the Grand Trunk carry passengers more
conveniently or cheaply the day before and the
first day of the fair than on the three successive days? If not, why shonld they desire to
dictate to the public in whose interest this arrangement is supposeil to be made, when they
shall visit tho fair? If any one can explain
this matter we beg they will rise and do so as
many may give it a turn nnfavosable to the
management of the road,
E Pluribcs Unuh.

Fire in Scarboro.

The hon«e, ham and outbuildings of Joshua
W. Sawyer in Scarboro, near the Spurwink
House, were burned yesterday abont noon. The
origin of the fire is not known, but it was first
noticed in the barn.
The flames soon reached
and

the family
but little of their furniture.

were

able to

save

A large washing
the grass near the house was also
The barn, which was 36 by 40 feet,
contained 20 tons of hay, several tons of grain,

spread
barned.
«

on

v/ama^o

auu

inu

uugg,

ait ui.

nuigu

wore

consumed. The loss will be in the neighborhood of $3000.
Dow, Collin & Libby have an
insurance on the property in the Holyoke company. Mr. Sawyer was at his store in the city
at the time and did not know of the fire until
about 5 o’clock.
Maine

Confebence —The Independent
Congregational Society of Bangor extends a
cordial invitation to all delegates of the Maine
Conference of Unitarian and other Christian
churches to accept the hospitalities of their
church and their homes, at their meeting Sept.
11, 12 and 13. Kev. Dr. Bellows and Kev. E.
E Bale will preach and take part in the
general exercises of the conference.

Cobbection.—In yesterday’s report of the
silver

from

ore

Eggmcggin

the

corn

John

in the United States are
on the result of the suit.

interested

de-

pends

Temperance meeting,

Bangor,Sept. 4.—Temperance meetings were
held here this afternoon and evening, and were
U— TP„ r>

T» ,-1_\T.-1

TA

A

speakers.

Consternation Among the

Republicans.
London, Sept. 4.—Thiers’ death was caused
by apoplexy. His sufferings were apparently

mine

The attack which carried off Thiers was wbat
is called in France Apoplepie Foudragante. He
was apparently in
good health in the morning
and took his usual walk. After luncheon he
felt symptoms of illness, which speedily developed into an apoplectic fit He remained unconscious, apparently without pain. No event
short of a coup d’etat or a Communist rising
could have created so profound an impression
throughout France. Its effect on the present
political crisis cannot yet be properly weighed.
Paris, Sept. 4.—It is impossible to convey an
idea of the grief and consternation which prevais at the death of Thiers. This morniog the
news spread like wild fire, and even at an early
hour, although the weather was very inclement, the street were filled with people in great
excitement.
Some were actually shedding
tears. All were giving vent to feelings of grief
and apprehensions. The death of Thiers just
now is being regarded by all as a national calamity. The death of Thiers made a deep impression in political circles. The conservatives
think it assures their success at the elections.
Great consternation prevails in the republican
camp.
Ex-President Thiers arose early on Monday
morning and walked till 7.30 o’clock, when he
went for an hour’s walk on the terrace.
He
afterwards wrote until noon, when he took
luncheon with an appetite, but towards the end
of his repast he stammered a few words, his
mouth contracted, his eyes became covered
with a film and he was carried to his bed. The
physicians ordered mustard plasters and leeches.
M. Thiers did not appear entirely aware of
his danger.
The prostration was complete
after twenty minutes had elapsed. Today a
number of well-known.politicians went to St.
Germain to condole with Madame Thiers, and
telegrams of condolence were received from all

parts.
The Temps

the

The suit for the possession of the Arlington
up before the Circuit Court at Alexandria yesterday.
The visiting governors had a reception at
New York oity ball yesterday moruing. Peter
Cooper, Senator Conkling and others were presestate came

ent.

Mrs. Edwin C. Fisher of West Lebanon, N.
H.t was fatally burned Monday while kindling
a fire with kerosene.
Brigham Young’s will divides f his estate of
two millions equitably among his 17 widows
and 44 children, the divisiou to be made when
the youngest child, now seven years old, becomes of age.
No damage is apprehended from the Alaska

Indians.
Ooe thousand troops have just arrived in
Cuba.
Lowell workingmen have resolved to support
no one but workingmen of known integrity (or
Office.
Gen. Grant left London yesterday to visit
A/uKtj oi oataenana.

that President MacMahon,

Pennsylvania Repnblican Convention.
Harrisburg, Sept. 4.—Most of the delegates
to the Republican Couveution have arrived'
Federal officers were very scarce.

Sterrett of

Alleghany will undoubtedly be nominated for
Supieme Judge, and William B. Hart, Mont-

gomery, for State Treasurer by acclamation.
Passmore of Schuylkill county, is very sanguine of the nomination for Auditor General.
It is nnderstoid the resolutions will favor the
remonetization of the silver dollar of 1793, beiug silent as to the time of resumption of
cie payment, recognizing the honest Republican differences of opinion
regarding President
Hayes’ Southern policy, expresses
unshaken confidence in the President’s patriotism, integrity and Republicanism, and hope
his Sonthern policy will prove beneficial to the
whole country and render the rights ot
Republicans in the South as secure as iu the North
denounce all lawlessness and civil disorder,
sympathize with the workingmen out of employment or on scant wages, and with capital
not paying returns, and compliment Governor
Hartranft’s official conduct during the late

'spe-

riots.

THE NEW YORK FIRE.

Hen. Jacob F. James was elected Mayor of
Manchester yesterday by tbe city council.
The officers of the Perry mill at Newport, R.
I., state that tbe mill will resume operation on

Thursday,

and

that it

is not involved

failure of tbe Newport Manufacturing

pany.

in tbe
Com-

t

Pive prisoners escaped from Rutland county
jail at Rutland, Monday night, by sawing off
iron bars in the back window.
Steamer Montreal was burned last night at
McQuam Harbor on Lake Champlain. She
was engaged by the Portland &
Ogdeusburg
Railroad Company to run in connection with
their

railroad, between McQuam and Plattsbnrg. One car was burned and the dock
damaged. The boat was valued at 825 000:
insured for 812,000.
The 8un has a report from a Pcnnsylvaria
politician that Secretary McCrary is to be
transferred to the Postmaster Generalship in
place of Key. and that Hartranft is to be
Secretary of War.
The World says that President
Hayes Las
pardoned Jno._ Brennan, convicted last April
of rnnning an illicit still and sentenced to six
months imprisonment.
It is understood Lieut. General
O’Grady
Hally will return to England from Canada
early next year, and will be appointed to another command.

Tbe store of Cooper & Hughes at Pawpaw,
West Virginia, was burned yesterday morning.
Loss 810,000; insured for $C00.
The store was

robbed aud tired.
Isaac and Wm. Enslow were drowned near
Lockport yesterday. Their boat capsized.

The Connecticut Prison murderers.
Hartford, Conn., Sept. 4.—It has been ascertained that Hamlin and
Aller, the murderers of the State prison watchman, had loaded
revolvers and extra cartridges besides other
tools in their
possession. Alien confessed this
to-day and told where the weapons were secre-ted in the prison attio. Suspicion is attached
to a prison watchman named J. H. Davis as
the man who supplied tin- prisoners with the
weapons. Davis pretended to De sick this
morning and remained at his house. Warden
Hewes did not arrest htm however, aud this
afternoon Davis fled. Facts have come to light
making it cettaiu mat he was aidiDg tbe prisoners in their effort to
escape. He was evi
cently employed and paid by friends of the imburglars in New York. Davis is about
> years old, shoit in
statue, has light moustache and stammers in his
speech.

Srisoned

The Disaster Not

Bad as Reported.
New York, Sopt. 4.—The men at work on
the top floor of the piano factory could not escape by the ladder escape as it was too near the
fire, and the chain escape would not work, so
they had to go down hand over hand. Probably ten or twelve on the second floor perished.
Harteil, however, is positive that only four or
five could not escape. One man who
escaped
stated that in his story he left sixty
meD, not
one of whom followed him.
The men in the paint rooms had on
aprons
saturated with oil
and turpentine, which
caught fire from the heat and enveloped them
in flames. Spectators say that the sight at
the upper windows was terrible—men screaming, praying, struggling, jumping down from
the great heat, and fighting to get on the ladders in advance. Some were hurled down and
Borne pushed back into the flames.
as

tiuspension of a Newport Cotton Mill.
^ewi'ORt, It. I., Sept. 4,—The Perry Cotton

Mill has suspended
operations
financial difficulties of the

pendiDg the
Newport ManufacBenjamin Finch, the indorser of the latter’s paper, is its
principal
,f»e cumber of men, women and
children are thus
turing Company.

thrown out of employment.
The extensive lumber and hardware firm of
Finch, Engs & Co. are not affected by the
failnre, although the principal members of the
latter firm are connected with the Manufacturing Company. The affair is the sensation
of the day, and no one can foretell what will
be the extent of other disasters which are sore
to follow. Several banks will
immediately act
in reference to the
matter, and their representatives will be present at the meeting of creditors
this afternoon.

METEOK»LO«ICU<.
INDICATIONS

FOB

THE

NEXT

A special correspondent at Paredin, September 1st, telegraphs: I rode over the battle field
when the Pelisat affair was over.
The Turks
left verv few wounded and only about 300 dead
Their
losses could be better
on the field.
judged by the number of knapsacks with which the
ground was strewu. lu front of the Russian
trenches, half way between Pelisat and Zi^a
lina, the Turkish dead were lying so close they
might have shaken haDds with the Russians lying inside. The attack was made so suddenly
the Russian redoubt was taken almost by surprise. It would have been much bettor for Gen
Zotoff to have retrea'ed and drawc the Turks
out to the open country, where their
inaptness
at executing manoeuvres on the field of battle
would have put tnera at great disadvantage
with the well drilled Russiau troops.
The Russian* to Resume the Offensive.
Bucrarest, Sept. 4.—The army under Grand
Duke Nicholas will resume the offensive very
shortly, while the troops under the Czarowitch
will remain on the defensive confronting Mebemet Alt Pasha.
The Russians are continually
receiving reinforcements, and provisions are being prepared for a new Russian corps numbermen, now entering Roumania.
Turkish Attack
on
Shipka
A ban ■•oiled.

ing 20,000
The

Pass

London, Sepl, 4.—The Daily News’ special
from Gorny Studeni says:
The Emperor will present to Gen. Radetzkya
sword set with diamonds for his defence of
The new week promises to be a bloody one.
Summer is going and decisive results become
of more importance every day, for there are
signs, financial, political and social, which indicate that the war will not be continnnd into
another campaign.
Tbe Times’ Vienna despatch says:
The report that Snieiman Pasha was acting
under imperative orders from Constantinople in
pressing the attack upon the Russians in Sbipka Pass is emphatically denied.
He receives
full credit for his earlier operations, but in re
tbe
and
attack
over
over
uewing
again he is
deemed not only to have made a useless sacrifice of excellent troops, bat also to have acted
contrary to orders, which were that operations
on that side should be, at least in the first ina uouiuuDiinuuu uu at

otauv/c,

duaid

to attract the Russian force. An order has
been sent to Suleiman Pasha to desist in his attempt for the present, and follow Mehemet
Ali’s instructions more closely in the future.
ASIATIC CAMPAIGN.
Sukuin Knleh Betaken by the Russians'
London, Sept. 4.—A Russian official des*
patch announces that the Rnssians hare re-occupied Snkum lCaleb. The Abchasian coast is
clear of Tnrks, and the insurrection in the interior has been suppressed.
War Notes.
Turkish Parliament has been convoked for
Nov. 13th.
The Belgrade coancils of war under the Presidency of Prince Milan continue to discuss the
plans of the campaign, and all officers have
been ordered to join their regiments by the 13th
inst.
The Turks threaten the plain of Erzeroum
and will make reconnoisances as far as Aras
river.
The London Times’ leading articles are devoted to showing the needlessness of the present war, its excessive cost of lives in men and
money, and danger of eventut 1 Russian failure.
The Times concludes that the present moment
is propitious for intervention, and that Germany and England ought to take the initiative.

THE TURF.
Mystic Park.
Boston, Sept. 4.—Races of the eastern circuit opened at Mystic Park to-day. Weather,
track and attendance good. Race in 2.27 class
for a purse of $1000, divided $500, $250, $150
and $100, resulted as follows:
Ch. g. Lysauder Boy. 1 1 1
G. g. Razor. 2 4 2
Br. g. Bateman..3 2 4
B. g. Sam Curtis. 4 4 3
Ch, m. Flora Belle. 5 3 5
B. 6. Result. 6 6 6

Time—2.27, 2 2GJ, 2.2GJ.
Race in 2.31 class was unfinished. B. m.
Modesty won two heats, w. m. Frances twoi
and g, in.

Lady Daggett

TWENTY-FOUB

HOURS.

Dep’t, Office Chief Signal j
Officer, Washington, D.C.,
J
Sept. 5, (1 A. M.) J
For New England,
increasing southeast to southwest (winds, warmer clearer partly cloudy weather and etationaryjor rising pressure.
War

one.

WASHINGTON.

Dry Goods Market.
New York. Sept. 4.—The Bulletin’s weekly reYork dry goods market eavs:—
of
the
New
view
Business moderate with packing houses, and lobbing
trade fairly active. Cotton goods steady. Bleached
sheetings quiet and easier. Prints in lair but irregular demand.
Ginghams and cotton dress goods continue active.
Worsted dress goods steady. Felt
skirts more active. Sheetings and hosiery less freely
Cassimeres and
takeu. Men’s wear woolens quiet.
worstel coatings in fair request. Overcoatings are
quiet. Satinets and Kentucky jeans moved slowly.
Flanels in steady demand.
Foreign goods more
active.
Domestic

Market*.

New Yohk. Sept. 4-Kveuing.-Cotton market is
firm at 1-10 advance: sales 1180 bales; middling uplands at 11c; New Orleans at 11J; futures are quiet,
closing at 7 fig 9 points advance
Flour—receipts
9,292 bbls; Minnesota extra and low grades
extra again 3 @ 4 better; other kinds without decided change; sales 22,500 bbls; No 2 at 3 00 @ 4 00
perfine Western and State at 4 30 @ 8 00; extra Western and State at 5 25 @ 5 65; choice do 5 70 @ 6 10;
White Wheat Western extra at 6 15 @ 6 75; Fancy
White Wheat Western extra at 6 80 @ 8 25; extra
Ohio at 5 25 @7 25; common to extra St Louis at
5 50 @ 8 50; Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
7 25 @ 8 25; choice at 8 00 @ 9 75.
Southern flour is
firmer; sales 2000 bbls extra at 5 25 @ 8 50. Rye flour
steady at 4 00 @ 4 60 for Superfine. Cornmeal steady
at 2 90 @ 3 25.
Wheat—receipts of 61,100 bush; the
market opened a shade lower, and closed
in buyers favor; sales 480,000 bush, including 88,000
bush on the spot; 1 35 @ i 364 lor ungraded Spring;
110 for inferior Spring; 1 35 for No 2 Chicago; l 20
for North Western Spring; 1 25 @ 1 42 for ungraded
Winter Red Western; 1 28 ^ 1 29 for No 3 Wiuter
Red; l 37 @ 1 374 for No 2 Winter Red; 1 38 for No 2
Toledo; 1 36 for No 2 Amber; 130 for Winter Red
Texas: 1 30 @ 1 40 for ungraded WbiteWestern; 1 41
for White State; 1 4o for Amber Mixed; 1 214 for No
2 Spring October;! 30 for Winter Red for September;
1 332 tor Winter Red sailer Sepember; 1 24 @ 1 244
for No 2 Spring September. Rye quiet and unchanged.
Rice is
No 2 Western at 674c.
Barley and Barley Malt is nominal.
ceipts 231,052 bush; the market is without decided
change with a fair business doing; sales ot 167,009
bush, including 127,000 bush spot; 54 @ 57$c for ungraded Western Mixec; 554c for low Mixed; 56Ac for
steamer Mixed; 57 (a} 574c for New York No 2'; 56c
lor No 1; 564c for Yellow Western; 56c tor No2 for
August, closing at 564c asked; 554c steamer Mixed
for September, closing at 554c bid and 55|c
asked;
564c lor No 2 Sept, closing at 57c bid, 574c asked.
Oats—receipts 46,900 bush; the market is steady
closing quite heavy; sales 87,000 bush; 30 @ 38c for
Mixed Western and State; 33 @ 42c for White Western and State, including New York No 3 at 31 @
32c; New York No 2 at 334c; New York No 2 White
at 354c; New York No 1 at 35 @ 36c; New York No 1
White at 40c; extra at 35c; old No 2 Chicago a float
at 304c; ungraded at 32c; Mixed Western 30
@ 354c;
Ooftee quiet and in good business at I64 @ 22c gold.
Sugar firm; tne firmness of sellers checks trade;
8| @ 8gc for fair to good refining; 84c for prime; fair
to good Muscovado 8J @ 83; Molasses grade at 74 @
7|; refined in fair demand; 104c for standard A; 10|e
for granulated and powdered; 11| for crushed. Mo-

shipping
{Su-

slightly

steady;
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crude at 7}; 7601) bbls refined first bait October at 13};
10.000 bbls united crude at 2 47} @ 2 50.
Tallow is
steady at 8} @ 8}. Naval Stores—Rosin is unchanged.
Turpentine steady at 35}c. Eggs firmer. Pork lower)
60 bbls new mess at 13 00; at second call September
at 12 90 bid, 13 05 asked. Beef is quiet.
Cue Meats
quiet; Western ary 40: shoulders 5}; middles 5} ;middles 7} @ 7} ioi Western long ciear; short clear at 7}.
Lard opened shade lower, closing lower; 650 tes of
prime steam at 8 82} @ 8 85; to arrive next week at
at 8 75 ; 750 tes for September 8 75 @ 8 75.
Whiskey is quiet and firmer at 112} bid. 113 asked.
Freights to Liverpool—the market is quiet, steady:
Cotton per steam }d; Wheat per steam l}d.

Chioaoo, Sept. 4.—Flour is firmer; Western extra
5 00 @ 6 f0; choice to fancy Minnesota extra 7 00 M
7 50; common to fair do 6 25 @ 7 50; patent do 9 00.
Wheat unsettled; No 2 Spring Spring at 103 cash;
1 04 @ 104} tor for September; 100 @ 100} seller October; 99c all the year; No 3 do 1 04}. Corn active
and firm at 64c cash and seller September; 44} ® 44}
for October; rejected 41} @ 4l}c. Oats are active and
firm at 21}c cash; 24}c for October; rejected 19c. Rye

fairly active and firm at 54}c. Barley is dull
at 66}.
Pork active and firmer, closing easier at
12 40 cash; 12 32} for September.
Lard is dull anil
weak, closing easy at 8 40 cash; 8 37} @ 8 40 Sept.
Bulk Meats are-firmer—shoulders at 5.tc @ CJc; clear
rib at 5} @ 6}c; clear do at 5} @ 6|c. 'Whiskey 1 09.
Receipts—7,000 bbls flour, 103,000 oush wheat, 229,
000 oush com, 75,000 bush oats, 14,600 bush of rye,
32.000 bush barley.
Shipments—6,000 bbls flour,70,000 bush wheat, 269,000 bush com, 40,000 bush oats, 6,590 bush barley,
705 bush rye.
At the afternoon call of the board Wheat closed
at 1 06} cash; 106} seller September. Com is firmer.
Oats 23|c Sept.
Pork is firmer at 12 25 Sept.
Toledo, Sept. 4.—Fiourjis firm. Wheat is steady;
No 1 White Wabash at 135; No 1 White Michigan at
35; Amber Michigan at ex spot at 135}; seller for
September at 1 31}; Red Wabash at 121; No2 on
spot 1 30; seller September at 1 20};'seller October at
at 119; No 3 Red Wabash at 1 21; No 3 Dayton and
Michigan Red at 1 21; Amber Michigan 1 23.
Corn
quiet; High Mixed on spot at 49c; 47}c seller September ; October at 48c; rejected at 46.
Oats quiet;
No 2 at 26}c. Rye—No 2 at 55c.
Receipts—7C0 bbls flour, 57,000 bush wheat, 56,000
bush Com, 12,000 bush Oats, 00 Barley.
Shipments—ooo bbls flour, 28,000 bush Wheat, 8,800 bush Com, 24,000 bush Oats.
At the afternoon call of the board, Wheat closed
firm; No 1 White Michigan at 133; Amber Michigan 127}; seller September 1 25; No 2 Red Winter
at 1 29; seller September at 1 24*.
Corn quiet; No 2
at 46}c. Oats-No 2 at 27c,
Milwaukee, Sept. 4.—Flour is firm and stronger.
Wheat firm, opened lower and closed firm; No 1
hard Milwaukee at 117}; solt do 115}; No 2 Milwaukee at 116.
Com steady; No 2 at 42Je. OatsNo 2 at 23c. Rye easier; No 1 at 51}c.
Barley in fair
demand; No 2 Spring September at 66} @ 67.
Receipts—4309 bbls flour, 143,000 busn wheat.
Shipments—55t0 bbls Hour, 89,000 bush wheat, COO
bush corn.

The Revenue and the Public Debt.
New Yore, Sept. 4.—Washington specials
show that while the aggregate revenues of the
government last year fell $25,000,000 below
those of 1876, the net surplus was but $5,000,000
below the surplus of 1876. This is accounted
for by the reduction in expenditures last year of
The public debt shows a
nearly $20,000,000.
permanent reduction in annual interest of over

$3,000,000.

_

THE INDIANS.

Montana, Sunday,

stated that the command
was at lower Greyser Basin.
The Indians killed a man named Dietrich at Mammonth Hot
and
burned a bridge over the YellowSprings,
stone at Henderson’s ranche.
This was done
by a small party.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
Portland Wholesale Market.

Tuesday, Sept 5.—The

quiet to-day,
little or no chance. Sugars remain steady
.tic for granulated and 1050 for Eitra C, Com is
iirm and unchanged at the former quotations. Flour
is now selling well, with no change to note in prices.
markets

are

and show
at

Pork and Lard continue dull.

Daily Domestic Receipts;.
By water conveyance—1090 bnsh corn meal to G
W True & Co.
Exports.

Roston Stork Market.
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Sept. 4 ]
Boston* Maine Railroad.89}@ 90
Eastern Railroad.
® 3}
Portland, Saco & Portsmout Railroad.60 @ 65
Eastern Railroad (new bonds).
@ 50|
135 Eastern

Detroit, Sept. 4.—Flour is firmer.
Wheat is
steady, closing quiet—extra White Michigan at 1 41
cash; 1 32}for September; No 1 White Michigan at
1
1

seller September; 1 28 October; millcash;
ing 128};Nol Amber Michigan at 128. Com is
steady; No 1 Mixed 47|c. Oats steady; No 1 White
31ec; No 1 Mixed 38}c cash; 28c Sept.
Receipts—2100 bbls Hour, 23,101 oush wheat, 39
bush com, 4,000 bush oats.
Shipments—1450 bbls flour, 77,050 bush wheat, 1000
bush corn; 2,308 bush oats.
Cleveland, Sept. 4.—The Petroleum market is
unchanged at 12}c lor standard White.
Savannah, Sept. 4.—Cotton quiet; Middling up34

lATitia

Salt Lake, Sept. 4.—A courier from General
Howard’s command, who arrived at Bozeman,

Railroad..

33

$6,000 Eastern Railroad new 3} bonds. 50}
$1,000 Union Pacific Railroau 6s.104}
Second Call.
$155 Eastern Railroad scrip. 53
New Vnrk Stock and Money Market.
New York, Sept. 4—Evening,—Money loaned np
to 3 @ 4 per cent ou call during the iorenoon, advanced to 7 per cent, in the afternoon, ami closed at
5 per cent.
Discounts 4} @ 6 per cent.
Foreign
Exchange lower; bankers reduced nominal asking
rates lo 483 for 60 days, and 486 for demand; business
done at 482} and at 485 @ 485}.
Exports ot domestic products for the week wero
$7,261,015; against $6,417,217 lor the corresponding
week in 1876.

Golu weak; opened at 3}c and closed at 33c; the
lowest price since May 24, 1862. The carrying rates
raDged from 1 @ 4 per cent. Clearings $23,548,000.
The Customs receipts to-day were $439,000.
The
treasury disbursements were $190,000 lor interest
aud $252,000 for bonds.
Governments quiet. State bonds quiet.
Stocks were active and strong in the forenoon; the
advance from vesterdav’s closing H'l. 3 -si la nor ...no
ior tne general list, and 5} @
tig per een t. for coal
shares.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange to-day aggregated 555,853 shares, including New York Central
10,322 shares, Erie 21,310 shares, Lake Shore 43,210
shares, Wabash 6,600 shares, Northwestern 6,200
shares, do preterred 14,450 shares, Rock Island 5,610
shares, Milwaukee & St Paul preferred 8,700 shares,
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western 50,510 shs; Michigan Central 14,300 shares, Ohio & Mississippi 7,550
shares,Western Union 32,300 shares, Pacific Mail 53,000 shares.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States 6s,188l reg....
1C9*
United States 6s, 1881, coup.1106
United States 5-20*8, 1865, new, reg.105|
United States new 4*s, coup.1053
United States new 4*8, reg... 105
United States 4 per cents..,.
1025
United States 1867,

29

at. 102f>.

Wilmington, Sept. 4.—Cotton dull aud nominal;
Middling uplands at 10£c.
Norfolk, Sept. 4.—Cotton is dull; Middling uplands at lOJc.
Memphis, Sept. 4.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands at lOgc.
Galveston, Sept. 4.—Cotton easier; Middling uplands at lOJc.
New York, Sept. 4 —Cotton is steady; Middling
uplands at 11c.
New Orleans, Sept. 4.-Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands at lOJc.
Mobile, Sept. 4.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands
10c.

Charleston, Sept. 4.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands a> lOJc.
Augusta, Sept. 4.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands at lOJc.
Louisville, Sept. 4.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands lOJc.
Baltimore, Sept. 4.-Cotton is dull; Middling
uplands at Uc.
Cincinnati, Sept. 4.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands 1 life.
St. Louis, Sept. 4.—Cotton unchanged; Middling
uplands at lOJc.
Philadelphia, Sept. 4.—Cotton is quiet; middling upland* at lljc.
European market*.
London, Sept. 4—12.30 P, M.—Consols at 95 5 15

tor money and account.

London, Sept. 4.—American securities—U. S. 4$s,
4051; 67s, 1071; 10-408, ins; Erie 12g; do preferred 20J;
New York Central 101; Illinois, 66J. Later—Consols,
95 1-16; Erie llg. Bullion gone into the bank
to-day,
£15,000.
Liverpool, Sept. 4—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
fair business; Middling uplands at 5 15-16d; do Orleans at 6|d; sale* 12,000 bales,including 1000 for speculation and export; receipts to-day 27,300 bales, 2200
American.
Futures are steady, sellers; uplands,
low middling clause, September and October delivery, 5Jd.
Breadstutts Arm; receipts of wheat for three days,

33,000 quarters at 12s 6d @ 12s 8d for California
white; 12s 9d @ 13s 2d for California club; 12s Id @
12s 6d for red winter.
Corn—27s @ 27s Gd for new
mixed Western.

following

The

were

the

closing quotations

ol

Stocks:
Morris & Essex... 80*
Western Union Teiegrapn Co. *.... .............. 82*
Pacific Mail.
25*
New York Central & Hudson R It. .103}
Erie.
12*
21
Erie prelerred.
Michigan Central....
58}
.....Ill
Panama...
Union Pacific Stock, *,..
70}
Lake Shore.......
..... 65}
68
Illinois Central.
Pittsburg R.
80*
Chicago & Northwestern. 33}
Chicago & Northwestern prelerred -. 63*
Rock island.
.,101}
New Jersey Central.
17}
St. Paul. 32}
8t. Paul preferred..*...673

Chicago & Alton. 85*
Chicago & Alton preterred.100*
Fort Wayne. 90*

Missisppi.77777777.7.77.
Lackawanna..7.7.7.77.7
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph....777777
Ohio &

Delaware &

^

56}

18}

The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st.... 10*

Guaranteed...,

7'

141

Central Pacific bonus..t>106?
Union Pacific,.1053
Land

Grants...7103*
Funds.
£3}

Providence Print Cloths market.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., Sept. 4.—The Printing cloths
market was inactive, aud quotatoDs were nominally

unchanged.

FERNAN DINA—Cld 31st, sch Mollie. Atherton.
Port Spain.
JACKSONVILLE Cld 30th, sch JW Brown, Has—

PENSACOLA—Ar 3Ut, sch Agnes 1 Grace, Rivers,
Galveston.
BRUNSWICK, GA—Ar lit, «ch S FSeabury, Dow,
St Augustine, to load for New York or Baltimore.
ST MARYS, GA—Cld 27tb, barque Ada F Crosby,
Crosby, Montevideo.
WILMINGTON, NC-Ar 30th, ,cb RH Mitchell,
Mitchell. Baltimore.
RICHMOND, VA—Cld 1st, barque Monitor, Eaton, Bordeaux.
Sid 1st, sch Oliver Jameson, Campbell, for New
York.
BALTIMORE—Cld 1st, sch Oriole. Baker, Boston.
Ar 3d. sch Ida C Bullard, Bullard, Boston: G Lawrence, Robinson, do.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 3d, sch Lucy M Collins,
Collins, Bath.
Ar 1st, brig Manzauilla, Gibbs, New York: scb Eva
C Yatas, Yates, do.
Ar 3d, sch Lugano, McKown, Fcrnandina via Cherry Island, (where sho was ashore.)
Cld 3d, sch Eva C Yates. Yates. New York.
Ar at Chester 1st, sch Andrew Peters, Torrey, from
Calais.
Sid tin Lewes 2d inst, barque Sarah A Staples, for
London.
NEW YORK—Ar 2d, barques Norton Stovor, Sherman. Caibarien;
McGilvery, Hatfield, Boston; brig
Mariposa, Milton,Guantanamo; schs Adam Bowlby,
Mullen, Jacksonville; E V Glover, Davis, Georgetown. SC; A L McKeen,McKeen,St Marys; Angola,
Wooster, Miragoane; M C Moseley, Higgins, Matanzas; Martha Nichols, Coffin, Two Rivers, NS; Eliza
B Coffin, Cole, Sand River, NS; Gamma, Robinson,
Macbias; Lizzie Lee, Ingalls, and George D Perry,
Flynn, do; Benjamin, Crosaman, Pembroke; Lizzie
Cochrane, Hopkins, Bangor; Catawamteak, Kennedy, New Bedford; Oregon, Church, Gardiner.
Also ar 2d, schs Oregon. Church, Gardiner; Isaac
Rich, Studley, Rockport; Mabel Hall, Bartlett, from
Rockland; Thos RPillsbury, Pitcher. Newburyport;
Tennessee, Pillsbury, Vinalnaven; Addle E Snow,
Lord, and Franklin, Robinson, Providence; Convoy,
French, and Mary B Smith, Maloney, do.
Ar 4th, brigs Mary Fink, Spencer. Alicante; JF
Merry, Bradley, Sagua; schs Clara Fletcber.Sargent,
Portland; Herbert Manton, Crowell, from Rockport;
Maud Webster, Bangor.
Cld 2d, barques Chas F Ward, Gay, Gibraltar, for
orders; J K Holbrook, Leavitt, Plymouth, E; brig
John H Crandon. Pierce, Cronstadt; schs Garland,
Libby. St John, NB ; Lena R Stover, Seavey, lor
Key West.
Passed through Hell Gate 2d, schs Etna, Sawyer,
from New York lor Pernambuco; J B Knowles,
Wass, do for St John, NB; D Ellis, Torrey, do for
Rockland.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 1st, schs Venus, Clark, Pembroke; Maud Webster, Wentworth, Bangor.
STOMNGTON—Ar 1st, sch L D Wentworth, Matthews, Fa11 River.
PA WTUCKET—Ar 1st, sch A F Aowe, Ellis, from

Elizabetliport

Ar 3d, schs Mariel, Anderson, Perth Amboy; M L
Newton Boyd, Calais; H G Bird, Rhodes. Rockland.
Sid 31st, sch Ann Eliza, Robbins, and T W Allen,
Carter, New York.
FALL RIVER—Ar 1st, sch Dolly Varden, Allen,
St John, NB.
Ar 2d, sch George & Albert, Bryant, Bangor.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 1st, schs H C Winsblp,
Doane, from Portland for Philadelphia; Minnie Still,
Jennings, de for Patchogue.
Ar 2d, schs Frank Jameson, Jameson, Beaufort SC
10 days for Boston; H H Seavey, Philbrook, Union
Island for Newburyport; Mansur B Oakes, Matthews, Port Johnson for Kennebunk; TW Allen,
Carter, Providence for Pembroke.
Passed by, barque Mabel, Lewis, f<n Bath for New
Bedford; sch Maggie Mulvey, Fountain, Boston lor

Georgetown.
Sid, schs A Hammond,
x

o

vnve,

manson,

Henry

Eila O. Leach.

C Winsbip, MinDie Still,

H

anu otners.

BOSTON—Ar 3d, schs Emma K Smalley, Glenn,
So Amboy; Montezuma, Runnels, from Calais; Ziqa,
Bradley, Macbias; Virginia.Abbott, Sullivan; Elizabeth, Murch, Ellsworth; Iowa, Babbaee, BaDgor;
Ousel, Brown, Bristol; J C Roker, Taylor, Portland.
Cld 3d, sch Anna Frye. Smith, Kastport.
Ar 4th, brig Clarabelle. Tracey, Cienfueeos; schs
Ratan, Sinclair, Ellsworth; Hesperus, Wooster, fm
Sullivan.
Cld 4th, barque Carrie Wyman, Gilkey, New York;
sch Belle Brown, Knowlton, Richmond. Va.
SALEM—Ar 2d, sch Arcturus, Matthews, from

Bangor.
GLOUCESTER-Ar 1st, sch Robt T Clark, Hutchinson, Gottenburg via Newfoundland.
Also ar 1st, schs Agnes, Ham, fm Bangor; Idaho,
Wheeler, do for Sag Harbor; Texas, Allard, do lor
Stonington; Boston Light, Boardman, Camden for
Boston; Columbiana, Jones, Bristol for do; Ousel,
Wheeler, Boothbay lor do; Olio, Anderson. Gardiner
for New York; Charlie Stetson, Wise, Bath for do.
FOREION PORTS.
St Helena July 31, ship Ivanhoe, Henimau,
sailed Aug 1 for London.)
Passed do July 29, ship Frank Pendleton, Nichols,
Ar at

Calcutta, (and

Vizagapatam for

London.
Sid fm Palermo prev to 1st inst, barque Mary Jenness, Oakes, Boston.
Ar at Genoa 1st inst, barque Sandy Hook,
Nichols,
New York; brig J C Hazeltlne, Wood, do.
Sid fm Antwerp Aug 18tb, barque Charles Forbes,

Lowe, Cardiff.

Cld at TrooD|Aug 21, brig Sarah M Loring, Loring,
Demarara.
Ar at Hamburg Sept 3, barque
Caprera, Hichborn,

Cork Quay Aug 28, brig Daisy Boynton, Ap
K
pleby, St John. NB.
Sid fm Liverpool 2d .inst, ship Golden Rule, Lewis,
Tybee.
Sid fm Buenos Ayres July 19, barques Anna Walsh,
Lawrence, for Rio Janeiro; Eva H Fisk, Brown, for
RoBario.
At Granada Aug 25, barque Granada, Hodgdon, for
New York 10 days.
Ar at Guantanamo Aug 19, brig
Renshaw, Sylvester, St Jago.
Ar at Havana Aug 26, brigs Stockton,
Allen, Boston; 27th. C A Sparks, Ford, Philadelphia.
Ar at Matanzas 26th, brig Mpry C Mariner. Titcomb, Portland; sch Ralph Carlton. St Jago.
At St Jago Aug 16, brigs Jas Miller, Parker, from
Boston, disg; Edith Hall, Clark, from Brunswick,

Gilley

A,r

Philadelphia.
Ar at St John, NB, 1st inst, schs J C
Nash, Crowley, and Pacific, Look, New York; Fleetwing, Johnson, and G M Porter, Allen, New York; Gen Banks,
Linscott, and Matilda, Haynes, Bangor: Roamer,
McFarland; Jessie Williams. Sawyer; A Reed, Guptill; Olive, Moody; L B Sargent, Sargent, and S D

Hart, Burgess, Bangor;

Beach,

Red

SPOKEN.
June 2e, lat 35 S. ion 20 E. barque Jennie S Barker
Waile, from Basseiu tor Falmouth.
July 2, lat 35 13 S. Ion 2123 E, barque Emma L
Partridge, from New York for Port Natal.
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Business in all its branches, at the old stand of
EVANS &c MOONEY,

Portland, September 1st, 1877.

use.
Also barge. Both
Proposals for new Invited.
E. J. A. TOWNSEND,
Lowell Mass.

A

Ancient Landmark Lodge,
STATED meeting of Ancient Landmark Lodge
will be holden at Jose’s Hall, this evening at

o’clock.
sep5

Per Order

GEO, L. SWETT, Sec’y.snlt

THE FOSTER IMPROVED

CARPET BEATER
Forest City Dye House, Preble St.
Sept. 4th, 5th and 6th,
From 9 to 10 a.

m.

each day.

d3tna

Spurting. Cranberry Isles,

VoIant’ (Br) Balcom> st John, NB
John
Mata
Louisa A Boardman, Norwood, Eastport-N
BjSoh
[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.!
WISCASSET, Aug 29—Sailed, barque Norwegian
Lincoln, Sharpness. E.
Aug 30—Ar, sch Niger, Alley, Boston.
Sid, sch Maria LouiBa, Thurrill, Boston.
Aug 31—Ar, sch Herald, Frisbee, Boston.
Sept 2—Ar, sch Kobt Woodrnfl, Lewis, Gloucester.
AugS-Ar, eebs Exact, Kimball, Portland : Warr
Eagle. Frisbee, Boston.

H Miller, Shea, Boston.
J S?5.1rSI5:8Chfl
C°v

Coney, Lockhart,Providence:

ber rail at full

sea.

NOW OPENED
AT

—

Eastman Bros’.
JBlack Bress Silks and Trimming Velvet,
at lower prices than for 20 years.
All Wool Black Cashmere for 45 cents

Himalayan. Basket Cloth and Waterproof Circulars in large variety.
Novelties in Autumn Shawls, Ac., Ac.

Meady,-.

PASCAGOULA—Ar 30th, sch Stephen Bennett
*

Bennett, Matanzas.
Old 30th, sch stampede, Dow, Vera Cruz.

BE

SOLD

LIMIT,

TO CLOSE THE ESTATE OF THE
TO CLOSE THE ESTATE OF THE

EASTMAN BROS.,
534
sept3

Congress St.

sndtf

OYSTERS.
If yon

want OYST1CUS in Large
order of

Small Lots

& HAWES,
Wholesale Oyster Dealers,

TIMMONS

Shippers and Planters. Stores Nos. 119 Commercial
Street, and 15 and 16 Market Square.
jar"All orders promptly filled at Lowest Market
Prices.

sept3dsntf

F. O.

Bailey

& Co.—Table

Administrator’s Sale,

Ceremonies

Formal Opening

at

TO-DAY

the

Grounds.

The Crowds iu Attendance at the
Park and City Hall.

FURTHER

DESCRIPTIONS

OF

THE

GRIND DISPLAYS.

Cutlery.

Additional Entries

at the Hall.

Superior Conn.
SEPTEMBER CRIMINAL TERM, 1877,
S YMONDS, J.,
PRESIDING.
The first criminal term of the judicial year of this
was opened yesterday morning, with prayer by
the Rev. Dr. Shallor.
A new Grand Jury was empanelled, as follows:
Foreman, Henry Carvill, Brunswick; Ira Brown,
Windham; Gideou Burbank. Cape Elizabeth: Edward Cobb, Gray; Philip O. Canuell, Naples: Fran-

court

Frost, Scarborough;

Green, Otistield;

Daniel

Elijah Hawkes, Gorham; Alvin Ingalls, Bridgton;
Jeremiah H. Lord, Standish; Peter N. Marston, Falmouth; Rufus Morrison, Cumberland; Joel Nevins,
Deering; Stephen It. Porter, Portland; Eli H. Rogers, Freeport; George Trefethen, Portland; Benjamin

Webber, Hurpswell.

After

TAUNTON SILVER-PLATE CD.

an able and
interesting charge to the Granl
Jury, they retired to their loom, and the Traverso
Juries were empanelled, as follows:

TAUNTDN SILVER-PLATE CD.
TAUNTON SILVER-PLATE CD.

FIRST TRAVERSF. JURY.
Foreman, Charles H. Chase, Portland; Albert P.
tennett. Deenng;
Jordan Brown. Cumberland!
Austin Bndgham, Bridgton; John W.
Bixby, Westbrook; Mark R. Coolbroth. Standish; Lewis P.
Crockett, Naples; William V. Harsley, Harrison;

Curtis Colley, Falmouth; Charles Decker, Jr.. SebaNathaniel Fickett, Pownal;
Josiah Frank,*

Yesterday was a most auspicious day for the
formal opening of the New England Agricultural Exhibition. The indications of a large
attendance, which were noted the night before,
proved to be well founded, and every train
coming into the city bronght crowds of people.
The Maine Central trains, both morning, noon
and night, came in crowded.
Besides the
number of loaded teams from the adjoining
towns was very large.
The capacity of the
hotels was

thoroughly tested,

and the

lodging

houses will begin to receive customers to-day.
The success of the exhibition is already
and the receipts in all departments

assured,

very satisfactory. All that is needed now
is a continuation of the flue weather and the
city will be overrun with people anxious to
view the great exhibition.

are

go;

Gray.

This is the Closing and Special Sale of
their Rich And Elegant Goods
Manufactured Specially for the Trade
All To Be

Sold Without

Limit !

Every Article Offered will Positively
be Said to the Highest Bidder.
Ottering Great Inducements to Purchaseis
tO

Bur

iSnmla

sit

price*.

own

Also large lines of Forks and spoons,
Soup, Oyster, Cream and Gravy ladles, Cake and Fish Knives, Napkin Rings &c. Also the balance of Rich Case Goods
suitable for Presents,
From their store, No. t Maiden Lane, New York.
Sale to commence Wednesday, Sept. 5th. at
10 o’clock a. m., and 2 ami 7.30 p. m.
continuing
every day and evening tins week.

SALE,

cases

ready for trial, the Traverse

until lllij

W<*r«

W.i ln.icilorl mAFninn

o’clock.
There is a large amount of business for the Gran 1
Jury, aud the session will be somewhat longer than
at ten

Tea Sets, Water Sets, Ice Pitchers, Waiters and Salvers, Goblets, Mags, Butter Dishes, Dinner,Breakfast and
Pickle Castors, Cake Baskets,
Fruit Stands, Card Receivers, Urns, Bakers,
&C-, &c.

tm~THI8

SUPERNUMERARIES.

Charles O. Bancroft, Portland; Eben N. Perry,
Cape Elizabeth; Israel G. Simpson. Brunswick; David C. Stover, Harpswell; Nathan O. True,
Freeport;
Jabez True, New Gloucester; William S. Whitney,
Juries

Stock Consists Of

ING

SECOND TRAVERSE JURY.

Foreman, Charles T. Grant. Yarmouth; Addison
Goodhue, Portland; Josiah Grafiam, Scarborough;
AmeliusS. Hinds, Portland; William Haves. North
Yarmouth; Kpliraim Hunt, Brunswick; Samuel U.
Windham; Wiiliam H. Larrabee, Bridgton;
1^ena1p5
Daniel C. Mann, Casco; Walter J. .«i ax
well, Cape
Elizabeth; Elisha Proctor, Raymond; George T,
Springer, Westbrook.

Gorham.
Thore being no

thi>ir

/S POSITIVELY THE CLOS-

usual.

Criminal
morning.

appeal

will

case3

be taken

up

this

Municipal Court.
JUDGE KNIGHT

are

Fined $3 with costs. Paid.
Fester Molice. Intoxication.
Fued $ 3 with C09ts.
Committed.
Johu E. Gannon. Intoxication.
Fined $3 with
costs. Paid.
James Kilday. Intoxication. Fined $3 with costs.
Paid.
Joanna Mahoney. Intoxication. Fine! $3 with
costs.
Mabel Holmes. Open shop. Discharged.
Hngh Connelly. Larceny. Reform School.
Eugeno Mack and Charles Brady. Larceny. Fined
$100 with costs. Paid.
Ellen Powell. Intoxication.
Fined $3 with costs.
Paid.

specially invited.

Brief Jottings.
were 46 admissions to Pine

By order of

JOHN

There
church Sunday.

SWAN,

H-

Treasurer el the Taunton Silver
Plate Company,
sepo

tf

NOVELTIES

street

Henry McGee, one of the city workmen, was
by a hack on Middle street yesterday

run over

afternoon.
Two of his ribs were broken and
his head badly cut.
We regret to learn that the Portland Schoo
of Pharmacy, the plan of which the Press an*
nonneed some weeks ago, will not go into operation, the number of pupils who have applied

—is—

being insufficient

Dr® Goods and Shawls!
TURNER BROS.,
will [open

today

the finest line of

Fall and Winter

they have

ever

to cover the running expenses
of the institution.
There was no choice of Superintendent at the

meeting of the State Street Sabbath School last
evening.
Stated meeting of Ancient Landmark Lodge,
F. A. M. this evening.
The L’gonia Juniors of L!gonia, beat the
Rattlers of c is city to the tune of 16 to 4.

Re publican Cily Convention.
The Republican City Convention for the
nomination of candidates for Representatives

to

DRESS GOODS,
exhibited.

the Legislature, met at the
Republican
headquarters at 5 p. m. yesterday afternoon.
Col. F. N. Dow, chairman of the
Republican
City Committee, called the convention to order.
Hiram Knowlton, Esq., of Ward
6, was chosen
chairman, and Mr. B. Barnes, Jr., of Ward 7,
The roll was called and vacancies
filled.
On motion of Stanley T. Pullen,
Esq., of
Ward 4, Messrs. Jacob S.
Winslow, Isaac

secretary.

Extra

Bargains
—

IN

—

BLACK SILKS!
ANOTHER LOT OF

$2 BLACK SILKS at $1.50
The best

ever

offered at the

price.
and Colored Timming Silks
and Velvets.

PRICE ONLY

ONE

!

Turner Bros.,
COR, CONGRESS ELM STS.
Agency lor Iffadatnc
reliable Patterns,

Demote si’s

seP5d2wsn

SCIty of Portland.
DEPARTMENT.

NOTICE.
A. GOODWIN, Esq., City Civil Eugineer, in accordance with the Statures of the
State, and of City ordinances relating to the original
location pf streets, and with the order ot the City
Council approved August 1G, A. D.. 1877, having
ascertained the original location of the Streets hereinafter mentioned as accurately as practicable, and
made written report of his doings in the premises
with plans and descriptions to us the undersigned
Committee on New Streets, to wit: Laurel street.
Pearl, north of Laurel street; Congress, east of North
street; Cumberland, from North to Merrill street;
Quebec, at North street; Melbourne street; Montreal, at North street; Walnut street; Lafayette street;
Congress street; Merrill, at Congress ^street; Willis

WILLIAM

street; and Emerson street.
This to give notice to all concerned that this Committee will act upon said report, at the Mayor’s office, on SATURDAY, the 29th inst, at 10 o’clock A.

SUMNER LIBBY,

(■

GEO. H. COYLE,

J

SMITH,

New
Streets.
dtd

Can be found in

Just received at W. F. Studley’s.
As special bargains I have a lot of
good yard wide Unbleached Cott on
for 6 cents per yard.
A nice lot
of good style Prints for 5 cents,
and best the marhet affords for
6 cents per yard.
Good Twilled
Crash 6 1-4 cents per yard.
The above
have to oiler.

are

hut few of the many bargains I

W. F. STUDLEY,
Under Falmontb Hotel.
septs

dtf

ADMINISTRATOR’S
to

SALE.

License from the Judge of Probate for Cumberland county, I shall sell at
public auction, on tbe premises, tbe third day of October next, at one o’clock in the afternoon, a farm
situated in Gorham, on the line of the Ogdensburg
Railroad, near tbe White Rock Station, containing
seventy-five acres well divided into field, pasture and
woodlaud, and is well watered; has on it a two story
bouse, finished outside and in, also a barn sixty feet
long by forty-one wide, and a plenty of outbuildings
all in good condition; yields annually about
thirty
tons bay. The produce raised on the farm the present
season may bo bought at the same time if wanted.
WILLIAM. SILL A, Administrator.
w£w35*
a

invited to call at Sweetair & Merrill’*, 48 3
Middle aireet, and examine 8. T. Taylor'.
are

SYSTEM cl DRESS CUTTING,
Trimmed Pattern* and Faehion Journal
Orders for Madame Chandler’. Uren Belorm Pattern* will also be taken tbere.
d3t
sepS

Jackson. Joseph A. Locke and Geo. C. Littlefield were renominated by acclamation.
The
convention then proceeded to ballot for the
additional candidate for Representative in
place of Henry B. Cleaves, Esq., who having
served two terms, was not a candidate. The
result of the ballot was: Whole number
49;
necessary to a chpice 25; Samuel E. Spring had
1; Clarence Hale 21, and Charles McLaughlin
27, and Mr. McLaughlin was declared the nominee. Mr. Pullen, in behalf of the friends of
Mr.

Hale,

moved

unanimous, which

to make
was

the nomination

carried.

The Baptist Excursion to the White
Mountains.—The executive committee of the
Baptist Social Union have fully completed the
arrangement! for their third annual excursion
to the Crawford House in the White Mountain
Notch, and considerably more than half of the
tickets are already sold. The exoursion leaves
this city by special train over the Portland &
Ogdensburg railroad on Wednesday morning,

Sept. 12th,

and returns on

Thursday evening.

The ticket! are'good for those who wish to remain longer to Sept. 20. The number of excursionists iis limited!,to one hundred, and
any
of those interested who have not done so
should lose no time in securing their tickets.
The arrangements of the committee include
half fare from Eabyan’s to the summit of Mt.

Washington

for those who desire to extend the

trip.
This has in previous years been one of the
most enjoyable excursions going from our city,
and that for the present season promises to be
in no respect behind the others.
Further information may be obtained of tbe
secretary of the committee, M. L. Stevens, ICO

Exchange

AT

street.

Music Hall.—Mr. Den Thompson’s admiraa
ble impersonation “Joshua Whitcombs”, one*
of the most humorons characterizations now
on the stage, draws large houses at Music Hall,

r A HK.

THE

Formal Opening ot the Exhibition—The
Rart.-Slaacn at the Slock.
At eight o’clock yesterday morning Chandler’s Band left the headquarters iu Market
Square and took Kobinson’s boat for the Park.

lively music called
along the route, and the

Their

out

a

scene

large

crowd all
at the head of

Preble street, the place of their departure, was
very enlivening. Upon their arrival on the
grounds, they took np their place in the stand
and continued their music. Chief Marshal
Adams and his aids—Sawyer, Ilich and
Wharf—were
The usual

on

hand

at

an

parlw hnnp

unoccupied

space between the
upper gate and the grand stand is now thoroughly taken up by venders of tooth powders,
prize packages, &c. The usual side shows are

by no

PRESIDING.

Tuesday, Sept. 4.—Timothy Hayes. Intoxication.

_____

Ladies

Dressmakers and Other Ladies

or

ADVERTISEMENT*

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN,
New England Fair.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Ancient Landmark Lodge.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Novelties—Turner Bros.
Dressmakers and Other Ladies.
City ot Portland—Street Department.
For Sale—House.
Mrs. E. H. Eames—Teacher.
The Celebrated Chelsea Pottery.
New Law Books.
Ready at Last—Jack.
Boston & Maine Railroad.
Bargains—W. F. studley.
Copartnership—Mooney & Means.
Wanted to Purchase.
Notice ot Foreclosure.
AUCTION COLUMN.

cis S

TO CLOSE THE ESTATE OF THE

PURSUANT

The captain

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 2d, ship S C Blanchard

OR

DRESS GOODS New Dress Goods

memoranda.

covers

WILL

RESERVATION

NEW AUTUMN

J Adams, ashore at
Portsmouth, bilged
Sunday morning, and is supposed to be baillv
is
she
now hogged, butts opened
stove;
banly. and

the water

WARRANTED

lyAdvertiser Copy.

Brig Clara

lays toe blame of the disaster to the pilot, who Bald
could work the brig up without a tug.

FACTOR? AND

WITHOUT

sep5

on

he

OF THE

ALBERT

and up.

CLEARED.

ARE

M.. when fund where unv nerann mnv ortr^-ir otwl
object to said report.
M. M. BUTLER,
1
JAMES E. HASELTINE, I Committee
I. D. CUSHMAN,
!
on

—

y»

GOODS

STREET

PORTLAND.

w
wllhMnmSi0
Yma,rd’
itb 200 bbls mackerel.

-THE

FIRST-CLASS, BEARING THE TRADE-MARK

sep5dtt

ASTEAMER
ierred. For excursion

NEWS,’

Tuesday, Sept. 4,
ARRIVED.
Steamer New York, Winchester, St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
Sch Marion P Champlin, Freeman, Baltimore—coal
to Boston & Maine RK.
Sch Como, Bunker, Manchester, (ar 3d.)
Sch Bowdoin, Randall, Bangor tor New
Haven
(put in for new sails.)

ALL

WANTED TO PURCHASE.
50 to 75 feet long. Side wheel pre-

months.

PORT OF

At 10 o'clock n. m., ‘1 and 7.50 p. m., and
Continue Every Da, and Evening
Daring ThU Week

SAMUEL S. MOONEV,
GEORGE T. MEANS.

sept5d3t

3?

EICHAN8E STREET,
Wednesday, Sept, 5th,

Center.

In South Gorham, Sept. 1, Jeremiah Deeiing, aged
78 years 11 months.
In Brunswick, Aug. 9, Mr. Elisha C.
Raymond,
agea 68 years.
In Baldwin, July 28, Boscoe.son of William
Henry
and Parmelia Spencer, aged 18 years 2 months.
In Bath, Aug. 31, Roderick
McKinnon, aged 75 Jyrs
4

MARINE

35 AND

Commercial St., CorBlack
of

sep4

Mtnatare Almanac.September 5.
Sun rises.5.28 | High water. 9.15 AM
Sun sets.6.29 | Moon rises. 2 39 AM

AT STORE

MEANS,

Coal and Wood.

river.

Cutlery

To be Sold at Auction,

copartnership un-

For the purpose of carrying

light draft for

NEW

AND

Table

tt »-r-v

tfi’

E^The funeral services of the late Mrs. Helen
R. Swett will take place at 2 o’clk, this Wednesday
afternoon, at her late residenoe, No. II .Myrtle street.
Burial at convenience of the family.

—

YICINITyT

CITY AND

England Fair.

—

Xiiv a xxxxr

The undersigned have formed
der the style of

ner

of

superior

Crano. from

Portland.
Cld 31st, sch Com Kearney, Warr, Newcastle.

The machine is patented, and
territory is tor sale.
DIED.

—

New

5.“

WEDNESDAY MORNING, SEP1.

Manufacturer’s Sale

Ar at

Ga. disg; and others.
Cld at Glace Bay Aug 31, schs Charles E
Hillier,
Coombs, and Helen Maria, Look, Boston.
at Yarmouth, NS, Aug 31, sch Ada S Allen, fm

THE PRESS.

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

Cochin.

Will be exhibited at the

In Yinalhaven, Aug. 15. Jonathan Manchester of
Rockland and Mrs. Iiene Young of Vinalhaven.
In Greenville, Aug. 20, Wm. O. Hilton ana Miss
Laara M Smith.
In Bucksport, Aug. 18,
A.
and Miss

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

kell. Providence.

MARRIED.

reg.77107*

United States 1867, coupon.jo7#
United States, 1868, coup.,.77.,1096
UnitodStates new 5’s reg...'...1076
United States new 5s, coup...,..1073
United States 10-40’s, reg...77.107}
United States 10-40s, coup..7109*
Currency 6’s....... ........122*

Sinking
The backbone of the miners’ strike in the
Lehigh region is b-oken. A speedy resumption
is expected of
thirty-seven collieries in ihe
Hazleton district, the heart of the Lehigh
region, and thirty-two are in fall operation.

Chicago Cattle Market.
Chicago, Sept. 4.—Cattle—receipts of 3800 headshipments 1300 head; choice natives firm at 3 25 (ch
4 75; Colorado Datives and half breeds in fair demand
at 2 75 @ 4 00; Texas firm at 2 80 @ 3 80; butchers
active, scarce and firm; Cows 2 50 @ 3 25; Steers at
3 00 & 4 00.
Hogs—receipts 7.000 head; shipments 3,200 head;
choice heavy at 5 25 @ 5 40; Bostons at 4 90 @ 5 20;
packers at 4 50 @ 4 80; light at 5 40 @ 5 45—all sold.
8heei>—receipts 540 head; shipments 000 head;
all sold at 3 50 @ 4 87J.

1

ST. JOHN, NB. Schr Volaut-1} bh! oil, 40 hush
corn. 40 bhls 60 bash meal, 48 bids flour, 3 plows, 1
cultivator, 600 feet pump stock, 42,000 brick6.

The President has been invited to visit Shel-

byville, Ky.

TRE BULGARIAN CAMPAIGN.
Loralz Taken by the Rnninns.
London, Sept. 4 —A Russian official despatch
dated Gorny Studeni, 7.35 this forenoon, says
Lovatz was yesterday taken by assault by the
Russian troops under Gens. Meretinskv and
Skobelofi. No details.
The Pelisat Rattle.

Foreign

POLITICAL.

reported as yielding $18 90 to the ton.
It should read $189 00 to the ton.
miNOK telegbahs.

says

who is at Mont Brisou, upon being informed
of the death of Thiers immediately telegraphed to Paris to summon the Cabinet council to
arrange for solemnizing the funeral with the
greatest pomp.
The Temps adds that President MacMahon thinks that in the presence of
such a loss to the country ail divisions should
for a time disappear in order by a great national demonstration to pay honor to one who
has rendered such great services to France.
The Moniteur announces that President MacMahon sent a telegram of condolence to
Madame Thiers, and that official journal will
to-morrow publish a decree announcing that
the expenses of the funeral will be borne by
the state. It is believed the corpse will be
interred in the Invalides.
Ibe whole Republican press express profound
and sincere sorrow. Private telegrams from
the provinces show that Thiers’ death is regarded throughout the country as a national
calamity. Most of the evening papers appear
with black borders, and even the journals
opposed to Thiers generally render homage to
the illustrious patriot, although
they mingle
with their praises disapproval of his most
recently expressed opinion.
Upwards of 10,000 persons left card3 at
Thiers’ Paris residence in Place de St. Gt-orge.
President MacMabou will personally attend
Thiers’ funeral, which is fixed for Saturday at
the Invalides.
Thiers’ death has produced a
deep impression in Berlin and apprehension!
lead
to
new
difficulties.
may
The English press generally think that to the
Republicans M. Thiers’ loss will be terrible. It
is not a light matter that the
Republican policy instead of being represented by M. Thiers’
mature wisdom, should be now without a serious rival.

ere was

»ue

of

slight.

Lisbon—Charles B Plummer.
East Livermore—John w. Eaton.
Livermore—Samuel Bootliby.
Pai is—David N. true.
Hunover-Henry B. Smith.
Waterford—Isaac P. Becklcr.
Gilead—Jedediah G. Lary.
Canton—Isaac B. Fuller.
Guilford—George W. Pratt.
Sebec—Joseph Morrill.

War.

Sbipka.

PARTICULARS OF HIS DEATH,

drewslef0rd—KiChard

house,

special

EX-PRESIDENT THIERS.

Otis -Charles Otis.

the

a

Canning Patent.
Sept. 4.—The case

Winslow Jones of Portland, Me.,against Lewis
McMurray & Co., ot Baltimore, was taken up
intbeU.S Court today. Jones claims under
a patent that he has the exclusive right to
can,
and all persons should pay royalty.
Patents
recently have been reissued and interests of
vast magnitude, in which all packers of green

Dyer.

Fairfield—S. B. Starbiril.
Eden—Gideon Mavo.
Waterboro’—Charles W. Smith.
New Gloucester—A. C. Chandler.
Mt. Vernon—James C. Howland.
Windsor—Adam ... StimsOD.
Passadumkeag—Charles L. Hathaway.
Scarboro'—Samuel R. Snow.
H' Iugersoll> James M. An-

v

on

The

train.

local

Palermo—Enoch B. Cain.
G. Sherman.
Camden—U. B. Eaton.
Hodgdon—Benjam n J. Smith.
Surry—T. J. Bacbelder.

K.

Portland, responded

Zouaves returned at midnight

Liberty—Gardner

Dayton—James

Zouave

marched to the residence of Mr. Williams, who
greeted them with a speech of welcome and a
banquet The speech was mainly devoted to a
defence ot his interpretation of the secood plank
in the platform, which he claims does not mean
that President Hayes holds his office by any
fraud on the part of the electoral commission.

.1 .1 __3

Strong—William

the visit of the

companies of Portland and Brunswica, to extend a complimentary serenade to Ron. Joseph
H. Williams, the Democratic candidate for
Governor. A street parade and torchlight procession was had, after which the Zouaves

Mv Deae
object in
you
is to appeal to you to take
prompt aod active
measures to secure the full Democratic vote of
your town at tbe approaching election.
Our
opponents are divided and distracted by inter-

Representatives Nominated.

M.

last evening nominated Harden Taylor
and Joshua Moore as representatives to the

[Confidential.]

Gotham—Frederick Kobie.

A,

caucus

they have a soore of times

nal dissensions and a
feeliug of indifferenceaDd
unatby pervades their ranirs ro a degree unknown before. It is our opportunity.
A quiet
but vigorous effort among th- live men and
active workers of our party iu every towu will
give ns the state.
Shall I count on yon for tbe
accomplishment of this work so far as yonr
towo is concerned.
Hold a private conference
at ouce with such active men as yon can
rely
upon. Lay ont tbe work aud put tbe machinery in motion witu a will aud determination
that will ignore any such word as fail.
Rely
upou it now is our lime.
A vote within live
thousand of what we threw last year will give
us the
Your brethren are
victory certain.
act ve elsewhere.
Dj not permit your town to
fall behind
1 call your attention especially to
the constitutional amendment to be voted upon
which is intenJed to deprive tbe poor men of
ihe right to vote unt'l their poll taxes are
paid.
It is wrong in principal, audit adopted will
prove a prolific source of corruption in elections.
Thousands will neglect to pay their
taxes with a view to have them paid by one of
tbe other of tbe parties for their
votes, and it
neejis no words from me to convince you as to
wbat party would profit most by the operation.
Rost your meu and vote it down.
Yours for the cause.
E F. PtLLSBUBY,
Chairman of the Democratic State Com.

Pillsbury,

Biddeford, Sept. 4.—The] Democratic city

before.
_

The Turco-Russian

Dwelling

The Democratic Still Hunt.
The following letter addressed to a citizen of
Washington county by the chairman of the
Democratic State Committee, has doubtless
been distributed by hundreds throughout the
state. It proves conclusively what bad before
been suspected, that the
Democracy are vigorously working in a sly way to bring out their
fuU strength next
Monday. Th is “still hunt”
game is an old and favorite one of the Maine
Democrat. It depends for success upon Republican apathy and indifference. Hence Republicans have it in their power to defeat it, and
will

FOREIGN.

neglected, and the refreshments
thick as flies about a sugar barrel.
Among the great wonders shown are the
two-legged horse, a sea tiger, a sea serpent, a
wonderfully formed calf and the sacred ox.
Then there are two or three Punch and Judy
shows, the inevitable picture saloon, &c., &c.
The scene in this vicinity all day was lively,
means

are as

at all times the crowds drawn were
immense.
It was announced that the formal opening
exercises would commence at 9.15, but it wa s
nearly 11 o’clock before the distinguished per.

and

sonages who were to take part arrived. Gov.
CunDor arrived, accompanied by Gen. Burnside
and was driven abont the grounds.
At a little before 11 o’clock Gen. J. Marshall
Brown called the company to order in the tent
within the circle of the track, which is used for
Dr. Losing’s headquarters. Governor Connor,

Dr. Loring, Gbd. Brown, Gan. Burnside, Gen.
William Sutton of Ipswich, Mayor Butler,
ex-Gov. Parham, and others, occupied seats on
the platform. In the audience were noticed
ex-Mayor Richardson, Dr. Tewksbury, 0. E.
Jose, Esq., W. W. Thomas, Jr., Esq., Gen.
Beal, Mr, Noyes of the Massachusetts Plowman, Hon. Rufus Prince, Judge Knight, John
Hall, Esq., of Berwick, N. R. Bautelle, Col.
Ricker, and other gentlemen interested in

agriculture.
After calling the meeting to
Brown spoke as follows:
GEN.

order,

Gen.

BROWN’S SPEECH.

Mr. Preiident and Gentlemen of the

New

England Agricultural Society:

The time has
now arrived when it becomes my doty to make
of
the
State
Maine
as^President
Agricultural
Society.an official report of the labor performed
by our officers, since you determined, at our
solicitation,to hold hereiand with us your annual
exhibition and fair. But first let me express
the great satisfaction It gives us, to meet with
you in this friendly association and to bid you
in the name of our Society a most thorough
and cordial welcome.
1 welcome you to the State of Maine, the
youngest of that noble brotherhood of States,
whose proud privilege it is to bear on this side
the sea the name of the mother countrv
aud whose boast has been and is that here the
free institutions, which oar fathers brought,
and which have been and will |be maintained
and defended to tbe last.
Tbe youngest of tbe New England States,
and yet so far as concerns authentic history,
the oldest of them all.
Sixteen years before
tbe Pilgrims landed at Plymouth Hock, the
French planted their gardens on our eastern
border, explored our rivers, named our islands
and mapped our harbors and.established olaims
of dominion which were not abandoned until a
century and a half later, when the intrepid
Wolfe stormed the heights of Quebec. Two
years later the English planted a colony at tbe
mouth of the Kennebec, and from that movement was derived tbe title of old England to the
New, and from that day the English were
always to be found here, so that when the
starving Pilgrims at! Plymouth looked about
for
bread it was here
they sent their
shallops and received both a welcome
aud a supply.
So that we may say, with
pardonable vanity, that Maine is the mother
of New England as well as always part and
parcel of it all, under the mgis of tbe Bay
State to be
sure, but
through all her
history furnishing her contingent and bearing
Four
her Bbare of the work.
doughty Sir
William Phipps was born in tbe valley of the
Kennebec, and Sir William Pepperell was a
Kittery boy, and many a Maine soldier stood
with him at Lonisburg; and so through tbe
long list of distinguished citizens of our sister
states will be found scores of names of those
whose early home was within our borders.
1 bid you welcome, also, Mr. President and
Gentlemen, within tbe limits of the ancient
town of Falmouth, now nearly 230 years old,
but renewing her youth in her children, for out
of her old-time fair proportions have been
carved five goodly towns, having more than 7
percent, of the population of the statd with
more than 10 per cent, of its valuation and
paying about 20 per cent, of the state lax, representing too, I think I may safely say, to a
considerable extent tbe improved methods of
agriculture and exhibiting a commendable example of agricultural prosperity and thrift
We have invited you to meet with us because we felt that in every way your coming
would do us good. It is worth something, in
this work-a-day world, to make new friends;
it is of inestimable value to our farmers to
get away once in a while from their usual routine, to go among their neighbors and rivals
and study the markets and learn the popular
taste and demand, and see the tools with which
others win success. I do uot believe an agricultural fair can be held anywhere without a
mnrkpd and

immpfliata infliiAnno

nnnn

an-

I tire community, and I confidently anticipate
the opportunity to see a better dramatic per. I from this a new impulse and a vigorous and
steady advance.
formance than that afforded by Mr. Thomp[ A very large majority of the people of our
pod. The travesty of “Cinderella” too, giving
State are engaged in agricultural pursuits and
yet as you well know. Maine is not called an
as it does chance for pretty women in hand"
agricultural state. The reasons are obvious.
some costumes on the stage, affords much
Lumbering, commerce, the fisheries have made
to
pleasure
spectators.
our young men restless and impatient of a
quiet life with its slow rewards. California
Yacht Race.—The race of the third clasa
and the rich virgin soil of the great West have
sloop yachts took place yesterday afternoon tempted them away, and the civil war thrnst
its greedy fingers into every honseheld and
and was devoid of much interest. The wind
took aw ay the young and strong.
was very light and bafiliDg.
The Mist won the
Dull however, as has been the prospect, I
race and still holds the cup.
thiuk I bat echo the opinions of careful obserThe El da did not
vers when I say tbat in these years of returning
go over the course, but gave up the race. They
peace, there has been a marked improvemet In
started at a little past 2 o’clock and the winner
Maine. Homesick wanderers,
tired of the
returned at 5.40, making the trip in 2 hoars,
frnitless search for sudden wealth, have come
back to the farm; capitalists longing for the
40 minutes and 24 seconds.
free air of the country, have discovered that in
more
than
mere
ways
Severe Accident.—Yesterday noon as Mr.
returns
money
“farming pays”. Pleasure as well as interest
Albert Morse, who resides on Brackett street,
are caring for the worn out pastures and the
was coming in from the Park, and when near
sick [and buDgry fields. You come
then, at
an auspicious time;
the Rochester depot the horse became frightenallNewKugland is your
proper
but
this year it is we in
missionary field,
ed at the cars and run away throwing out the
Maiue who have raised the old time cry “Come
occupant. His head struck the rail and a bad
over and help us.”
I know your work is not
scalp wound was the result. He was taken for ns alone and. that your missionary Jabo™
have a wider scope than our limits. »nd •bat
home and the wound dressed and it is not exwhatever good results follow will be felt far
pected that any bad results will follow.
and near, just as the circles spread and broador tae waen when the
listless, placid surf.w
TnE Greenback Ticket.—The following
ter is disturbed.
ticket was nominated yesterday afternoon by
Again I bid you welcome and referring you
the Independent Greenback county committee
to what you see about yoa as e v1
“f®
have not been idle in our work of preparation
for Cumberland:
for your annual festival, I pl»c«fto control into
Senators—M. G. Dow, Deering; D. \V. Procbelongs.
your hands, where it rightfully
tor, Portland; J. F. Turner, Portland; Philip
O. CarnelI, Naples.
At the close of his remarks, Gen. Brown
Commissioner—Geo. Leavitt, Deering
introduced Governor Connor, who spoke as
Treasurer—M. \V. Turner, Portland.
follows:
Register of Deeds—D. W. Scribner, Portland.
governor Connor's remarks.
Fire at the Cape.—Yesterday morning at
Gentlemen of the JVeto England and Maine
G o’clock, the story and a half house of John
It gives
State
me
Agricultural Societies
great pleasure to be present at the inauguraF. Lamout, at Turner’s Island, valued at §1500,
tion of this enterprise of public importance
was destroyed by fire.
A portion of the furniivhich you have united in undertaking here, in
ture was saved.
The fire caught from the
;he chief city of our state. To yon,
gentlemen,
vbo come from onr sister states and are their
chimney. The house was insured at the agency
■epresentatives in society, whose title is signifiof C. \V. Davis for §700; aud §200 on the furcant of the community of interests which
niture.
as

it should.

It in

not nfton

on**

nonnla hnuo

JJ}® !JJ?

______

Estate Transfers.—The following
in this
are the real estate transfers recorded
Rkal

county yesterday.
Gray—Josiah Morrill
tham, 7 acres for §20.

et

a!* to Ltvi B. La-

Cumberland—Edward Butler to Olive H,
Merrill, two acres for $75.
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Maine shares with them, I am
happy to have
he opportunity of
offering, in behalf of the
date, a greeting of sincere cordiality.
The
people of Maine are glad to receive you
whether y our presence be due to a law or custom
jfyour aociety.or to the selection of our state for
ibe holding of your exhibition.
Both societies
ire to be congratulated on an association which
a so full of promise of mutual benefit, and

cannot fail to afford pleasure and profit to the
people who will throng to the attractive display
you have prepared for them.
The chief object you have in view—the encouragement aDd improvement of agriculture
In New England, is one of the first importance,
and so affects all interests as to make it the
duty of every man to further it with whatever
assistance it may be in his power to render. Jt
is the prevailing belief that, strong and great as
New England is, with her commerce and trade
and employments in nearly every branch of
human industry, her progress and wealth-prodnotion is not such as her endowments and adOne of the
vantages entitle her to expect.
principal reasons for this disappointment is not
far to seek; it is obvious to ;tbe most casual
reflection. It lies in the fact that her agriculture does not receive the attention it deserves—
that a due proportion of her people do not
to
the
devote themselves
pursuits of
the soil. Vast sums are expended for meats
and breadstuffs, the production of other soils,
which our own farms that have been abandoned or wasted by unskillful husbandry are
capable of supplying. The young men who
the
are needed upon them are ‘competing in
cities and towns for employments that are
insufficient for all, and unremunerative when
obtained. In the country there are idle farms,
in the cities and towns idle bands and energies
that mast
—a divorce of capital and labor
stand in the way of prosperity.
To remedy this state of thiDgs, by reinforcing the number of those engaged in agricultural occupations until a just balance is
secured, is a consummation worthy to be
sought by all who have the public welfare at
heart.
The presentation of the examples
afforded by our intelligent and snccessfnl
farmers is the most effectual means to that
end, by giving proof that farming can be made
profitable and that intelligence and energy
avail as much in that vocation as in any other.
This exhibition, presenting as it does on a
noble scale the best results iu agriculture,
grandly recommends that profession. May all
success attend it
Dr. Loring, the President of the New England Agricultural Society, in assuming the
control of the exhibition, spoke as follows:

meet and comfort, and instruction;—homes
whose fathers and sons are not hard and
vulgar, aud whose wives and daughters are uot
homely aud discontented and careworn. The
objections made to New England farm life do
not apply to New England,
They may apply
elsewhere, but not here. The badly-organized
homes are the exception and not the rale in
this section of the coantry, and anyone who
will take pains to examine the farmhouses of
every locality hera devoted to active agriculture, will find good order, domestic prosperity,
intelligence, hospitality, and comfort, as
universal as in
community brought
any
together by more active occupation, and presented as an example for the farmer to follow.
And without instituting aDy invidious comparison, I am confident that in the domestic

organization.known as a farmer’s home, as
now established in the rural
district of New

England,

there may be found as many of the
elements which go to make a happy and in
telligent household as in any spot on earth.
At any rate these homes are a part of our
social and civil experiment,—to-day as they
The indepenwere in the days of the fathers.
dent land holder most still find a conspicuous
which
are
place there.
Those qualities
strengthened by the patriarchal position of the
master of a household surrounded by his acres
and surveying his flocks and herds, must enter
largely into bis make-up, who would be a
He may be
representative American citizen.
over-prudent, reticent, slow to speak, calculaof
his
from
necessities
the
occupation;
ting,
but he is strong iu his convictions, devoted to
his duty, guided by the best instincts, hard to
mislead, proper as the head; of ja family, honest and reliable in any public service assigned
him, no time-server, no sycophant, ro disturber of the peace. Erom him come the substantial aud fundamental (elements of the more
active spheres of life. As the great landholders of England preserve against ail adverse influences the national characteristics which do
heated and excitable communities can destroy,
so the small American landholders nourish and
cherish and transmit those unchangeable
points of our national character, which rise
conspicuous iu every crisis, and maintain our
peculiar position among the nations of tbe
earth. Thus far I have found no disposition to
abandon this system of independent, isolated,
DR. DORING’S OPENING ADDRESS.
occupied farms, and to resort to village life for
Gentlemen:—Vfe have returned after the relief.
The spirit which peopled our frontiers
to
hold
our
annual
New
of
lapse
many years,
still remains.
to occupy and reclaim
England Exhibition, in connection with the the laud is as The.desire
as ever. Tbe love of the
leading Agricultural Society of one of the best old farm housegreat
has not yet died out, and the
farming States in the Union. Maine is attrac- American farmer of
to-day, trne to.the spirit
tive to every student and observer of American
of his ancestors, accepts and enjoys his situaagricnltor. Her broad territory eis diversified tion as
ardently as do they who, born under
with all the variety which mountain, and valanother and as I think inferior form of state
ley, and forest, field and a picturesque sea- I and society, congregate in crowded villages by
coast cau create. Soil admirably adapted to
night, and go forth to their unalleviated toil by
all the northern crops can be found within
day.
her limits, and cooled by the life-giving breezes
And nowV word with regardjto the proposed
which blow from arotic bays and golfs,it springs remedy for the
supposed evils. Upon the
Into new and sadden life from the steady repossible and, in maDy cases, upon tbe actual
pose of winter, aB the breath of summer warms
beauty of American villages it is unnecesIts
elopes aud vales iato rare fruitful- sary for me to enlarge. Made up as they
A State of great
reand beauty.
ness
often are of tasteful dwellings, sufficiently
sources in every department of economic life,
separated to allow of a mole grounds and
she possesses rare opportnnies for future growth I
gardens, and to preserve conspicuously the
and advancement. Situated in the latitude
architectural effect, and adorned, as they often
best adapted to human exertiou, her forests
ore with trees and shrubs, they really deserve
and streams, her land grazing and arable, her
the name cf “rural” villages; and are oftenhold out
harhnra ami reneranhical location
times as delightful as any clusters of residences
large and abundant promise to all wbo would to be found
on earth.
Combining, as they do,
practically apply tbeir energy and skill. Not the busy air of a town, often subdued and quiet,
yet developed by intense activity and the beat
it
is
the
of the country, they
with
aspect
true,
oP overwrought business into a height of
possess a capacity for beauty rarely seen,—a
feverish social endeavor, she maintains a uniso
that
the church, the village
great
beauty
form and reasonable prosperity, amidst the
green, the modest public buildings, the dwellfluctuations which elevate end depress the
of
the
the
Bhaded highways, all
ings
villagers,
And in'her
more nneasy and less fortunate.
recall to those who have ever been familiar
organization as a State she presents an enviable with them a scene ot rural loveliness
rarely
picture of wide-spread comfort, of general popsurpassed. And they stand in as great a conular intelligence, steadiness of purpose, firmtrast
with
of
continental
the
Europe
villages
nets of conviction, and moral determination
as the parks of London do to the dingy and
worthy to be admired and cherished everyof the Strand. And yet of the
where. Maine is a great agricultural State; gloomy purlieus
temptations and tendencies of these attractions
and while we have gathered here to contem1 do not care to speak. The
and beautiful
plate this striking illustration of her agricul- listless side of spots
a country village is often asjhard
tural wealth and development, and to learn
to resist as the glittering and dangerous side of
by conference tbe best laws which govern our a great city. And I am not sure that it would
calling as farmers, it is our most gratifying be well to subject the {young men of our farms
duty to remember what that community is to the constant influence of tbose who gather
which draws its life from this great occupation,
in the resorts of village idleness. Nor am I
We shall be allowed, I doubt not, to pause a
Bare that the lyecum, and the library, and the
moment in tbe beginning, and, without incurchurch and the schoolhouse, are powerful
ring the displeasure of the modern critic, who enough to counteract
these influences, more eswill complain because injevery age of the world
pecially if they are in the hands of those who
the relations of agriculture to State and society
have
themselves
exhausted
by long days of
have been admired as furnishing an enviable
toil on their outlying farms, and have returned
opportunity for tbe development ol strength to their village homes for a night’s rest.
and virtue and the attainment of rational and
On the inconvenience of this mode of life
healthy happiness, to repeat the pleasing which makes {the
and
village a place of
thought once more. We shall be tolerated, I the far off farm the scene of toil and rest,
business
trust, while we congratulate ourselves tha agri- it is unnecessary to enlarge. The
|wise>and juculture still holds that place assigned it by the
dicious farmer knows that his most profitable
wise and strong men in every age of tbe world,
is carried on upon the lands which
husbandry
and denied it by those only who see in all the
lie directly around his farm buildings. The
Industry of life nothing more than the material transportation
of the articles of a farm is exresults of toil and effoit.
enough at any rate, and should be reWe can indeed rejoice in the evidence lying
uced to the lowest possible point. The time
all around us, of its success in the community
and labor spent in transpoiting manure a long
which we represent. And without discussing
distance may destroy its value entirely, and
the methods by which these attainments have
every experienced man knows that a field adjabeen reached, without entering into the investicent to the farmyard is much more valuable for
gation of cultivation, and crops, and animals all
farming Iparposes than one which lies a
and farm management which belongs to occamile away. It is difficult for me to conceive how
sions like this, we can with propriety remind
the
business of a farm can be profitably conourselves that we are gathered in the emporiducted, with the buildings in one locality, and
um of a
great agricultural Commonwealth,
the cultivated fields in another far removed.
moral development
whose intellectual and
The buildings on (a farm should be the heart
comes of that system of life which the fathers
of that farm, a3 near the center as possible
in tbe rural districts of New England.
and giving and receiving all the vital force
t is a great thing to be able to say that the
which is to make |it desirable as a home and a
farmB of this State, into [which these hills and
place of business. There can be no economy
valleys are divided,are occupied by a contented, in
this country in a system of agriculture which
intelligent, and bappy people; and to tbe separates
the farmer from his acres. Nor can
thoughtful observer it should be a matter of in- thero be any social and civil
advantage in callterest and gratification that theirs is a commuon the landholders of America to abandon
ing
nity mindful of its honest obligations, true to their scattered homesteads and take
refuge in
the beet principles of a free civil organization,
populous streets of rural villages. The examfaitbfnl to the demands of religion and educain
set
this
direction
the
small
landholdple
by
tion, economical in public and private affairs,— ers
of Continental Europe is not worthy of ima community comprehending the value and
itation here. Bat warned by a system which
meaning of self-government, and of the indi- has reduced agriculture to the
point of the sevidual self-reliance and independence on which
verest drudgery for both men and women, and
it rests.
has
cooled
the
inaividual
and brought
energy
It is with unusual satisfaction that I contemthe necessities and wants of the people down
plate these characteristics of a rural communi- to the lowest point of mere animal existence,
ty like this, occupying a somewhat sparsely setlet the American still hold on to.bis farm and
tled territory, and representing tbe general
believe still in his farm life. His system may
condition of the agricultural people of our land.
be improved perhaps, but it cannot be profitaTbe serious and painful anticipations of a rebly or beneficially destroyed or chaneed. if the
turn of our farms to their original wildness,
made against the farmers homes are
charges
and of our farmers to a primitive barbarism,
true, let the reform begin in the homes themhave attracted the attention not only of the
selves; indeed, let the improvement already
student ot agriculture, out ot me stuaent or
began be continued, for von who are familiar
man’s social and civil condition. We know
with these homes know that long ago the tastethat in times past, the isolated farm-houses of
ful duties of life began to “enter in and dwell
our condtry have sent into every walk in life
there,” and that flowers and books and music
a powerful and intelligent body of men, who
everywhere [adorn the prosperous and indushave established onr nationality, developed our
trious farmer’s household. While, therefore,
industry, guided our councils. We have been I would in every way make the farm life of
told, by tbe profound and philosophical wno America as attractive as an active and inbavejcome from other lands to investigate tbe in- telligent (people desire it should be. and
stitutions of onr own that the vital force of oar
render it at once gratifying to the tastes and
republio springs from the occupancy and own- responsive to the thrift of a busy and cultivatership of the soil, in each a way as to matk the ed yeomanry, I would still adhere to the system
independence of the owner, and to impress him of isolated farms the abodes of w6ll-orgaoized
with a sense of his civil duties and opportunifamilies, the nurseries of the best social and
ties. Time was when the relations existing becivil virtues.
That the rural village has its
tween the ratal homes of America, scattered,
part to perform in a system like this every
isolated, lonely as they were, and all the intel- American
knows.
That spot where the more
lectual activity of the country, were so intimate
artificial service of life is performed, where of
that almost every river of knowledge flowing
necessity the business of the mechanic is conacross tbe land, seemed to find its four tain
ducted, and the municipal work is to be carried
bead in one of these homely abodes. Their reon, and the guides] of edncat’on and religion
sponse to every great expression, tneir aid to
enter especially on their labors, will always
every great popular endeavor, were prompt and
forma most important part of the civil organipowerful. From the scattered homesteads zation of oar land, and will furnish all the opalong the seaboard to the last dwelling on the
portunity for improvement and embellishment
frontier, between whose hearthstone and the that the most enthusiastic can desire. It is
pole the smoke of no white man’s cottage
the mixed life of the town and the country
curled, might be found tbe solitary homes of which most thoroughly befits the soil of Amerthose great men who preserved and transmitted
ica, and is found to-day in great'perfection
the characteristics, which lie at tbe foundation
throughout New England, New York, and the
of onr national strength aDd greatness. And
best, agricultural regions of the middle and
these homes were a part of that social organizawestern states, Adorn, then, and beautify the
tion which was strengthened by its rural
Tillages; but cherish the farms and point the
aod
and
its
trials,
daily toil
repose
to their farther advancement in the best
way
has become as much moro
and which
modes of agriculture, and the organization of
than all others tbe type of American civthe best form of rnral life.
ilization, as the country is broader thaD the
I congratulate you, gentlemen, on the contown, and as the rural population outnumbers tinued prosperity of
your society. Its influence
the masses in tbe streets of our large citieB. As
has long been favorably felt throughout New
it was in tbe beginning, so it is now. Tbe
England. Its history extends over a period of
country still feeds the town and will continue varied fortune in all the industries of this
to supply its life-giving food so long as it prebut its experience tells a story of agriculland,
serves its sturdy ways of individual indepentural growth and
which no disturbdence, and refuses to abandon its calm and un- ance has paralyzedprosperity
or even checked.
The fardisturbed modes of life and thought for more
mer of New England has now, as he has had
active scenes and influences. A New England
for years, a satisfactory share of good fortune.
farm is a g< od home still, a farm standing apart
The local markets furnish him a fair reward
in all the dignity of its independent organizafor the staple products of his labor—those protion—a home founded upon a kindly recogniducts which lie beyond the reach of speculation of mutual obligations, and a pressing aud
tive fluctuations.
Farm labor is still the bestivevitable sense of duty devolving upon each
paid labor In the land, and we may assure oarmember ot so narrow a community—a home
selves that among the chances and
of
ready to receive tbe influeueea ot tbe library other advocations, we have done a changes
good work
and the church, the scboolhouse aud tbe lecture
in supporting and improving the fundamental
room, aud capable of carrying all these influindustry of mankind.
ences into its own retreat to perfect and enjoy
The address was received with warm and
them there.
I have called your attention to these characfrequent applause from the audience, and at
teristics of New England rural life, and this
its close B, F. Hamilton of Biddeford moved
condition of tbe isolated homes which have
that all of the speeches be printed for public
their
defects
because
abounded
here,
always
distribution. The mot'on was seconded bv a
and trials have been from time to time earnestly set forth, and because considerable intelhundred voices.
lectual ingenuity has been exercised to find a
Gen. Burnside was introduced ai a young
evil.
for
the supposed
Twenty years
remedy
farmer and responded briefly. He said that it
ago one of the bright and popular writers of
MassachusAtts drew a nirtnre of farm life here.
was true that he had recently commenced
so dismal that it true it should have deterred
farming, but it was nothing new to him, as he
fallfrom
of
son
taste
and
every pel
intelligence
had been brought up on a farm and had always
ing within its influences,or adopting its modes.
been interested in agriculture in general, and
The hard and homely fare had nourished hard
and angular forms; the degrading associations
in New England in particular. He said he
had destroyed ibe deportment and depraved
came here to learn, and not to instruct, and,
the intercourse and dulled the sensibilities.
after thanking the President; for the honor
More recently these views have been repeated
in somewhat modified form, with the addition
conferred by calling onjhim, took his seat.
of some deeper objections to the Bocial and
Ex-Gov, Perham was then introduced as an
domestic life of the farmer. It is now suggested that “the young man who takes his old farmer, and responded substantially as
follows:
young wife to an isolated farmhouse dooms her
and himself and their children to an unwholeMr. President:—After
the excellent adsome, unsatisfactory and vacant; existence
dresses which have been delivered by you and
and that the depressing influences of farm life
other gentlemen, it seems to me that what I
can only be overcome by abandoning the farm
might say would mar their beauty and detract
as an abiding place and resorting to villages
from their completeness. It is true, however,
for relaxation and relief. That the isolated that I have spent forty years of my l fe on a
farm has its trials I do not doubt; that it has
farm back here in the country. Whatever I
its discouragements and depressing influences
have been able to save for the suppoit of myand temptations, I am well aware. That it
self and family in old age was earned on a
has its freer opportunity for the cultivation of
farm, and I assure you I have added nothing to
also, I
it sinco I left the farm. Bight here let me say
manly virtues aud substantiaLiiualitie3_
the
low
And
(juestion
have already stated.
to the youDg men present that farming is much
is whether lhe proposed remedy of village life
more remunerative than politics.
I have tried
would remove the evils, without the danger of
ooth and have a right to speak on the subject^
of
What a tine place a farm is to bring np chillosing much of the good. The advantages
village life, as Jset forth, are more immediate dren. One child bred in the country is worth
two raised in the
Bocial interconise, the post office, the lyceum,
oity or towo. Bor proof cf
this look at the business men of
the billiard room, the church, the schoolhonse,
Portland aDd
see where they were
the refining influence of a tidy, well-ordered
brought up. You will
find that the great
town. The evils of village life to young ano
of them came from
majority
old are not alluded to. Of the advantages of
the towns in Maine and not from the cities.
The most of them are farmers' sons who
village life the occupants of almost every farm
got
in New England can easily avail themselves,
their early education at the district school. It
without burdensome
trouble and expense,
is so in Bangor and everywhere throughout
while removed to safe distance from the evils,
New England. Portland would be worth bnt
avoidance of which every wise father of a
little if it were not for the steady emigration of
family is glad to secure. To obtain the bene- strong, hardy young men from the country
fits it is not
necessary to live in a village; to
towns throughout tbe state. The state conY“'?.tbe evils it is necessary to live out of it. tains a large amount of good fertile lands.
that
fortunate
occufamily
who,
^unt
They are to be fouDd on the hanks of the
fcBtate on which they can profitSandy, Saco, Kennebec, Penobscot and Aroostook rivers. Much of this land is now open
for improvement and should not lie idle
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fa?mahfethave
been8Vx»ge0ra?tnar,t°the'
Jeinornate
'cause
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and
for many

observer of onr rural population
rears
ard I have failed to discover the defects which
New England
which are charged upon it.
abounds with cheerful, well-ordered
mral
homes, suppl'ed with.books, means of amuse-

longer.

At the close of Mr. Perham’s remarks
President Loring announced a bnsiness meet-

ing,

which

was

held to arrange the

awarding

committees.
AMOXQ THE CATTLE.

The Ayishire cattle make a
good showing.
This breed is exhibited in the
west side of the

C. K. Healey of

grounds beyond the lake.

on

promising calves.
Charles Hayes &

Son of Portsmouth exhibit
seventeen bead, mostly of the celebrated Peters’ stock. The head of the heard is the bull
Florian, five years old. He is a large, well
formed animal and shows the marks of the
A cow, the mother of
breed very plainly.
now

exhibition,

on

has

given 5000

pounds of milk the past [five months. By hr j
side is a yearling heifer from the cow by Florian.
la the next stall stands a pair of twin
cows not yet two years of age, one of them
with a calf four days old at her side. The
mother of the twins is seven years old and is a
fine animal.
A'pair of two year old heifers
which calved six months ago, now give 25
The cow Cowslip in
pounds of milk daily.
187G gave 8400 pounds of milk in seven months.
This year she gave 6700 pounds of milk.
An-

anvthing from

in

cow

the

the

Mr. Wiswell of Friendship, N. Y., exhibits
his patent Tiger sulky hay rake. This rake was
awarded the medal of highest honor at the Cen.
tennial.
The second story of Agricultural Hall is de.
voted to farm products. Mr. More of Lincoln,
Neb., agent of the land department of the

Burlington & Missouri River Railroad Co., exhibits the agricultural products of Eastern

George M. Stevens of Stevens’ Plains shows
a herd of fine Ayrshires and Durham grades,
which are fine looking animals.
Mr. Stevens
Considers this the best cross for milk produc-

Nebraska.
Mr. T. Harmon of Scarboro’, has on exhibition two cases of splendid looking butter.
Mr. Adam F. Winslow exhibits a large vaThey look temptriety of apples, pears, etc.

ers.

Alonzo Libby of Westbrook shows a herd of
thoroughbreds and for finer looking cattle
one would have to look some .distance.
The
two bulls Harry and John Alden are both

16

splendidly
Ayr, imported

from

The

cow

Queen

ing.
Mr. John Ban of Freeport exhibits some fine
specimens of grapes.

of

POULTRY

Scotland,

is among the
uhiu.
aiso
ua;sy tjj, toree years old, cow
Twinney, twelve years. Ops, the same age,
Snowbird, three years, Queen of Ayr 3d, Lady
Dane, Queen of Ayr 4th, a promising yearling
and fine large calves.

has 250
Hayward
He has all
coops of poultry and pigeons.
Linda rtf nnnlfptr
inplnrlinrr a trio of imDorted
silver pheasants,
a pair Tonlonse geese, which took seven premiums at as many different shows, a pair of
Egyptian geese, two pairs of Sebastopol
geese, the only specimens of this breed in this
buff Polish

exhibit of poultry.

grounds in the afternoon presented a
The Grand and both open
appearance.
stands were crowded. Carriages were thronged
along the side of the track. Chandler was present and discoursed some fine music between
The fair

lively

heats.

The chief amusements for the afternoon conJ. S. Heald of Portland,
sisted of two races.
Isaiah Pompilly, Auburn, and W. T. Boyd,
Massachusetts, who ac^d as judges, performed
Those
their duties to thu satisfaction of all.

exhibited is Ninth Baron Morely, a bull
weighing 1500 pounds. Two cows, five and six
years old respectively, are valued at $3000 each.
A two year old Princess heifer is valued at the
same sum.
She was purchased when a calf
with her mother in Kentucky for the large
sum of $9000.
Two calves, seven and nine
months old, are very valuable heifers. Two

pointed.

The first race was

peared
First Heat—At the fourth time scoring they
got the word. Black Pilot having the pole,
Sheridan second, Knox Boy third, Patchen
fourth. Black Pilot made several bad breaks,
but managed to retain his position by good
trotting when he settled down. He was closely
followed by Sheridan, Knox Boy and Patchen
being several lengths behind. As they came
down the home stretch, Pilot was ahead, Knox
Boy second, Sheridan third, Patchen fourth,
Pilot winning the heat. Time 2 33.
.Second Heal—After scoring six times they
got a good send off on the last of the first
quarter. Knox Boy shot ahead, but Pilot
gradually gained, and on the third quarter
they were neck and neck, Patchen and Sheridan a half a dozen lengths in the rear. On
the home stretoh Pilot spurted and came iu a
length ahead, winning the heat in 2.31J, Knox
Boy second, Tom Patchen third, Sheridan
fourth.
Third Heat—They got a good send off, trotting prettily, Black Pilot having the pole,
Knox Boy second, Patchen third, Sheridan
fourth. During the first half mile they occupied the same positions as at the start. On the
last quarter Patchen moved up and took second
position. As they neared the wire Pilot was a
length in advance, closely pressed by Patchen
and Knox Boy, with Sheridan a little in the
Black Pilot crossed the wire first, winrear.

the same man.

nirwv flia Knot

iu.r. xiutiuauu suows Home noe

loosing nerefords. In the herd of eleven cattle there are a
pair of three year olds and a pair of two year
olds, probably the largest on the grounds. Also
a bull and other cattle.
C. A. McKenny of Munroe, exhibits a very
large twojyear old bull called Waldo Champion,
He weighs 2000 pounds and is well formed. Mr.

three „years old and a two year old bull,
both of them fine looking animals. Thsre are

yearling heifers and three fine

looking

calves.
Mr. Libby of Westbrook, shows three fine
heifers, two good cows aud a handsome shaped
bull.

Blanchard Brothers of Cumberland, exhibit
large herd of fine Jerseys, which naturally

attract much attention.
»
R. T. Dodge of New Hampsh re, shows a fine
two year old bull King Arthur.
W. N. McFarland of Skowhegan, has a fine
looking bull, Duke of Somerset.
Haywood Brothers, Bridgewater, Mass., wel 1
known breeders, show a fine four year old bull’
Vinll nf

good size. Tberejare alsojtwo

ble.

He

also

has

a

yoke of

three

year olds

which weigh COO pounds, and are also well
matched.
They took the first premium for
trained steers at the last New Eugland Fair.
Eli Stone of Windham, is in attendance as
usual, and brings four large oxen of grade Hereford and Durham.
One of the yoke isjnine
years old and the other seven. Bath yoke are
entered for ploughing and draft.
Charles W. Hall of Windham, exhibits two
yoke of fine cattle, both for draft and plowing.
They are fine animals and promise to take away
the usual number of premiums.
Mrs. Sutton of Center Harbor, N. H., exhibits a pair of South American cattle, which are
quite a curiosity here. They are small and of
a curious brown color.
Iiev. George W. Quinby of
Augusta, has a
few fine Jerseys on exhibition.
AGRICULT URAL

The Kichatdson

IMPLEMENTS.

Manufaciuiing

Co. of

1

ilck’ Albany NY, lever power.
rRw.™' Freeport, collection grapes.
6aVer’ KewP°rt> E-1, 'ever tread power
threSer

S

1

Boston, tree protector.
Gardiner, oats, celery, apples.

Kennebunk, Colby wringer,
cuase .Turbine
Mfg Co,Orange, Mass, water wheel.
Same, circular mills,
A

«m7fc®£ir> Gumberland, sweet corn.

bimin, Monmouth, apples and pears.
Kew Gloucester, sample onions.
M1S E
w7^er*
Mrs
A
Gilbert, New Gloucester, home made
cheese.

^

Eawson, Arlington, Mass, collection vegeta5Zi!?m0we’ Gilman Iron Works, N H, 5 cheese.

bl^

Woodard, Wintbrop, sample

»

,,

butter.

“Stevens, Cambridge, peas, pears,
®0’ Eartford, Conn, tomatoes, 12

caseseggfood*
Geo

Ladd, Stark,

20 entries sheep.
This list closes the entries at
the Park. We
shall give the list of
premiums as soon as the
judges report their awards.
(AT THE

A

Glance through

HILL.

the stveral

Rooms'

The fine weather
yesterday brought out a good
attendance at the hall and things began to look
lively. The tables are now nearly fall and looking
across the hall from
any standpoint they make
a handsome show.
In front of the platform
Twitchell, Champlain & Co. exhibit a very
fine collection of spices which reminds ns of
mince pies and other good things. Next in orL. f\ Pingree’s case of artificial
der
limbs
attracts our

attention
Mr. Pingree shows
somelvery fine work and his wooden limbs look
very natural. In front of Mr. Piogree’s exhibit stand a very large and handsome show case
filled with canned goods from Burnham &

Morrill.

Farther

make a handsome

Byron Greenongh & Co.
display of two large cases of

on

fars. These furs are all of excellent nnelitv
and of handsome
workmanship, Passing on
we are ^attracted by a
very handsome oase of
regalias and society goods from F. S. Littlefield of this city. Near at hand David
|Welch
& Co. show some fine specimens of cnt and engraved glass, while to finish the row we find
Barker’s improved car coupling which stands a
fair chance of being worn out
by constant

1

1

2

3

The following is the summary:
H. Milliken, Saco, blk. s. Coupon.3
W. H. Humphrey, Turner, g. m. Lady

Humphrey.2

J. H. Drew, b. g. Dion.*....4
Rutus Bean, Hallowell, b. g. Morrill Boy. .5
H. Burrell, Skowhegan, blk. m. May Bur-

Sawyer.

Vickery & Leighton occupy this end
of this table with a case of
Hathaway’s domesic shirts.

At the end of the second table stands one of
the handsomest displays in the hall. It is a
large case filled with different colored silks
from the Haskell Silk Co,,
Saccarappa. Abont
half this table is occupied by the exhibits of
boots and shoes. M. G. Palmer has a case

filled with fine boots and shoes, and
beyond
this is a handsome octagonal case filled with
goods from the stock of Irving J. Brown.
These goods are stiched on the ’Howe machine'
A. F. Cox & Co, have a case of fine
shoes
backed np by a case of fine shoes backed
up by
a formidable row of rubber
boots. Shaw, Goding & Co., wholesale manufacturers exhibited
some fiaely made boots and shoes.
I1 arther on stand two pyramids of
cloakings
from the Sanford Mills. The fine
carriage
robes etc. which decorate the
gallery railing are
from these same mills. The
remaining space
this table is occupied by fifteen pairs of
J.
W. Holland’s floe blankets.

on

Directly

in front of the main entrance stand
two cases of veryfine[work from the

printing

house of M. N. & F. G. Rich, who exhibit
business, calling and wedding cards besides a
number of printed badges. Above one of the
cases is [a
largejphotograph of the block iu
which the firm conduct their business. On
this table are [two large cases filled with stationery and account books from the well-known
firm of Luring, Short & Harmon. The books
in these cases are elegantly bound and
present
fine appearance.

F. K. Thayer has on exhiiVery old publications which are
well worth examining. Near the middle of
this table Arthur B. Morrison exhibits a case
filled with gold and silver Knlntinna
IlannnO
this are three cases con taming
of
a

some

samples
books and religions articles from the store of
T. P. McGowan. Mr. McGowan makes a
specialty ol Roman Catholic books. A tempt-

display of

wedding

and

fancy cakes, jellies,

1

1

1

2
3
4

2
3
4

2
3

ds

rell,.1 5-dis.
W. B. Nutter, Cape Elizabeth, b. m. Kitty
Morris...dis.
A. C, Scribner, Portland, b. g. Shamrock, .dis.
Coupon, first money, $200: Lady Humphrey, second money, $100; Dion, third money, $50,
The following are the remainder of the Park
entries:
Chas A Atkinson, Mercer, 3 pairs working oxen, 4
head He re fords, 1 Hereford talfA J Libby, West Waterville, 3 pair
working oxen,
3 do draft oxen.
A E Burnside, Bristol, R I, Jersey bull.
Henry Brooks, Concord, Mass, double ox team,
single horse team, 2 swivel plows, 1 pair oxen.
Luther Conant, Acton, Mass, 1 double horse team,

single do.
Anson Warren, Westboro. Mass, double ox
team,
single do, swivel plow, single horse team.
S J Crimhall, Worcester, Mass, 2 double horse
teams, single do, single ox do.
J B Diusmore, Charlestown, N H, siDgle horse

1

team.

Crowell Bickford, Waterville, 1 pair horses.
C W Belknap & Son, Portland, granulated bone.
Ames Plow Co, Bos’on. bay aud manure forks,
shovels, scuffle hoes, pruning 'saws and chisels, horticultural implements, hay aud garden rakes,
garden
force pumps, edging knives, scrapers, potato digger,
bush and grass scythes, hoe, rakes.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe RR.GA Brown,
agent, collection Kansas grains and grasses.
Stephen Giles, Patten, butter mould.
L W Lewit, Lowell, Mass, potatoes,
onions, beans,
cabbages, pepper, cauliflower, celery, beets, corns,

parsnips, carrots squash and tomatoes.
John Kingborn, gardener for J B Brown, Portland,
and

vegetubles
grapes.
J B Brown, Portland, grapes.
Mrs G W Bean, Lewiston, box of butter.
E If McKenney, Biadeford. squashes.
N R Bontelle, Waterville, beets.
J M Cobb, Yarmouth, grapes.
Jos Taylor, Belgrade, apples, pears and grapes.
M S Milliken, Biddeford, onions.
Geo W Lord, Acton, grapes.
North Livermore Cheese Co, North
Livermore, 3
cheeses.
A
apples and corn.
£C Winslow, No Falmouth,
Portland, 3 yr stallion.
§
i M Matte ws, Portland, geldi □ g.

Worcester, Mass., exhibit their patent anvil and
WAlton. Cape Elizabeth, 12 ears com.
C L Haines. Carmel, cheese
vice combined, Bullard hay tedder, Buckeye |
press.
E D and O B
Reynolds, Boston, prairie king gang
self-acting reaper and new modeled one and plow, sottey attachment
plow, Turtle harrow
gang
Mr. Hakes of Worcester, Victor horse hoe with hilling plow attacher. champ,
two horse mower.
on horse hoe, Eagle corn
same with drill at
planter,
Mass., exhibits his patent swivel plows. E. C. tacbment, Eagle seed drill, 2 Clipper wheel hoe.

our

months water.
J. A. Hobbs exhibits a collection of
cups and
saucers, with bnt'.er-boat and tumbler, which
were brought over from
Europe in 1767 by
Robert Patten and presented to James and

Abigail Patten

of

Ksnnebunkport.

A fine col-

lection of glass shades is exhibited by Thomas
Degnan of Somerville, Mass. Katie McMann
has on exhibition a very pretty bunch of wax
pond lilies.
J. B. Draper, & Co. of Mansfield, Mass.,
occupy one end of this table with a fine display
of tortoise-she’J and gold jewelry. Here one
may find necklaces, cuff-buttons, charms etc.
in great quantity. These articles
are! made
from real.tortoise-shell.with solid gold
settings.
If one wants to see some really fine work he
should examine this exhibit.

Albert W. Colby & Sons have on exhibition
of English and American Bibles.
The first thing which attracts notice on the
fourth table is the large show.of si1 ver plated
ware exhibited, by .Abner Lowell.
9The exhibition is in two large cases and comprises

a case

nearly everything

in the plated)ware, line. In
the nrdlle of each case stands an
elegant
mantel clock.
Thos. G.; Loring has a case
filled with Loring's Specific, and perched on
top is a wise-looking owl holding a bottle of

Specific

in ,hi3 -mouth. tOn .the next table are
about a dozen of the celebrated Rogers groups,
and a 'case of handsome gold and silver ware
from Abner [Lowell’s.
Here also are some
specimens of patent crystal rosettes[for horses.
Standing on the end of this table are .two busts
and a statue of Maud Muller.by Thaxter.
A. H.

Atwoodjias.two casesjof

fine looking
the sixth table, and beyond this
is a case of hairjjewelry which shows the taste
and skill of the manufacturer. A. Blocklinaer
of this city. Thos. B. Davis has onj’exhibition

plated

ware on

of spatting] goodsj which are got up in
splendid style. Oa this table is a case of artists’ materials .from Schumacher Bros. This
a case

contains nearly everything needed for all
all kinds of artistic work, and it is doubtful if
many of our citizens werejaware that such a

case

complete
city.

SUMMARY.
S.

At the first table is found a large and handsome show from some of onr Maine Mills. The
Lockwood Co. of Waterville exhibit three large
Cases of [fine goods,and the
Androscoggin Mills
of Lewiston make a fine show with their white
and colored goods. Farther on the Coburn
Mills furnish some fine pieces of cashmere and
beyond this are some fine Holland blankets,
made at Limerick and exhibited
by Joshua

bition

assortment could be obtained in this

H. n. Hay & Co. make a good show of pharmaceutical preparations.
Stubbs, Bros, on
Temple street, exhibit a case of handsome picture fiames. Ulmer & Hehr follow next in
order with a fine show of, cutlery. Here one
can find nearly everything in the cutlery line.
C. H. Farley exhibits a case of spectacle lenses

which shows some very fine work. Mr. Farlsy
is the only lens cutter east.of ,,New York. W.
H. Pennell exhibits water injectors for supplying steam boilers. Alexander Beaudy shows
us a carpenter’s edge.
Wells. Richardson &
Co. have an article Jwhich they claim will give
the real June color to butter.
In the seventh row the tables give place to
three handsome stands, of flowers from J. B.
and P. H. Brown’s greenhouses. The central
stand is one imposing pyramid about ten feet
high. On the extreme right of this row is a

patent reversals flower pot stand, by means of
which the position of all the plants may be
changed without handling the pots.
The eighth row is flanked by an immense

pile of laundry and

toilet soap from the

factory

of Williams,Watson & Co. This pile of soap is
carefully tended by John Chinaman who adds
litlle to the attractions of the placo This
firm manufactures ten different kinds of soap
including castile, transparent, brown Windsor,
rose, honey and glycerine soaps. This estabnot

a

principally

to the nndecorated cream colored
The patterns and decorations of this

ware.

work

Martha F Boody, Westbrook,

mostly reproductions of ancient designs, aud reflect great credit on the manufac
turers.
In front of the pyramid of small wares
are

stands a number of vases and urns from the
firm. A tall handsome vase, designed
and modelled by E. R. Thaxter is
greatly admired. A short time ago the Press gave a very
full description of the work done at this
pot-

E P Talbot, Jr, Portland, oil painting.
Mrs A H Rogers, Portland, samples hand-made
lace, silk embroidered skirt, ^worsted pillow coyer
and chair cover.
A W Hewes, Saoo. painteJ
J F Richardson, Canton. 1

UNDER THE GALLERY.
In the northwest corner of the hall we find a
man busily cutting and
distributing nice slices

of pressed beef.

This is the stand of W. L.
Co.,
meat is from the Wilson Packing Company.
Wilson & Co. exhibit
canned cooked meats and
fanoy groceries.
The Holmes Liver Pad
Company exhibit
their pads a little fnrther on, and
beyond them
J. B. Pickett & Co. have a fine stand of
paints,
In this exhibit are’some fine
varnishes, etc.
specimens of corroded and uncorroded lead. W>
H. Pennell shows a fine collection of minerals,
andR. K. Gatley follows in line with an exhibit of somo handsome pieces of stucco work,
different shades of mastic and sample of concrete pavement.
The exhibition from the Chelsea Ceramic
Art Works attracts a good deal of attention.
This ware is of a handsome brown shade, and
the patterns are reproductions.
Fur finish,
this ware can hardly be excelled.
It is warand the

article which is wel

me i/ariee

uiauuiaubuteu.

Mills, Fall River, Mass. There is also a 2t
inch doable belt of same stock and weight for a
mill in Baltimore. King & Dexter are the

city agents

for this firm.

On the other side of
a fine stock

the hall C. D. B. Fisk & Co., show
of ready made

clothing.

THE ART GALLERY.

The art gallery on the third flight, in the
Senate Chamber, is one of the most attractive
features of the exhibition, to many the most
attractive. Though not large the collection is
good and embraces many paintings of great
and decided merit. The number of paintings

very pretty water-colors by
and two oil paintings bearing the
name of Mary E. Weston, charming compositions both of them.
One is a tree study in autumn, the great trunks drooping over a rapid
stream, which is tumbling over impeding
are some

quieter in

The other,

rines, Norton, De Haas,Richards, G. L. Brown
H. B. Brown, lGifford, Wesley Webber and
Frank Stanwood being represented. Morton’s
picture, “At Sea,” is one of his most characteristic works, a ship in the wide waste of water

sinking in blood.
Off Cape May” is

a

Richard’s “Gray Morning
sea and shore in the dull,

cold day before a storm.
Harry Brown’s picture is that glory of cliff and wave “The Grandeur of the Maine Coast.”
Gifford’s "Great

Head, Grand Menan,” pictures the massive
yellow wall bathed in the golden light of the
setting sun. Webber has four paintings on the
among them the "Homeward Bound”
and the “Foggy Morning,” excellent illustrations of the progress which this meriorious
painter has made in his art. Stanwood is rep-,

wall,

resented by the well-known “Making Port by

Moonlight.”
But the strength

tion/1
W

and Locke ware found to be present. The credentials of lay jdelegates were referred to a

pieces.

committee of three clergymen, and representatives of eleven parishes were admitted to seats
in the convention. The Rev. C. W. Hayes was

Patten & Whalden, Bangor, pianos.
Atlantic Novelty Manufacturing Co, Boston.household goods, camp stool and cane combined, nutmeg
grater.
Katie McMann, Portland, wax pond lilies.
Rena McMann, Portland, air castle.
M TC Ifimhall

Pnrtlanil

|

l

Mrs M Tuck, Fayette, 5 pairs mittens.
A B Lincoln, Boston, display of laundry soap.
Cbas W Lncy, Portland, jelly, syrup and cakes.
Thos Smith, Portland, model of ship.
Mrs Chas W Davis, Portland, crayon.
C S Murch, Portland, 9 crayons.

Loring <& Crossman, Portland, chimney top.
Lucy E Weber Monroe Center, feather flowers.
Thos G Loring, Portland, Oakley’s soap.
M G Barbour, Portland, pie lifter and toys.
Jere Ilsley, Portland, burial casket.
Walter Corey & Co, Portland, display of flue lur-

nlture.
Mrs H P Thayer, Portland, white anl graham
bread and rolls.
U S Novelty Co, Portland, trace holders and carpet

stretchers.
R W Currier, East Kingston, N H, display canned

goods.

G A Pierce, Boston, dry foot.
Johnson, Ciark & Co, Boston, 4 sewing machines.
Burnham & Morrill, Portland, display of canned

goods.
Mary

E Weston, Portland, oil painting.
Mrs S A Dimer, Portland, cakes, etc.
G A Ulmer, Portland, cocoanut cakes.
Davis Sewing Machine Co, Boston, machine
Mary E Weston, Portland, painted panel.
Edw Hayes, Portland, ironing board.

—

w.v

vv

Gulliver,—a painting

and vivacious in expression, yet failing to tell
tbe story because Gulliver seems a giant and
the Lilliputians men and women of ordinary

size—DeGraus’ Celestial Model—a Chinaman
posing among his idols before a young artist
whose beautiful face makes ns forget the mo-

ugliness—Williard’s portrait of Lincoln,
George Brown’s Franconia Notch,USonntag’s
Dream of Italy—in which the classic ruins are
faintly seen through the mists of memory—all
command the attention of lovers of art. Very
noticeable too are Miss Quincy’s “Early Morning Light on the Urirothstock,’’ Cloudman’s
del’s

portrait of the late F. O. J. Smith, and Kuhn’s
panoramic view of the White Monutains. A
picture which receives great and deserved at-

figure by

tention is a

Crocker,
color, form

Miss Sallie

markable for its excellenca in

re-

noticeably good.
NOTE3 AND INCIDENTS.

Special trains will be run to Rochester over
the Portland and Rochester road Thursday and
Friday nights, leaving at 6.20 p. m.
A girl by the name of Gertie Pomeroy was
wagon on its way to the Park
and badly injured.
Yesteiday afternoon deputy sheriff Harford
visited the Park and attached the trotting
horse Ayer on an account of the Peoples Bank
of Waterville.
The horse was brought to this
run

over

by

a

yesterday'morning

city

and is now in charge of a beeper. He is
entered for the 2.30 race today and for the free

Friday. Abe horse is owned by S.
Witham of Watarville, who has refused $5000
for him.
The horse cars made 42 trips yesterday on the
tor an race

and carried about 3000 passengers.
So great was the rush at tliejhall yesterday
that it was] necessary to construct another
ticket office.
A lady was relieved of $20 by a pick-pocket

Deering line,

at the hall yesterday.
A despatch received from Montreal last evenInglannounced that the Lacrosse teams left there
at 10 o’clock and will arrive here at 1245 today.
On their arrival they will be met aod escorted
to their hotel and in the afternoon will be
driven abont town and to the Park.
This
The first game
evening they visit the hall.
comes off at 9 o’clock to-moirow morning anl

the second Friday morning at the
Bat few of the

yet been made
be

published

up.

in

awarding

fall.

same

hoar.

oommittee3

have

When completed they will

ADDITIONAL HALL ENTRIES.
Marsh, New Gloucester, 1 rein holder.

W S
J C Randall, Portland, lot lancy turning.
Miss A Chase, Portland, 1 quilt.
Miss S S Crocker, Portland, 1 oil painting.
F O Bailey & Co, Portland, assortment show cases.
Jos Warner, Portland, India ink drawing.
Miss H A Dennison, Portland, case of bugs and iu-

sets.
Deehan Bros, Portland, Bullseye bedstead, 1 spring
bed.
A K Bangs, Portland, 4 Florence oil stoves.
W R P Cross, Portland, 2 extension pie racks.
New England Organ Co, Boston, 9 cabinet organs. '■
Chas H Kimball, Portland, design in India iok.
A S Bunker, Lawrence, 1 Improved street lantern,
1 strawberry huller, 1 improved wrench.
Nehemiah Trull, Poland, I self-regulating wind
mill.

Mary Waterman, New Gloucester, 1 rag rug.
Sami ThurstOD, Portland, 3 pianos, 2 organs, 2

desks.

J G Cloudman, Portland, pencil drawing.
P H Brown, Portland,'ornamental foliage plants
W S Dyer, Portland, lot tin ware.
Mrs C N Pierce. Deering, specimen plants.
Shaw, Goding & Co, Portland, display boots and
SbOG9.
Mrs S A Dyer, Portland. 1 quilt.
Owen. Moore & Bailey, case kid gloves, corsets
and shirts.
Mrs

lishment, which is a home institution, has been
running nearly a year and is the first in Maine
to manufacture toilet soap. Their laundry soap
is made by a new steam refining process by
T R Burnham, Boston, display photography.
which all the glycerine contained in the materA Blocklinger, Portland, case hair jewelry.
C D B Fisk & Co, Portland, display ready-made
rials used is incorporated.
clothing.
One of the most attractive features of the
Kendall & Whitney, Portland, 5 iron plant stands,
1 patent folding plant stand, 1
exhibition In the hall is the handsome show of 20
novelty plant stand,
bird cages, 1 case bird seed and
cage fixtures, 3
Art pottery aud creamed colored antique ware,
doz mney fiower pots, 7 doz corn brashes.
Safety Rein Holder Co, Portland, case rein holders.
which is manufactured by the Portland Stone
G D KobiDson,
Portland, case ornamental cake,
Ware Company. The articles are arranged in pastry.
E
hall
Studley, Auburn, 3 crayons.
pyramidal form near the middle of the
J"
Mrs V Bran, Gorham,
rug and quilt.
On one side of the pyramid are placed the decSU<1 PacilDg0°' Bonlaod, display of canned
orated wares, while the other side is devoted I goods;

the convention.

Rev. Dr. D. R. Goodwin of
the Rev. E. Whittlesey of
Connecticut presented themselves.

Philadelphia,

and

At 11 o’clock the convention adjourned to
attend divine service, at whioh the Hotv Com.

t

considerable debate. The question ot having
the parishes represented by communicants
was modified by a. proviso
that if the
election of communicants be impracticable,
stated worshippers may be elected. This matter comes up next year for final settlement.

only

The convection then adjourned until this
morning.
In the evening a service was hell, at whioh
the Rev. Mr. Whittlesey made an appeal for
the

Society

for the Increase of the

Ministry.

A

meeting in behalf of Sunday school work then
followed, at which remarks were made by both

olergy

and

laity.

Off for Augusta.—The Tilden Zouaves,
! numbering 66 meD, left the city last night for
Augusta, where they tended a serenade! to

Hon. Joseph Williams, the
candidate for Governor.

Democratic (?)

The Zouaves made a

uue auow us

uiey marcueu up nongress street
beaded by tbe Portland Band.
An old gentleman made this remark as they passed him:
"Hallo, tbe boy s are going off to serenade

Horace Greeley, arn’tthey?”
Change of Tbains.—Commencing today the
trains on the Boston & Maine road leaving
Portland at G.30 p. m., will ran to Kennebank
stopping at all stations. Tbe train leaving Old

Orchard Beach for Kennebank at 10 p.
been discontinued.

has

m.

Personal.
Gov. Connor visited the Reform School

yes-

terday.

the Park and Hall will be found each day on
the first page of the Pit ess.
The programme for today opens with the examination of trained steers and pulling oxen at
9 o’clock. At 10 o’clock there will be a special

Black Cashmere for 50 cents a yard at
Horatio Staples', 180 Middle street. These
goods are all wool, double width, and perfect in
shade and quality.
Black Cashmere for 60 cents a yard, at the

disp'ay of agricultural implements

same

in the large
tent.
In the afternoon there will be two races, one
for the 2.38 class for a purse of $230, and a second for 2.30 class for a purse of $300. A long
list of good horses are entered in each race.
At the hall at 9 o’oiock the committees will
be announced and will at once commence their
labors.
In the evening the annual meeting of the

Maine State Agricultural Society will be held
at 8 o’clock in the Superior Court room.

and

This young artist has also some
sentiment.
charcoal sketches of rare promise in Reception
Hall, one, the head and shoulders of an athlete,

re-elected Secretary.
Ou motion, clergy of other dioceses and
candidates for orders were invited to sit with

nrntop

work.
of the exhibition is not confined to its marines.
There are many other
,1
A._°
noticeable and some very fine pictures.
Sonn j
Mrs L A Quinn, Portland, bread and rolls.
“Summer
Afternoon”
Warren
is
tag’s
Bres, Saccarappa, 13 pairs blankets.
especially happy
J B Draper & Co, Mansfield, Mass, 1 case tortoise
in conveying the sentiment of a long summer
shell jewelry.
fTL„
_-_v_:_i_x..
11_I
-J
ETCowdry Si Co, Boston, display ot canned
goods, etc.
tbe hills and cast their tender gloom over still
Miss Libby, Portland, silk pin cushion.
Carrie Whittier, Farmington, nee hie work.
pools framed in woods, while all the air is in
W L Wilson, Portland, loaf of bread.
Mrs
perfect hush. Another admirable picture is
Miss Venie Cameron. Portland, loaf of bread.
Ernest Longfellow’s view of Castine, from near
Chester Greenwood, Farmington Falls, tin protectors.
the old fort where ruined ramparts look down
Merino Shoe Co, Boston, felted boots and shoes.
J H Lamson, Portland, display of photographs.
upon the bay. It is delicate and tender in color
C B Conant, Portland, display of pnotographs.
and informed with Bentiment. Tait’s Chickens,
Geo W H Brooks, Portland, display of bread, etc.
Portland Stove Foundry Co, Portland, best display
George Jones’ Newfield Woods—a little clearot stoves, sinks, &c. best cooking range.
the
with
the
ing among
evergreens, carpeted
This closes the hall entries.
needles of the pine, where the cattle have
today’s fkogr amme.
sought shelter from the heat—Waterman's capThe official] programme of the exercises at
ture of
brilliant in color
—V

unanimously

At 4 o’clock the Maine Episcopal Missionary
Warren, Gardiner, 2 tidies.
Lrvine & Kellet, Boston, tree protector.
Society was oalled to order. New members
John F Davis, Boston, hinge and blind fastener,
disinfectant aud deodorizer.
i were elected, a Secretary and Treasurer were
Coburn Mills, 8kowhegan, 12 pieces cashmeres.
chosen by the re-election of the Rev. Mr.
Mrs Martin Whitney, Montville, hooked rag rug.
1
Mrs C C Wells, Portland, embroidered sack and
Leffingwell and Mr. R. H. Gardiner. The
fire screen.
Board of Missions, consisting of the clergy and
Lizzie Miller, Portland, loaf of brei<L
j three laymen from each parish, was then
Horace C Briggs,West Auburn,modei of cultivator
and hoeing machine.
chosen. The clergy are ex-officio members.
H H Gordon & Son, West Garland, centennial star
After the adjournment of the Society the conchurn.
Augusta Salt Co, Augusta, 3 boxes salt.
vention resumed its session.
Mrs Carter, Portland, 1 silk quilt.
The Committee on Census reported two
Mrs Woodard, Portland, 1 embroidered slipper case
Fred Richards. Portland, specimen penmanship.
important amendments, one of which caused

becomes
the season, gives a view of a babbling brook in
springtime, making its way between trees just
clothed in tender green.
The collection is particularly strong in ma-

the hulk tossing about on the waves, the storm
clouds ragged and broken, and the sun just

yesterday morning. Morning prayer was said
at9 o’clock, after which the convention wag
c ailed to order by the Bishop, and organized
for business. The roll of the clergy was then
called, and the Rev. Messrs. Alger, Dalton.
Gregson, Hayes, Letfiugwell, Marsden, Nichols,
Packard, Pyne, Sawyer, Sill, Upjohn, Walker,
Washburn, Wylie, Ketchum, Small, Edwards

Mrs J

color as

with dull gray clouds making the horizon line.
De Haas pictures a wreck off Long Island coast,

of the

Diocese of Maine met at St Lake’s Cathedral

muniou was celebrated and an ordination of
priest held. The sermon was preached (by the
Rev. William H. Washburn of Lewiston on
the “Glories of the Church.’’ His Jaddress to
the candidate for priest’s orders was most
touching and impressive, and was made most
interesting by the^fact that the candidate was
the preacher’s successor in his pioneer work !■
cylinders.
Aroos'ook county. T went7 clergymen occupied
Cyrus Farley, Portland, display of spectacles and
in the chancel, five of them assisting
optic instruments.
j places
Irxing J Brown, Portland, boots and shoes.
the Bishop and uniting in the Imposition <(
M G Palmer, Portland, boots and shoes.
! Hands on the
Rev. Rodney M. Edwards. The
Susie E Brown, West Auburn, display of worsted
work.
I new priest will continue his work at Fort Fair
David Welch & Co, Portland, glass cutting and enfield and Presque Isle.
graving machine.
Mrs A M Moore, Auburn, quilt.
At 3 p. m. the convention again met to listen
Z L Bragdon, Bangor, iron sewer grate.
to the Bishop’s annual address, after which
I A Pierce & Co, Boston,
Japanese cement.
Mrs J W Porter, Portland, bread and biscuit.
business was resumed, mostly of a routine
Mrs W C Clark, Portland, cut flowers.
natnre.
J W Lang, Brooks, potash leldspar.

Hudson,

rocks.

Episcopal Convention.

fifty-eighth annual Convention

The

Oakes Bros. Newport, harness soap.
T P Beals, Portland, chamber sets and spring bed.
Byron Gieenough & Co, Portland, ladies’ and
gents* furs and robes.
Davis sewing machine Co, Boston, 3 sowing ma! chines.
Standard Laundry Machine Co, Boston, washing
machine, mangles and wringer.
Geo V Hecker & Co, Boston, griddle cake flour,
wheat flour and farina.
Paris Hill Manufacturing Co, Paris Hill, boys’ wagons and sleds.
I B Williams & Son, Dover, belting, sides and
back and lacing.
\
W H Pennell, Portland. Lydie 6team boiler. Mehag steam trap, oil cups, injectors, minerals of New
England, fossils, granite, slate, red granite, collection
illustrating mineralogy of New England.
Thos Degnan, Somerville, Mass,(glass
glebes and

entered on the catalogue is fifty-eight, but some
pictures are in the room which came in too late
to be noted by the catalogue-maker.
Among
these

ficed to earliuess, as with the present transportation facilities vegetables could be placed In
the large cities long before the New England
farmers could possibly raise them.

L Wilson & Co, Portland, general groceries.
Mrs Fanny H Andrews, Oxford, quilt top, 999

Among his beltings
is a large double belt 107 feet long, 30 inches
wide and weighing two pounds to the square
foot making the entire weight abont 800 pouds. [
was

with Dr. Loricg that it had become a profitable
business. He thought, however, that quality
and quantity of the crop should not be sacri-

J W Holland, Ipswich, blankets.
Mrs Sarah F Owen,
Deering, loaf of bread.
* ^°* Portlan(*> Pharmaceutical prepari-

all from pure oak stock.

ueui

Mr. A. K. Warner of Springfield did not
believe in special crops.
The valley of the
Connecticut had been almost ruined by a spec*
ial crop—tobacco.
Farmers should raise all
kinds of products. He could not endorse Dr.
Boring’s panegyric or the Swedish turnip.
Mr. B. B. Ware of Marblehead thought Dt.
Loriug’s stlnctures on fodder corn unjust. He
had fed it for years and always with the best results.
Mangel wnrtzels be also considered of
much value. Carrots he bad fed with satisfactory results. As to market gardening he agreed

jewels.

I. B. Williams & Son make a fine show in
leather, belting and lacings. Their beltings are

one.

mowing machines.

W F Phillips & Co, Portland, display of seeds, varnishes and patent medicines.
Thoa G Loring, Portland, orange flower cream.
D Pond & Co, Biddeford,
display of rug patterns.
Rubber Cushion Co, New
York, rubber cushioned
axle.
F S Knight, Portland, fancy card table.
Jennie M Adams, Portland, cardboard mottoM H Foster, Porter, drawing of carpet beater.
Mrs G B Spalding, Cape Elizabeth
Depot, 10 varie
ties verbenas.
E W Moore, Augusta, crayon.
T P McGowan, Portland, case*books and
religious
articles,
Bennefc Pike, Portland, display window shades and
fixtures.
Mrs E M Day. Portland, loaf bread.
MrsM A Chandler, Augusta, dress reform patterns
Tavlor’s system of dress cutting.
Nutter Bros «& Co, Portland, diaplay of marbleized
slate and ranges.
Haviland Mining Co, Lisbon, N H, samples of
copper ore.
O W Fullam, Portland, display of ranges.
Miss E H Gage, MethuenJ Mass, tatted skirt.
A
k°n> Portland, rubber boots and shoes.
,£
F T Littlefield, Portland,
display of regalias and

recommended by dry goods dealers. It is a combination yard stick and square for saving the
waste in cutting a bias measure. Abbott also
exhibits a patent steel spring blind fastener,
said to have a great superiority over ail others.
C. Day, Jr., has on, exhibition samples of
field and parlor croquet.

profitable

a

Mr. Warren Brown of Hampton Falls, N, H.
spoke of the importance of the hay crop and
said he had never known any injury from

vauses.

The Portland Rubber Type Company show a
case of hand stamps in all conceivable forms.

jluis

is

wool.
H P Burgess,
Portland, Invalid chair.
Miss Hattie B
Wescott, Portland, silk embroidered
piano cover.
Arthur R Butler, Portland, water color.
Mrs T J Akeley. Deering, 1 loaf bread.
Alex Beaudry, East
Boston, 1 patent ship carpenter a adze.
Thoa G Loring. Portland, raspberry shrub, red
oracge do, nutritious tonic.
C L M&rston, Portland, Ellis gas burner.
Lewis & Ayres, Portland, display of trunks and

very handsome article may be seen under the
right gallery in the shape of a marble calla exhibited by Leighton & Liberty.

exhibiting]an

photographed.

violin.
Folding Chair Co, New York, 2 folding chairs.
Jno G Folsom, Winchendon, Mass, display flower
brackets and stands.
Richards & Swan, Garland, skirt supporter.
Small & Knight, Porltand, 2 cabinet
organs.
Mrs C Chipman, Portland, 1
quilt.
B C
Lewiston, 1 cabinet organ.
Sprague,
Miss Carrie Tibbets, Portland, hanu-made shawl,

tery.

G. Abbott is

greatly injured by the mowing machines
which cuts off the spear below the first joint and
thus prevents its shooting up again.
Moses Humphrey, ex-Mayor of Concord, NH., disagreed with Dr. Lorlng on the subject of
corn raising and contended that the corn crop
been

tain.

same

Wilson &

flour ho should carry his own wheat to mill and
eeo that ail the short] were not taken from it.
He was of the opinion that herds-grass had

fancy work, fancy

worsted work.
Mrs Betsey Walker.
Casco, G pairs socks.
Mrs 1 J Winslow, Portland, shell wreath.
P L Hayden. Portland, 1 night dress.
Miss Kittie Garland, Gorham, worsted work.
Miss Mary F Johnson, North Auburn, worsted
music rack, worsted sola pillow, quilt, window cur-

ranted to hold water and stand washing. W.
E. Thornes is the city agent for these works. A

etc., the work of C. W. Lucy, makes

2.3%

I

and

Kitterv. skeleton boat and keel.
whutIenson’
em°re ®r08>
Boston, wheel rake and corn
cutter

ing

HORSES,
First Heat—Of the nine entered seven started. At the fourth time scoring they got the
The positions were as follows: Dion
word.
first, Kitty Morris second, Lady Humphrey
third, May Burrell fourth, Morrill Boy fifth,
Coupon sixth. On the first quarter Kitty Morris went to the front, holding that position until on the second quarter, when May Burrell
took the lead and kept it by good trotting to
the end of the heat, Lady Humphrey second,
Coupon third, D'on fourth, Morrill fifth, Kitty
Morris and Shamrock distanced. Time, 2.36J.
Second Ileat—After a tedious scoring, due
partly to the driver of Lady H., who received a
sharp reprimand from the judges, they got the
At the first turn Coupon shot ahead,
word.
crowding the pole horse and Lady Humphrey
badly. Both horses broke, letting Coupon gain
On the third quarter May
some dozen lengths.
Burrell did some splendid trotting, lessening
the distance to about two lengths, when she
made a bad break sending her to the rear. For
the remaining distance Coupon had it all his
own way, winning the heat in 2.40, Lady
Humphrey second, Dion third, Morrill Boy
fourth, May Burrell fifth.
Third Heal—After a long aad tedious sooring
they finally got the word. At the first turn all
The struggle in this beat
the horses broke.
was principally lor second place Coupon holdseveral
lengths, Dion and Lady
ing first place by
Humphrey trotting neck and neck during nearly the whole heat on the home stretch. Coupon first, Lady Humphrey second, Dion third,
Morrill Boy fouitb, May Burrell distanced.
Time, 2.40.
Something was the matter with
May Barrell, for the horse trotted splendidly
the first heat
Fourth Heat—At the second time scoring
they got the word, Coupon first, Lady Humphrey second, uion inira, morriu coy iouriu.
From the start Morrill Boy acted badly patting
himself some twenty lengths in the rear on the
last quarter.
Coupon was closely pressed by
Lady Humphrey, but crossed the wire half a
length in advance, Lady Humphrey second,
Dion third, Morrill Boy distanced.
Time,

Shandy,

pair of twin steers two years old, well trained
and perfectly matched.
They are very valua-

by

far

THREE MINUTE

animal.
Euclid 2d is a
and shows many of the
There are also fonr fine
points of the sire.
looking cows and other stook.
Charles B. Merrill of Gorham, and F. R. Appleton show fine herds of Jerseys.
N. R. Boutelle of Waterville, the well known
breeder, exhibits his thoronghbred bull Tristam

four years old, and perfectly matched.
C. H. Berry, Monmouth, shows a handsome
pair of four year olds.
K. L. Coe, Center Harbor, N. H., exhibits a

Ifnnv

The second race was for

truly a fine looking
promising yearling,

A. J. Libby of West Watervilie, shows a
handsome yoke of grade Durhams four years
old, weighing 3400. Also a yoke same age
weighing 3300, and a yoke five years old weighing 3600.
Edwin Hunniogwell of South Windham, exhibits a pair of grade Durham and Herefords,

was

Patchen.1 3 2
W. H. Irish, Presumpscot Park, ns. blk. s.
3 4 4
Phil Sheridan.
Black Pilot, first money, $250; Knox Boy, second
money, $125; Tom B. Patchen, third money, $75;
Phil Sheridan, fourth money, $50.

floe show. They are situated on the west side of the grounds between
the lake and the track. There are several large
herds and the competition between them will
be decidedly sharp, and the position of the
judges by no means enviable.
C. F. Libby of this city, makes a good showing of stock from the Ridgewood f„rm, Cape
Elizabeth. The bull Euclid, a thoroughbred,
has improved much since last year, and is now

cows and several
fine calves in the lot.
C. F. Cate of Kittery, has a fiae two year old
boll, a heifer and two calves.
There is a very good showing of oxen entered for draft and ploughing. Four yokes sent
from the city farm will compare favorably with
any others.
They each wear a blanket and
show signs of the best of care.

oopnnrl

Boy.2
A. C. Scribner, Portland, ns, br. s. Tom B.

a

nanrlinn

Pafphon

SUMMARY.

five years old and the calf Lily 6:b, attract

a

rann

F. D. Harmon, Gardiner, ns. blk. s. Black
Pilot.I
E. IC. Woodman, Gardiner, ns. br. s. Knox

and calves.
B. F. Pease of Cornish, hag a good exhibit.
His bull Green Mountain Boy is four years old
and is a well formed animal. The cow Lily 1th

and

and

Boy third, Sheridan fourth. This
the best heat of the race.
The following is the summary:

also shows a number of floe cows

'17f.ll

a

STALLION HACK.

list. G. & G. Underwood of Fayette make a
good display of cattle, having a herd of 22,
There are four bulls, nine cows, seven calves.
They are all fine looking cattle and promise to
take their share of the awards.
J. S. Howes of South Vassalboro’ shows a
fine herd. He has a fioe bull four years old—
He weighs 2700 pounds,
Highland Chief.
girths 8 feet 5 inches, and is in every way a
superior animal. A calf belonging to the same
herd, but eight months old, measures 5 feet 3
inches. There is also a two year old heifer and

Rod Pnn flAmmcnt

a

The four horses entered, Tom B. Patchen,
Kox Boy. Black Pilot and Phil Sheridan, ap-

ed attention.
The Hereford cattle probably lead the list of
breeds in point of numbers, although the Jersey men claim that they.stand at the top of the

a

good trot were not disapEverything passed off satisfactorily.

who came to see

ball calves, eight and nine months of age, are
the best looking animals on the ground.
One
0f them weighs 920 pounds and Mr. Slater
would not take $4000 for him.
L. C. Fisher of Cabot, Vt., shows eight fine
thoroughbreds and a pair of grade steers, all
very large. A two year old bull attracts maik-

also two

_

The Knees.

are mostly young, as the agent explains that
when they grow up and weigh 2000 pounds and
several of their bulls do, it is a great deal of
work to move them.
The head of the stock

are

Sdlin
i^r810^’ ?,° Falmouth, com,
Jrr lrn *?' Portland, grapes and vegtahles.

use.

C. P. Mattocks exhibits some bronze
turkeys and Pekin ducks.
David Plummer of Cape Elizabeth exhibi'.s
his fine collection of pigeons.
Mr. Stevens exhibits some Pekin ducks.
Mr. A. E. Shurtleff of South Paris has a fine

years Mr. Slater, who is very wealthy, has
been engaged in importing the most valuable
of the Princess, Gwynne and Serephina stock
of short horns. A bull recently brought over
cost $9000 in gold.
The animals shown here

much attention.
The Jerseys make

and

Gen.

Among the short horns W. S. Slater of WebThis herd is very
ster, Mass., takes ihe lead.
valuable and should be examined by all lovers
of fine stock.
It is the result of many years
of careful and very expensive breeding.
For

McKenny

hens, golden

country.

them is very pleasing and attracts much attenA yearling bull, Tam O’Shanter, is a
tion.
fine looking animal.

to

EXHIBITION.

Peterboro’, N. H.,

of

Mr.

Seward Dill of Phillips makes his usnal
fine display.
He has this year five thoroughbreds and four grades. The cows Lucinda 2d,
Junietta, Minoryaand Martha Glar have chime
bells attached to them and the music made by

yearling belonging

gtfSSZSZk

ment.

years old.

animals.

pocket handkerchief

J. H. Clark of Deering exhibits his improved
horse stall. A box in the fore part of the stall
filled with earth keeps the.horse’s feet moist.
The St. Albans Foundry Co. exhibit their
patent horse power and thresher, seperater and
cleaner. Also a drag and circular saw attach-

James F. Leach of Briugewater, Mass.,
shows a very large bull—Maybury—weighing
1960 pounds, which is a grand representative of
the Ayrshires.
He took the first prize at the
last New Englond fair.
The same exhibitor
shows a two year old short horn bull, weighing 1500 pounds. Also a Jersey cow three

built

to a

grinder.

result will follow

same

quilt

F. M. Wood of Worcester, Mass., exhibits
his patent mowing and reaping machine knife

great believer in in-breeding and he practices it
to a remarkable extent and as he claims with
The fine appearance of this
good results.
young bull seems to demonstrate the correctness of the theory.
Mr. Hayes does not, however, claim that
with all stock.

a

without changing any screws.
Kendall & Whitney have added to their ex'
hibit a large assortment of vanes manufact
ured by Cushing & Son of Waltham, Mass.

herd which calves in November, now averages 40 pounds of milk a
day. The young bull Frolic is the result of
breeding[Florian to his mother. Ur. Hayes is a
other

E

the trees.

Samuel Hoitwell of Lincoln, Mass., exhibits
his patent potato hug trap. This does away
with the use of poison and can he easily and
This should attract the
effectually handled.
attention of all farmers.
The Dennison exhibit of Cameron’s patent
cast iron and steel land side plows, adapted for
all kinds of work, attracts a good share of attention.
Edwin Prescott of Hampton Falls, N. H.,
exhibits his patent door hangers in two styles.
People about to build will do well to look at
these articles. H. C. Briggs of West Auburn
exhibits his patent cultivator and hoeing machine. W. H. Downs exhibits Gordan’s Centennial Star churn and patent mop. Mr. S.
Garvin of ICennebunk exhibits the Colby improved wringer, self adjustable. It wrings

marked. Then there are some fine looking two
year olds and yeatling heifers and a number of

Florian,

Mrs Howard Murphy, Belfast, 12 lbs butter.
Bassett, Berlin, Mass, peaches and grapes.
G S Palmer, Kenduskeag, horse rake, cultivator,
torse noe. and road scraper.
Sullivan Machine Co,
Claremont, N U, Turbine
water wheel.
B A Allen, W
Gray, peck potatoes.
Turner Bridge, wheelbarrow.
nai£eArian»»
W Gage,
G
Methuen, Mass, grapes,
w w
w40***0*®' Boston, model hay press,
vv w
xtawson, beets, carrots, parsnips, melons, celho™radish.
er» wn7toe.8’P,ants.
K.'• furrier, E Kingston N H, 12 ears sweet corn,
tomatoes> corn’ apple8’ ['oar9'

Bates exhibits Mathews’ patent tree protector
for preventing worms and grubs from getting

Stratham shows some very fine stock in his
The bull Duke of Exeter, not yet
large herd.
two years old, is a well formed animal, well

Farmer*’ meeting.
of farmers was held at the Supreme Court room last evening for the purpose
of consulting together as to the crops best
adapted to New England. Dr. Geo. B. Loring
presided and opened the discussion. He laid it
down as a general rule that the best crops for
A

meeting

the farmer to

raise were those useful for home
consumption and those adapted to the demands
of the local market. A vegetable garden should
be cultivated on every farm, in which should be
raised early crops for the table and late ones
for the cellar. The New Eogland farmer ate

place.

Black Cashmere for 65 cents a

yard at Staples’, 180 Middle street. Black
Cashmere for 75 cents a yard and upward in all
the finer grades at Horatio Staples’.
Wobsted Fringes in black and all the
desirable shades, at Horatio Staples’, 180
Middle street.
Men’s shirts and drawers for 25 cents each
at Horatio Staples’.
New style autumn prints for 6 cents at
Horatio Staples’, 180 Middle street, Portland.
I will warrant all the above goods to be equal
in all respects to any of the same price In
America.
Hobatio Staples,
180 Middle street, Portland, Me.
d2t
sep5
Read

Studley’s

announcement of

just received.
The best

new

goods

sep5 3t

bargains

in

in tbe
under
sep5 3t

table damasks

city, can be found at W. F.
Falmouth Hotel.

Studley's,

A full line of all the new style fringes can
be found at W. F. Studley’s, under Falmouth

Hotel.

sep5-3t

too few vegetables. Much of the money spent
in meat might be saved with advantage to the

Stcdley,
just received

farmer’s health and bis pocket. There would
a sale for the superfluous products,
Of tbe staples so called, he thought farmers
of New England could not raise corn in any
considerable amount with profit. An acre of

Fancy woolen hosiery for misses and children. New and choice styles jast opened at H.
l. Nelson & Co.’s, 113 Congress street, Farring-

always be

potatoes would buy much

more corn

be

ground.

raised

on

the same

thought could be raised
with advantage.

than conld
Wheat he

for home consumption

In selecting what kind of crops to raise tbe
farmer should consult the local market. Market gardening has within the last dozen years
become a thriving business. Almost all farmnow have a market which they can easily
reach. Of the crops raised in market gardening early potatoes was one of the most surely
profitable. It was oftentimes a hard struggle
to raise them, but they were always certain to
command a ready sale at a good price. Sweet
corn was another valuable crop and would
readily yield $150 to the acre, and though he
considered fodder corn in general as worthless
for feeding purposes, the stalks of tbe sweet
corn were nutritious and valuable.
Tbe onion
was very uncertain.
It was difficult to raise,
and the market for it was very treacherous.

ers

Like the tobacco crop, some years it was profitable and in others about worthless. Turnips'
carrots, beets, beans, celery, &c., conld always

goods.

Another invoice of those fancy trimming
braids with several new patterns just received
at H. X. Nelson & Co.’s, 443 Congress street,
sep5-3t
Farrington block.
Health Lift rooms and Mason’s machine for
237 Middle street, Portland, Me.
J. H. Gaubebt.
sep5-3t

sale,

Madame Chandler’s
ments [are
Fair.
Last

the best in tbe world. It could be raised with
little cultivation, and cattle and horses thrive
on it wonderfully well. Mangel wurtzels might
be profitably raised in some climate?, but they
did cot do well in New England.
Carrots he

utterly condemned, holding that they were very
injurious to cattle ana horses.
Mr. Lewis of Massachusetts, agreed with Dr.
Luring in his remarks on corn and wheat. Ha
did not believe corn could be profitably raised
here, and he thought tbe farmer would be
healthier if, instead of purchasing high grade

reform garattention at the

Opportunity.—Parties

urday, Sept. 8tb.
arrival of trains

$1.50.

you bad to compete with the Western farmer.
Of the roots, tbe Swedish turnip was one of

;dress

attracting much

wishing

to

make this beautiful trip over the.Sebago Lake
route avail themselves of this opportunity.
Also persons visiting the New England Fair
Steamer
should not fail to make. this trip.
Mt Pleasant will be taken from her route Sat-

could be restored to their fertility so as ta produce grass in abunlance was a question of
great moment to farmers. A cheap, pottable
fertilizer was needed, and he bad no doubt

grains, oats could be raised with profit. Bar
ley he didn’t take much stock in. It wasn’t
good for cattle, and in selling it to the brewer

sep5-3t

_

Those silk pocket handkerchiefs at 20 cents
each are selling right smart at H. (. Nelson &
Co.’s, 113 Congress street, nnder Odd Fellows'
Hall.
sepS-3t

on

it
Hungarian gras
he considered very valuable, and recommended
ts cultivation more largely.
Of the small

sep5-3t

ton block.

be raised profitably.
Of what might be termed necessary crcps hay
stood pre-eminent, and how the remote fields

chemistry would supply

under the Falmouth Hotel, has
all the new fall styles in dress

Steamer leaves Lake Station
leaving Portland at 8.30 a.

m.

Tickets for round

trip good only one day—
sep4-4t
Photographs," beautifully ex.

Permanent
ecuted in carbon on porcelain. The latest and
most exquisite pictures yet produced by the aid
of photography.
Call and see them, at Lam-

son’s,

244 Middle

ju30W,S.

street,_

shall open this morning the best assortment of dress gocds that we have ever shown.

aug28tf

Kli(E3 Beos-

__

Mohair Repellents in all shades,
Bros., No. 255 Middle street

at

Hines

aug28tf

Dr. S. D. Howe’s Arabian Milk Cube.—
“The only preparation of the kind in tbo
so pleasant to the taste that “children''
It cures Coughs, Colds, Croup,
cry for it.
Hoarseness, Whooping Cough, Quinsy, Pleurisy, Sore Throat Asthma. Catarrh, Loss of
Voice, Pneumonia, Soreness of the Chest and

world,”

Lungs, Night Sweats, Bronchitis, Bleediue
Lungs, and Consumption. It is a grand and
pleasant substitute for Cod Liver Oil, and
nauseates. It is food to the stomach and
nourishment to the body. Sold by druggists.
W. F. Phillips & Co., Geneial Agents.

never

au22J3t\V

THE

MEDICAL.

PBESg,

FARM AND HODSEHOLD.
Book* are Ike Farmer'* Tool*.
Every profession and trade has its literature. The clergyman has his theological

works; the lawyer his logal library; the
teacher his text books and educational periodicals; the physician his medical library,
and the farmer should have his literature.
Generally they succeed best who are most
intelligent in their special employment. An
agricultural library ot books and periodicals
is a congress of counsellors. It contains the
results of varied and rich experiences. We
learn but a small part of what we know by
personal experience. It is often an unnecessarily dear school, where we confine ourselves
too much to it. Money expended for wellchosen books relating to the farm, orchard,
garden and stock is the greatest economy.
Every man feels a natural impulse saying to
him, “What you know as useful publish for
the benefit of others.” Every man should
feel a corresponding impulse saying “What
you need to know, seek from others, as well
as to learn by experience—listen, read.”
“He also that has eyes to see let him read.”
National Farmer, Cincinnati, Ohio.

_WANTS.

New England experienced
every county
of both sexes, for
FOEIcauvasseis
and
of

STATE

OF MAINE.

a

to warrants from tlie Mayor and
Aldermen of the City of Portland, the duly
qualified electors of said city, are hereby notified to
meet in their respective Ward rooms, on

PURSUANT

Monday, the tenth day of September next,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
to give in their votes for Governor, four Senators.and
five Representatives, to represent them in the Legislature of this state,one County Commissioner, County
Treasurer, and Register of Deeds. And in Ward
Number four, for one Common Councilman to fil 1 a
vacancy in said ward, also to give in their votes upon
the following questions viz: Shall the Constitution
of tbe State ot Maiue be amended as proposed by resolves ot the Legislature, approve*! on the ninth day
of February, in tbe year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, to wit:

Electors.
No person shall vote at any election in this Slate
unless he has paid a poll tax within two years preceding the election in which he proposes to vote, provided said tax has been legally assessed upon him.
Municipal Indebted mean.

city

town shall hereafter create any debt or
liability, which, singly, or in the aggregate with previous debts or liabilities, shall exceed live per centum
ot the last regular valuation of said
city or
town
provided, however, that the adoption
of this article shall not be construed as applying to
any fund received in trust by said city or town, nor
to any loan for the purpose of renewing existing loans
or tor war, or to temporary loans to be raid out of
money raised by taxation during the year in which
thev are made.
The polls bn such day of election to remain open
until lour o’clock in the afternoon, when they shall
be closed.
The Aldermen of said city will be in open session
at the Aldermen’s Room, in City Building from
nine to twrelve o’clock in the forenoon and from two
to five o’clock in the afternoon on each of the five
secular days next preceding such day of the election,
for the purpose of receiving evidence of the qualifica- ;
tion of voters whose names have not been entered :
on the lists of qualified voters, in and for the several
wards, and for correcting said lists.
s
Per order,
H. I. ROBINSON.
No

popular history
Germany from the earliest period
the present day; contains over 200 lull-page steal
engravings, with 600 elegant illustrations on wood by
eminent artists; now ready in
semi-monthly parts
Experienced canrasers can obtain very liberal terms
t>>' catling on or addressing
b RANK ELY EES, Rooms 39 and
40, 46 School St
to

BostoP-

MORBUS.

TO LET.

STORE,

a

_

uors.

DYSPEPSIA,

elegant combination

the True Jamaica Ginger
with the Choicest Aromatics. It is beyond all comtbe
most
parinon
healthy, invigorating tonic and
stimulant before the public. It is earnestly recommended to the weak and nervous, to those recovering from debilitating diseases, and to the aged, to
whom it imparts warmth and vigor.

SAMPLES FREE.

iituira luicuiuiiunui auu

VOLTAIC

H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
t!

Copartnership.

Tbe

Copartnership heretofore existing
between the snbscribers under the style

its
in

Price45 cents. Sold by all Druggists,
and sent on receipt of 45 cents for one, or
81.45 for six, or 84 45 for twelve, cure fully wrapped and warranted by WEEKS A

of NELSON & GOULD Is
this day
dissolved by mutual consent. All debts
due said firm are to be paid to L. A.
Gonld, who will pay all debts of said
firm, aud will earry on the business at
the old stand under the style of L. A.
GOULD & CO.
dtf

Rubber Hose

CHEMISE, SKIRTS, DRAWERS

NIGHT-ROBES.

White {Goods in Plain, Striped, Corded
aud Checked Cambrics and Sansooks.

for $5.00 at

Hall's Rubber Store,

Above

the

KID

Preble

as

OWEN, MOORE 4 WILEY,
St.
Congress
eep4 dtf

Cor. Brown.

Chesley
TAILOR,

trees, cherries, grapes and other small fruit in bearing; the buildiDg3 consist of a cottage house, 7
rooms, painted and blinded, shed 14x20 and a good
barn 40x50 with cellar; aqueduct water; nice location on main mad, only one mile to depot and 40 rods

school. With the farm we sell one horse, 10 head
of cattle, lot of fowls, farm wagon, express wagon
all the small tools, hay and crop, for the low price of
$3000 The “Real Estate Advocate” which describes
this and 200 other farms sent free by
ABEL L. LAWTON & CO..
to

au29dim*Ayer,

Mass.

Turners Island, containing 3150 feet; near P.
S. &P.R R. Buildings. Will be sold cheap
for cash. Inquire of S. L. CARLTON.

ON

Att’y

at

FALL & WINTER

Call and Leave
Your IVleagure,
"i

I

uppommity.

A

House for Sale.
Western part of city, a New House containing
IN all the modern
improvements. Inquire at this

143

(3 tf

The new and thoroughly built
house 8 Ellsworth Sst. Very pleasantly situated; in the healthiest
part ot the city. The best bargain
in the market this season.

Apply

on

the

premises.

J.R. AVERILE.

jniy31dt£_
For
Sale.
FIRST-CLASS three-story Brick House,

on

Street.Ju30dtf

sale.
Cottage House on Lincoln Street at

Woodford’s Corner, Deering, within threeminutes walk ot Horse Cars. Nine finished rooms,
painted and papered in the latest style, marble tire
frames, furnaces and green blinds, &c. Lot G5 by 94.
L J. PERKINS,
Everything complete.

ju!2dtf489 Congress Street.

au3dtf

The

King

of Desks.

dtf

VICKERY

IRVING J. BROWN.auldtt

NOTICE.

J. C. TARBOX retiree from our tlrm and Mr.
GEO. S. HOLMAN is admitted.
the firm
The business will be .continued under

MR

of

!
a

limited

ITilLililLBl,

TEACHER OF

VIOLIN ID

GUITAR, ETC.,

Samuel

Thurston,

GENERAL AGENT
3 Free street Blocb, Portland. Me,

dtf

CHOICE

Aslies Hamlod,

High School,

receive graduates of the Grammar Schools and
others preparing for College or teaching, or at any
grade of advancement in study, in class rooms,
will

NO. 4 FREE STREET BLOCK.
on and
a. m.

after

August 3).

Sessions

Application

9 to 12

may he made
m, and 4 to 5 p. m.

a.

Portland

commence

au30dtf

Academy.

ANTIQUITIES.

AND

answer to many requests Rev.Henry G. SpauldIN ing
(whose Lowell Institute Lectures have been
the most

among

popular

and attractive

ever

deliver-

ed in Boston), has prepared a Lyceum Lecture on
Greek Art and Roman Life in Ancient Pompeii,richly illustrated by the stereepticon with plain
and colored views. Time for New England engagements, Oct. 29th to JaD, 5th. Address: Dorchester

Dist

Boston.,,_

au8eodlm

Private

SELECT SCHOOL.

THESchool
will
47tb.

raountforl’s
on Monday.

Uliii9

commence

Aususi

will open

P.

Thncher*

GIRLS

an27eodtsepi6

School
Bc-open. Monday, Aug. 37.
Prepares for College, Scientific Schools and Business.
Pupils admitted at any time.
SST’Special and Private Instruction at reasonable
rates.
Address the Principal,
Cyrus B. Varney, A. M.
Maine
Stevens’ Plains,
eod3w*
augS

f. bicker,
Corner, Decrinr

s.

<1U

Oak Ship Timber For Sale.
of Sch., Laurel, POW landing at Union
CURTIS & DAVIS,
wharf, for sale by
Commercial St.

For Baltimore.
Schr., Prescott, Capt. Merriman. For
Height apply to
J. NICKERSON & SON.
sept4d3t
No. 131 Commercial St.

PACKET

...

Coffees, Teas, Spices,

SCHOOL,

Sept. 30.
Applications by letter

may bo addressed to the
MISSES SYMONDS, Principals, at their tesidence
personal application after August 20th.
dtd
auglO

Instruction in English and Classical Studies
given to piivate pupils by the subscriber.

W.

COLCORD,
Tittle

Vinegar,
Extracts,
Shelf Goods, Groceries, &c.

instruction in vocal

respectlully inready to reliis residence, 58

are

ceive pupils singly
classes,
Brackett St., corner Spring.
or

in

now

at

aplOdtf

Nickel Plating.
prices

moderate, and

are

samples of

our

Portland
au24

G. W. SHIM® & CO.,

Forest l'iiy Mills, 13 and 15 Union St.,
mJU'i'ACTl'Kli'BS & JOBBER,.
dlw

Commended by the most emin ent Artists
Sold at the lowest possible prices.

SAMUEL

THURSTON,

Gen, Agent,

FREE

3

tepl

i nuLTi iran goods

Clock* mid Jewi Irj of all kind* repaired
at Ttry low price*.

Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut and Haddies.
very nice article for family use, picnic parties, ana

482

Congress St

a

board vessels at sea.
For sale by Grocers generally.

on

work in the
*

SONS,

Wm.

dlf

Bargains

Men’s Congress Gaiters and top boots, Sign of the
Golden Boot.RInvi.so J.Birotfs.
aulltt

In

OF CARS

LINE

to

as

SUMMER

V axilts

Address
my8

Maine.
d3w

usual price 75 cents. Jointed Poles equally

Day,

Jr. tfo

as

low.

CO.,

aa23 04 EWHAHCE STREET,

dttw

ROISTERS.
FOR best elevators and holster*, either hand or
FOSlElt & BROWN,
power, address

augseodlm*Barearappa.
C.B.

CloanociT
f.
s.

bickeb,

Steamship Line.

I.ibbr'a Corner/.Deerinn

d“

Wharfage.

To Whom It May ConcernI
Musical Organization known as the Orpheus
Symphony Club is hereby disbanded by common
of

the members.

Pino Street Wharf, Phila.

at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half

sailing vessels.

West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to

Worcester
route.

E. B, SAMPSON, Agent

Jn23-ly

dtf

lOLssi Wharf,Boil.a

Tho Steamship Falmouth,
Capt. W. A. Colbv, will leave

Per

Order.
d3t*

Trunk

rrUTTDOltiV

-i

W hart
r>

nn

«S5Saa29rHalifax direct, making

only

—

FBOM

—

BOSTON.
in connection

with OLD

COLONY

RAIL-

ROAD.

Line.
Quick Time, Low Rutea, Frcqucut Depariurea.

Freight received at New and Spacious Iron Freight
House, and forwarded daily to FALL RIVER, there

connecting with the Clyde (Steamers, sailing
eyery MONDAY, WEDNESDAYnnd SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Direct, and connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S.C.,

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!
T» Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, St. Ironic, Omaha,
Saginaw, St. Haul, Salt I,ahe City,
Dearer, San Franci.co,

D. D. C. NIIIVK.
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street. Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 1677,
Janlldtf

and all points in the

BOSTON STEAMERS.
(SPRING

LEWISTON

ings at

11

ISLANDS~

FOR THE

The Peaks Island Steamboat 0o*’s
STEAMER
GAZELLE, Capt. A. S. Oliver.
On and after Sept. 4,1877, will run
as follows: Leave Custom House
Wharf for Evergreen and Jones
Landing at 7, 9, and 10.30 a. m.,

and

2, 3.30 and *7 p.

FOR

1

YVnneav^The East Side

of Custom House Wharf
every week day for Scott's and Jones’Landing at
8.30,9.45 and 11.15 a. m., (later in the season a trip
at 12 m.,) 1.45, 4.15 and 6.10
p. m.
For Trefethen's aud Hog Island at 8.30 and 9.45 a.
m., 1.45, 4.15 and 6.10 p. m.
Returning—leave Scott's Landing at 9.15, 10.05
and 11.40 a. m., and 5.15 p. m.
Returning—leave Trefethen's and Hog Islands at
9,00 and 10.30 a. in., and 5.00 p. m.
A Mailing Trip among the Islands every
pleasant day. starting at 1.45 p. m., and arriving
at the city at 4.13
Fare far Round Trip 25 cents.
Package of five round tiip tickets $1 00. Season
Ticket* 85.00.
Tickets for sale at office of Rollins, Loring&
Adams, No. 22 Exchange Street, and on boaid
steamer.

Special arrangements can be made for private
Moonlight Excursions.
Inquire on board Steamer of

The Superior Sea Going Steamers
FOREST CITE AND JOHN BROOKS

will,

until

further notice,

inn

Leaving

alternately

_

FOR THE ISLANDS.
STEAMER

V. »t T o’clock P. M.,
WHARF, BO-TON, daily
(Snoday excepted.)

FARE

Union Lubricator

as

fol-

nod
at T

GREAT

—

NEW

TO

—

ol Kail.
Passing through Narragansett and Mount Hope
Bays by daylight. NO DISAGREEABLE
NIGH P CHANGES.

attended to.
to

refer to the following:
Portland, June 15,1877.
To the Union Lubricator Co., G Ihvj market Square,
Bnton:
We have thoroughly tested your Lubricator on our
road and find it to be ol great merit, tuuuiug G weeks
and over 3000 miles without replenishing, thereby
saving in time aud expense. We can safely recommend its use on all railways.
ALMON LEACH, Supt.
HENRY S. BENNETT, Master Mechanic.
W. H. FESSENDEN.
Treasurer Portland Machine Work.
I. D. WILSON,
Foreman Portland Machine Works.
HENRY S. CLAY.
Livery Stable Keeper. 7 Market Square.

Grand Promenade Concerts on board
each Steamer every evening.

Tickets sold in Portland at all R. R. ticket
B. &M.,aud Eastern R. R. Depots, and on
Boston Steamers. State Rooms and
Berths
aU Old State House, and at Old

offices,

boani

sem/Zd

ColoSy Depot! K£-

GEO. L. CONNOR,
J. It, KENDRICK,
Gen 1 Pass. Agt.
q
*'
uPALMER,
Agent, 3 Old State
„L-

House/

_____d3m

SPECIAL

S. P. CHADBURN,
Portlaud to Brldeton.

Steamboat

Proprietor Stages

IRA CLAY,
Truckman at Mitliken & Co.’s, Commercial St

CUMMINGS,

Re

|

A

Notice !

Hereafter until *artbern°ttee
the Steamer LEWISTON will
on her
r„ n t0 M ill bridge only
"“■**"®***—^®
Tuesday tiip Irom heie, and go
hrougli to Machiasport on Fridays only.
Passengers for poiuts beyond Mill bridge, can take
stage irom Millbridge, aud arrive at Mach las same
evening
F eight for Jonespoit, Machiasport, East Machias
This arand Machias, receiveil on Fridays only.
rangement wdl continue about two mouths.
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
E. CUSHING, Assistant Manager.
Portland July 26, 1877.
jj28iltl

|T"V"

Cumberland Paper Co
W. S. JORDAN,
Cumberland Paper Co.
WINSLOW MACHINE WOKS
Union Street.

MB. DELLOW,
hoard the Steamer.

A

Family Medicine.

EFFECTUALLY and PERMANENTLY cures
Headache, Nervousness, Canker, Dyspepsia, Flatulency and Pains in the Stomach, Water Brash
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Costiveness, CousUpatlon,
Biliousness, Jaundice, Worms, Piles, ltheumatism,
Skin Diseascs.Diseases of the
Liver,Kidney and Bladder Complaints.Female
Diseases,prevents Indigestion
gives Iron to the Blood, is
peculiarly adapted to the
and cure ot
Fever and Ague, Bilious

BW.tfMSBrsyShr'S*
THOMAS a BERRISH Lovell, Mass.
by Druggists and Dealers
in

__

Only 49 Uliles

permitted

on

t^Sold
myl4

JTOKK.

The Mammoth Steamships Bristol and Providencc of this Line are the largest, handsomest
and most eostly Steamers in the world.
Trains leave Boston from the Old Colony R. R. Station at 4.30 P. 1R. accommodation, and 6 P. Hi.
steamboat express, connecting with these floating
pal ices at Fall River daily (Sundays from July 1st to
Sept 2d inclusive) arriving in New York at G A. M.
No Line can otter the accommodations
presented by
this favorite route.

The Company manufactures three different grades,
designed severally tor Steam and Horse Cats, Machinery, Trucks, Drays, Carriages, &e.. all cf which
secured by Letters Patent, granted 187G.
All goods guaranteed as represented and put up in
convenient packages for tbe trade.

Agent,

prevention

FALL RIVER LINE

without friction, gumming or running. The absence
oi all Iriction renders it an indispensable auxiliary
forcooliDg journals aud boxes on Steaui Cars. The
coldest weather has no effect on ibis Lubricator.
It has been conceded by those that have thoroughly tested this article, that it is superior to any lubricator offered to the public, and that it is a saving of

or

$1.00.

THE

This Lubricator combines economy, durability, and pcrlcct
lubrication

Ferry Landing,

INDIA
P, M..

_W*Tickets

The thoroughly tested Lubricator, for Steam and
Street Cars, Paper, Rolling, Cotton and Woolen Mills,
Sugar Refineries, Gas Works, Brick Yards, Dredging
Machines, and for all Machinery with heavy bearings.
Also lor Carriages, Wagons, Carts, Drays, etc.

m.

Portland,

Passengers by this line are reminded that they so
cnre a comfortable night’e rest and avoid the ex.
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
and Stale Rooms ior sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 2C6 .Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the varlon.
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
de30-76dtf
J. B. COYLE, or.. Gen’l
Agt.

COMPANY.

p.

Fare down ncd bnck ‘JH cents. Ten Mingle
Tichel. 91.00.
Special rales for Societies.
For further particulars, inquire ol Mr. Conway.
July4dtf

FRANKLIN WHARF,

XfLJCJ

CAPT C. H. KNOWLTON.

au!6dtt

3.00,5.00

ows:

THJE^ISLANDS.

MARY W. LIBBY

J. O. FURNIVAL, Agt.
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
S3T-PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING GARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 2.00 p. m.
Baggage checked trom Portland to Detroit and
GMcago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amonnt exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate ot
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager•
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. June 18, 1877.
ju!8dtf

m.

Returning at the usual hours.
Fare down and back 10 cents.
•Run this trip in pleasant weathor only.
Sept 4, 1877
sepitt

For Cushing’. I.lnn.l and While Head
Landing.
CAPTAIN JOHN BROWN,
Leaves Ferry Landing, Cu.iem Heuae
W hai f, Pori laud, every
day (Sun days excepted)
lor Cashing’. Island and While Head
Land inn at 9.15,10.45 A. M., and 2.15, 3.45, P.M.
Leaves Cushing’s at 7.00, 9.30, 11.30 A. M. and 2.45,
4.45, 6.45 p. m.
Leaves While Head at 9.45, 11.15 a. m., and

ARRANGE.HENT.

THE

ALL

Steamer

o’clock Pullman train fiom Boston over the Eastern
Badroad, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgewick, South West and Bar Harbors (Mt. Desert),
Millbridge, Jonesport and Bar bin. port.
Returning, leaves Bacbiasport every Boaday and Thursday mornings at 4.30
o’clock, touching as above, arriving in Portland
same night, connecting wilh Pullman trains and
early morning trains for Boston and the West.
For further particulars enquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
E. CUSHING, Assistant Manger.
Portland, June 9, 1877
je9dtf

^For

Northwest, West and Southwest.

ORDERS promptly alien led to by calling at
oraddrewn*
K. GIRSONt
anldtt
688 Congress Streo

The

saCapt. Dcerlng, will leave KailWhart, Portland, every
Friday eveno’clock, or on the arrival of the T

STEAMER TOURIST.

Philadelphia & New England Steamship Line,

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

Ashes

WEEK.

?HP*?road,
hi—..

CLYDE’S

—

Cleaned
and
moved.

MACHIAS.

ARRANGEMENT

I

connec-

Norfolk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va„
Washington. D. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
D. C., and all rail and water lines.
Dangers of Navigation around Cape Cod avoided
Insurance one-eighth of one percent.
Rates of Freight, or other information,'apply

Vaults

SUMMER

on

mh27dtiFranklin Wharf,

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

FRED

TWO TRIP PER

tion for all

Mail from Montreal, Quebec and West at 12.45 p.m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 1.00 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.15 p. m
Express from Montreal and West 7.05 p. m.

are

FOR

MT. DESERT AND

lr

Boston to the South. Only TrI-Weekly

We

the Eastern and

New York.
For iurther particulars inquire of
GEO. L DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
Kailroad Whaif.
E. CUSHING, Asst. Manager.

every
r.1

n

m.

promptly

over

trains to

For Halifax Direct.

parts oi Nora Scotia. Freight received
day of sailing until 4 P. M. For freight or
J. B. COYLE, Jr., Agent,
passage apply to

AMD

WEEK.

The Steamer CITY OP R1CHCapt. C. Kilby, will leave
Portland every Monday, Wedaeadaj and Friday eve-

I reight for the

ARRANGEMENT

—

PER

with the 8.30 trains

connect

the rate ol

Express for Auburn ana Lewiston at 7.00 a. m.
for Gorham, Montreal and West, at 8 a. m
Express for Anborn and Lewiston at l.i5p. m.
Mail train 2.00 p. m. (stopping at all stations io
Island Pond,) connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewistou 5 15 p. m.
For Gorham—Passengers for Gorham can take the
5.15 p. m. Express connecting with mixed train at
Lewiston Jet. for Gorham.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.30 a. m
Mixed from Gorham at 10.00 a. m.
B^TasseDgere from Gorham can take the Express
at Lewiston Junction, arriving in Portland at 8.30 a.

nnnT,

aug!6_dtt

eep4

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.ffll

From
From

delphia,

Express

Je23dlf

THE
consent

AND

Leare each port e?ery Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y

0n and H,ter MONDAY, June 18,1877,
fSJ^Kiafruinji will run as follows:

MERRILLT^^r
fpjfe
cr

sums

Philadelphia

J. M. LUNT,
Sup’t.

aul7

in

upwards._my!6dtl

—

transfer by

by any other

at

BOSTON

Orders addressed to the Union Lubricator Co No.
Uayinarket Square, Boston, or W. \V. Whipple
&Co., Agent, 21 Market Square, Portland, will be

Stmrp,

lu?dtt

suif, for i£ and

CoacTies"tBroHgfrBostonr"^"^M*
J3F“Fare always as low
J. W. PETERS,
Gen’l Ticket Agent.

TRIPS

Boston & Maine Railroads, arriving In Boston at
9.30, connecting with the 10 o’clock (Shore Line)

A’o

Ask for Tickets via Portland &
and Norwich Line.

THREE

First-class Weekly m !1 steamof this line sail from v. « bee
j—every Saturday morning,

eipTiiseanaaiiiToyauTeola

buried and vexations

STEAMBOAT CO.,

ning!, at lO o'clock, or on the arrivalofthe
train leaving Boston at 6 o’clock, over the Boston &
Maine Kailroad, for Bangor, touching at
land, Camden, Lincolnville Belfast, Searspor
Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport and Hampden, arriving in Bangor abont 10 o’clock next

ers

^‘SighlAlnlisg Checks issued

Remember, this is tl«e only Line
running Through Cars between
Portland and Uong Island Sound
Steamers.
thereby ^ensuring

President.
dtf

73_

morning.
Returning, leave Bangor same days at 3.30
o'clock, A. IB., arriving in Portland in time to

Ocean

Liverpool, touching

arriving at New York next morning at 6.00 A. M.,
allowing Passengers a whole night’s rest, and
making
SURE CONNECTIONS, SOUTH & WEST.

the

Pel

iniioK ^JfMOND,

First class fortnightly mail steamers cf this line
sail trom Halifax every other Tuesday,' for
Liverpool, touching at Queenstown.
Passage: First-class—$70 and $80 gold, or Its
equivalent; Intermediate—$40 gold; Third-class at
lowest rates.
The Glasgow Line of steamers sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
passage $60, steerage at lowest rates.
Passengers booked to and from all parts ot England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Tlenmark and Germany at lowest rates.
Prepaid and Return Tickets Issued at reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for
New England, No 3. India Street, Portland, Me.

6

Job Lot at 30 cents each,

«i|pf6££XCHANCF

304 Commercial Street, I'ortlaud, Me.

Great

NORWICH

Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.

Voyage.

Shortest

•-There connecting early same evening with the Fast
and Reliable Steamer of the

OTHER*.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with tie elegant and popular steamer Stouington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving In New York
always in advance at all atker lines. Baggage checked throngh.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston A Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little A Co.’s,491 Exchange St,
L. W. FILKIN3,
D.S. BABCOCK,

jfmm**

SUMMER_ SERVICE.

London,

OF ALL

FOR BANGOR

ALLAN LINE.

STEAMBOAT EXPRESS TRATN, with Superb
Drawing-Room Cara attached, leaves Portland & Rochester R, R. Depot at 1.15 P. M., and
runs directly through, via Nashua and
Worcester,

WITHOUT CHANGE

YORK,

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
owest rates. Pullman Car Tickets for Heats and
Berths at Ticket Office.
A. P. ROCKWELL. President.
julldf*

FMladelplila,

to New

AHEAD

STEAMERS

30 to 50 per cent.

Bamboo Fish Poles I
O.

ST.j BLOCK, I’ORTLAND.
_atf

1.00
,75

Opposite Preble House,

Express

BALTIMORE & WASHINGTON.

MANITACTVB1NU

READING.

RUFUS DUNHAM

au28

T.

YEW YORK,

ABBOTT, Principal.

Fair.

Pickles,

Pullman

l.r

SHORT, QUICK ROUTE TO

Blue, Farmington*

desiring private
MUSIC BGADING
PERSONS
formed tliat Mr. W. L. FITCH is

Sec

“

The night

Kafli

THE

dtf

ffc solicit Job Work oi all kinds
in Copper Brass, Steel, Iron
and Britannia.

“

Aurrnafa

POUTLAM) & WORIESTER LINE

FOR young ladies

For Young Ladies,
PINE STREET, PORTLAND.

inUSIC

$1-00

frnm

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, Juno 11, 1877.
julldtf

Corner Cumberland and Casco Sts.

aoglTdCw

PHINNEY.

“

TliA ftftflrnnftn train
R. R. at 5.25 p. m.
t ain at 2 00 a. m.

FOR BOTH SEXES.

DAT

LIME

PORTLAND, BlNCOMlCflUS

Grand

SEPTEMBER 17th.

&

H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Provdncee. B.i.

Leave Boston at 7.30 and S.45 a. m., 13.30
and 7.00 p. m., connecting with Maine
Central and E. Ac N. A. Railway for
St. John and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping
Car attached.

a

FOR

—

This Is the Only Insid« Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

Mondays.)
RETURNING,

Grand Trunk R, R. of Canada.

It is intended for pnpils over 12 years of age. The
usual studies of a High School coarse will be pursued.
Girls who desire it will he thoroughly fitted for
College. For details, applv to the
PRINCIPAL, 38 Winter 81.

BO¥8.

TO

for

PASSENGER TRAINS leave Portland
for Hcnrboro’, Saco, Riddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North Berwick, Sooth
Berwick,
Conway Junction, Kilo t,
■littery,
Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea aud Boston at
S.45 a. m., arriving in Boston at 1.00 p. m.
Saco, Biddeford, Kenoebunk, Kittery,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn. Chelsea aud Boston at
1.30 and 5.30 p. m. Train leaving at 1.30
p. m. arrives in Boston in time to connect with
Sound steamer lines lor New York. Train leavleaving at 5.30 p. m. arrives in Boston in time to
connect with 10 p. m. train for New York.
6.00 p. m. Biddeford accomodating Irnin.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at 3.15 a, m., every day (except

>

DM SCHOOL

AUD

FOR NEW

Stephen, St. John and Halifax.
The 6.15 a. m. train from Portland connects at Rockland on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays with
Str, Ulysses for Mt. Desert and Sullivan.
Pasvenger Trains arrive in Portland as
follows: —The morning trains from Augusta, Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains lrom Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,
and all intermediate stations at 1.20 and 1.23 p. m,

SEWALL,

by Miss Harriet

—

&TONINGTON

For Lewiston and Auburn.

Pupils received at any time durterm. For further particulars apply at No.
40 India Street.au27eodlw

Assisted

week.

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACK3TONE.
aud McClellan.
Frens Frerldence every WEDNESDAY
end SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jans
Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places In
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St..
Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad aud Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points In the West bvBaltimore A Ohio
R. K.,M. W.Davison, Agent,219 Wasningtonstreet,
Boston.
Throngh bills of lading given by tbs above named
Agents.

E.

Passenger Trains leave at 1.15 p. m. and 5.1o
p. m. The train leaving at 11.20 p. m, also has a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction with a Mixed Train for Lewiston, Auburn, Wintbrop and Waterville. The 11.20
p. m. tram is the Night Express Train with Pullman Sleeping Car attached, which makes close connection at Bangor for all stations on the Bangor
& Piscataquis, and E. & N, A. Railway, and tor
Houlton, Woodstock, St Andrews, St.

ing the

MISS

a

First Class Mteamskip
WM. CRANE.
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
Frem Boston direct recry TUBMDAY
and SATURDAY.

co2dtf

Instruction. fiTrongB^onnecliowsTo^Tlassen^

Private Lessons in French, Latin, and the English
Branches, (at the pupil’s residence if preferred) by
Miss H. E. Clark, 782 Congress Street. Refers by
permission to Prof. Ducom and Dr. Sauveur.
au31
eodtf

FALL TERM of

NTEAinaHIP LINK
four ilmr.

m.

Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for Lewiston via Brunswick at
6 15 a. m. and 1.10 p. m.
For Bath at 6.15 a. m., 1.10 and 5.15 p. m.
For Farmington9 Monmouth, Winthrop,
Keadfield, West Waterville and Waterville via Lewiston at 1.15 p. m.

ETTA A. FILES, Principal,
No, 43 Brown Street.

Maine. Address,
FOR
A. H.

aug27eoatf

Warranted,
“

1.10 and 11.20 p.

at 9

above daily lrom

as

_11,

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

Passage $15,
For freight orpassage to Norfolk,Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,

1877.

For Skowhegan at 1.10,1.15 and 11.20 p. m.
For Angnsta, Ilallowell, Bardine.’ nud
Brunswick at 6.15 a. m., 1.10,5.15 and 11.20 p.

ABBOTT FAMILY SCHOOL,

J. FRANK HILL,

Cleaned and

JUNE

k

Fall Term Begins September 3, 1877.
Pupils of both sexes received.
Private lessons
given when desired. For particulars, apply to
au21dtf

Railroad,

Passenger Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Dexter, Belfast and Waterville at

EDUCATIONAL

jan24

6 for S9.

Mainsprings
Case springs

Eastern

143 Pearl Street.

outwear any other shirt made in ilie
State for double the money. Made to

W A TO HiE S

Central

MONDAY, JUNE 11. 1877.

dim

J.

•nrdpr

Randolph_Boyntoii.

♦Steamboat Express stops only at Springvale, Alfred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, making close connection with through trains
of Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
deldtfJ. M. LUNT, Snpt.

RAILROAD.

Office 180 Middle Street.
sept3

and

FARRINGTON BLOCK,

PARSONS & CO.

158

UHdlitft

■_

218 Fore Street,

TARBOX, CARNEY PARSONS & CO.
ao28dtf
Portland, Aug. 27, 1877,

Eibby

m_n

The Fall Session of this school opens Tbur.tlay,

Sold at reduced rates lor

Block-

Having taken the Agency ot C.
F. Hathaway’s Domestic shirts,
are now ottering them at Wholesale and Retail.
An inspection of same solicited.

Maine

a. m.

$Mixed.

Franklin Wharf

THURSDAY,

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38 E. K., New York.
Tickets and 8tute Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exchange street.declfitf

For

ing done to order. Jobbing of all kiuds in my line
will receive prompt and personal attention.
All
work neatly done at low prices, and satisfaction
guaranteed. I have on hana a new design of undercut Center Pieces and Brackets, which cannot »>e
found elsewhere east ol New York. These will be
sold at prices to correspond with the times.
Lime,
Cement, Plaster, Mortar, &c., constantly on hand,
rdersfrom out of town solicited.
my9d6ra

»'I

FLEIGIITOiY,

au28

■

FEENEY,

BOARDING

431 & 433 CONGRESS STREET,

veryneatly and promptly repaired. Sian of the Gold

jy30dtf

notice,

every MONDAY aud
at
P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River, New York
every MONDAY aud THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomo
dations tor passengers, making this a very convenient aud comfortable route lor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, including 8tate
Meals extra.
Good destined beyond
Room, $5.
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.

m.

Worcester, Mags.
Founded 1848.
Confessedly one of the best of
N. E. Seminaries.
Send for Catalogue. Address
REV. H. R. GREEN, A. M., at Jamestown, K. 1.,
till Sept. 10th.
au20d3m&w34

Domestic Shirts.

Boots & Shoes

HOL9IAN, CARNEY,

dtt

mylldtf

Shall still Continue the Manufacture of My

HILL &

Business attended

jan8

Our

ol the Go!d Boot.

Jf3i_

given,

detection and arrest of criminals.
to at all hours.

satisfaction guaranteed.

BROWN,

J.

all kinds a specialty. ConSeryice of precepts ofand
fideutial advice
services rendered in the

P.

J* HAMILTON, Supt.

STREET.

ONE

Portland Me.

FULL .LINE .OP

I-adies Fr. Kid Side Lacc Boots,
“
«
OilGt.
Fr. Kid Mandal Slippers,
“
Fancy

IRVING

51 t-4 EXCBAltGE

UfififiJJ lllulllUlli

During past year these shirts have
gained almost a national reputation, and
1 am now sending them all over the
country and have nothing but praise
from all who have used them; they are
made from the best bleached mnsliu; the
cusiomer having choice of brand, and
Richardson’s heavy, 2000 Linen; they
are guaranteed to fit and gire satisfaction in every case; they are equal in
quality, lit and workmanship, and will

Excnrsions through the Notch—Passengers
taking 8.30 a. m. train from Portland, will arrive at
Crawford s at 1.00 p. m.,
Fabyan’s at 1.15 p. m., having ample time tor dinner belore returning. Return
train leaves Fabyan’s at 2.15
p in,, Crawford’s at
2.30n. m„ arriving in Portland at 6 30
p. m.
Br Special rates to Excursion Parties.

Cnmbcrlaud County,

half, or the whole of a Coal Yard which Js
now doing a good business.
Address Box 976

d2m

Made from Measure at

Memphremagog, Sherbrook, Montreal and Quebec.

«

(connectiug
Railroads.)

West.
1.15 P. HI. Steamboat Express through to
New London without change. Connects at Rochester for Borer and Great
Falls, at Epping for Manchester and
Concord at Nashna tor Lowell and
Boston, at Ayer Junction for Fitchburg and the West via Hoosac Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad tor New York, at Putnam witn
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line” for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North
Rirer New work, at 6.00 a. m.
5.30 P. M. Mixed Train for Rochester.
0.30 P. M. Local for Gorham.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, *11.25 and $11.45 a.
m., arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., *1.20 and
$5.10 p. m.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a. m., arriving at Portland 6.40

Steamers at Sebago Lake for Naples, Biidgton
Harrison.
Stages at Glen Station for Jackson and Glen
House. Connects at Fabyan’s for Summit Mt.
Washington; also for Littleton, Lancaster, Jefterson,
Wells River, Montpelier, &c.
Connects at St. Johnsbury for Newport, Lake

A5D

Coroner for

COAI YARD FOR SALE.

on us beas repre-

ARRIVE
M. from Upper Bartlett.
M, Irorn Fabyan’s.
M. from Fabyau’s and Vermont Division.

Portland, July. 28.1877.

Steamship Company

Semi "Weekly Line to New York.

Portland,

a. m.,
with
Eastern and Bostsn & Maine
At
Nashua 11.47 a. in., Lowell 12.15 p. m.f
Boston 1.15p.m., Ayer Junction 12.40p.
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p.m., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. in., connecting with trains South and

Upper

stations.

MATTADAMS,
Constable for Portland,

1877,

rives at Rochester at 9.55

m*nLSlm?l<rS

dtt

de27dtf

PRICES ARE ALWAYS
THE LOWEST,

SUCCESSOR

Wlldei

nov8

f or

Congress Street,
Farrington

HU T.

Natural Magnetic Phyaician,
He shall lay bands on them and they shall be healed
304 Cumberland, Cor. of Elm St.
The

au2dtf

For Sale 2

St.

i

are
coun-

d&wly

HDrATl TWCmniFI?

Ladies wlio want or ever expect
to want a Fan of any style, quality
or price, should not tail to take
advantage of the Low Prices offered in these goods at

H. I. NELSON & CO’S,

W-3_

ART

GEO. J. WHITNEY & CO.

au

a

soon as

collects in England and foreign
tries claims of American heirs.

I>r.

1877.
Leav
Portland 8.30 A. M. lor North i'onwny
Crawford’s, Fabyan’s, Numn**lington9 an<i a11 points on the Vertrough t0 Burlington and Swanton.
1.05 P.M. for
Fabyan’s and intermediate stations.
5 50 P. Ms for
Bartlett and intermediate

8.30 A.
1.18 P.
6.30 P.

11,

JUNE

ARRANGEMENT.
Monday, July 30,

COMMENCING

Maine

_

Portland & Rochester R. R. Steamers Eleanora &
Franconia
leave
Will until further

and

of debts, bankruptcy, &c.,
spec!COLLECTION
alty. Funds remitted
collections
Also

made.

Small House For Sale.
NEAT 14 story bouse, six rooms, good cellar,Sebago. Lot 33x60. Situated between Congress
and Cumberland Sts.
Price $1800, terms £ cash.
Apply to F. G. Patterson, Dealer in Real Estate
au24
dtf
379J Congress Street.

For Sale.

sented.

S4NF0RD,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
33 School St., Boston, Mass.

Law,

au28180 Middle St. Portland.dim

period by

iioiaen

k.

market; 90 acres of good dry land fenced bv wall;
keeps 10cows and horse; 75 apple trees, 40 pear

mNew

You cau certainly save money by :alline
fore puiehasing. All Furniture warranted

J. B.

SUMMER

,]iy

___

ber;

Free St, with all the modern improvements,
gas, sebago, bath room, tirst anil second story supwith
hot and cold water; all ia perfect aiplied
der. Inquire of JOHN. C. PROCTER, U3 Exchange

City

RAILROAD.

acre

House and lot at Alo. §1 mcwbury
St. Apply at house,
K. RUBY,

OUR

jmy3Q

SALE.—A 90
milk and lruit farm with
D. ID: PATTEN,
aud tools; $1000 worth of wood and timFORstockworth
Recently Principal of the
of milk sold at the door for Boston
$800

A

E&change

No. 337 t'ongieaa Street.
Many of our best citizens assure us that Dr.
Lamb never fails in effecting a
permanent cure in
the severest forms of Erysipelas and
every form of
Scrofula, Rheumatism, Salt Rheum, and all Diseases
of the Skm that affect the human family.

Private Instruction.

FARM FOR SALE.

Can be found at

Has just received bis

n

ANOTHER NEW STORE.

—

FURNITURE

Middle Street,

__sept3dtf

Feet can be fitted
with fine Boots and
bhoes at my new
store, also properly
fitted with meaiumpnced goods. All
widths and sites a
4*1
socially.
Co>OB£SS SlBJCST

fliRmiVR

WANTED, a good farm, 20 acres, or
more, suitable for fruits aud general crops, near Portland, in exchange for a story and a half cottage
house, in good repair, large garden,
good neighborhood, live minutes walk from City Hall.
Or, will sell at a low price, tor part cash and notes.
A. G. FRENCH, 198 Franklin st. Portland, d&wtt

Stock

Largest

In tlie

M

office.

The New England House, Portland, Me,
Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
de28dtf
Portland, Me.

No. 20 1-2

DIFFICULT"
f—i

HOTEL TW LEASE.

OF

Me.

House Lot For Sale.

THE

—

Brunswick,

sepl dlvvNo. 38 Exchange Street.

HAKMON, Jeweler,
under the Hail.

Offices in Third Story Merchants’ National
Bank, now occupied by J. & E, M. Rand; also
the front offices. These offices are heated by steam;
have gas, water and fire proof vaults. Possession
oct27dtf
given Nov, 1st.

UTo. 46

At which price we propse to sell
14ng as they last.

It fas received the highest recommendation from
Stetm Engineers
in every large city of this
country wheie it haB been introduced.
It can be examined at No. 17 Union St.
Any Information in regard to its cost wid be cheerfully fu nislied by the agent tor this city,
au!6dtfW, 11. PEWNELL.

septldim

OEOKCE A.

myl7dGm

38c Per Pair.

In llrst cost and .snb-eqnent expense it
cannot be excelled.
This Boiler is
Stronger, Le. s Liable to Accident and
More Economical than any other kuoiFu

CARGO

mwo HALLS in Mechanics’ Building,
JL TO LET; enquire of

House.

continued damp
Daring tlie
weather, many Kid Gloves have
become spotted. We have about
Twenty-five Dozeu which show
this imperfection very slightly.
Not wishing to offer such goods
among our regular stock, we have

STEAM BOILER.

Address
mv8

Mechanics’ Ilall.

GLOVES.

THE LYDIE

name

a double house, 28 Beckett street, 6
hard and soft water, price §12 per
on the premises.
jul2dlf

of

d3t

dtf

Boot.

the Preble
DAVIS,

Inquire

Congress St,

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

Sign

on

To Let.

Carlton Kimball, The

marked them all at

Sprinkling Lawns,
washing Sidewalks, Windows, &c. We will sell 50
feet of Hose with Pipe and
Couplings, al) complete,

A

season

jn!5dtf

ONE-half
rooms,
month.

T. W. EATON,

FARM WANTED—COTTAGE
FOR SALE.

To be Let,

For

aul6

kind may be leased for the
application to J. P. DAVIS, Agent, at
House.
J. P.

H. A. Lamto, M. io„
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

_STEAMERS.

Portland & mmwm PORTLAND &WOREESTER LINE

near

the Premises.

AT any

d6w*

_

VE 20 Good Farms to sell; well located;
PORTLAND^- MAINE.
1HA
good market; from $800 to $6,000 each. Address
Whitening, Whitewashing, Coloring and Cement-

Peaks’ Island,
Jones’ Landing.

Grounds to Let.
Presumpscot Park, suitable lots for stands of

RAILROADS.

any

Homes in the PUB & ORNAMENTAL PLASTERER
201 Federal Street,
World.

on

A

Just
sept4

Best

.D.,

Acute Diseases.
Never fails
,an'^
chronic
case where a care is
possible, no
how many “regulars** have failed
on It.
Vn
No poisons given, nor incurable
casc*9 undertaken,
llie sick at a distance can be
examined Clairvoyantly
3
*
and treated when desired. Call and see.
I
euro

j

Portlaud, June 27,1877
Je28dtf

HULL. M

RAILROADS.

Magnetic and Botanic Phy.ician, 518 1-4
Congress Street, Portland.

WATERMAN,}

TV

FIRST class Brick house, in the western part
ot the city, 13 rooms, newly repaired throughout, sunny and pleasant, and near the Horse Cars.
B. D. VERRILL,
Inquire ot
aplOdtf205 Middle Street.

495

about SO acres.
For further particulars, terms of sale, &o
annlv
toJdOUN W. LANE, at the United States Hotel, or
to
O. W. GODDARD,
)
JOHN A.
Executors.
D. W. FESSENDEN.

FOR

TTP Stairs rent of seven rooms—hath room and
KJ modern conveniences—in (he new brick house
Congress St., 2d door trom Neal St. The premises can be seen on application to F. G, PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate.ju23dtf

PLASTER

containine
s

SALE in this city, a first-class* Retail Fruit
Store, doing a good business. Reason for selling, the owner has other business. For particulars
apply to

St,

to Let.

or

streets,

Market

IN GRAY.
XII. A part of the old Pcrley farm between Gray
corner and the Perley railroad station, an the Maine
Central railroad, with the buildings, containing

762

Hamburg Edgings and Insertions In
great variety at the lowest market
prices.

BIB

For Sale

of Casco

To Let.

the world of medicine. The union of the two great
medical agents, viz.: Electricity and Medical Gums
and Essences, fully justifies the claim, and entitles
this remedy to rank foremost among all curative
compounds for all external Aches and Pains.

Will be Strictly Enforced.

mylO

Jyl9dtfOpposite head

and

about 700 feet

rooms

E241 CONGRESS STREET,

2

xseuraigia.

warranted, on the reputation of Dr. Collins,
inventor, an old physician, to be the best plaster

ID

change, Congress

To Let.

is

DOG LICENSES

IN FALMOUTH.
VIII. The Waite tarm nearSmelt Hill, at Presumpscot Lower Falls, containing about 26 acres.
IX. The Batchelder faim, on the hanks of the
Presnmpscot river, near the Falmouth road, containing about 90 acres,
IN CAPE ELIZABETH.
X. The Buzzell place on the easterly side of the
Anthoino road, with tho buildings, containing
about 24 acres.
IN PORTLAND.
XI. A part of the International Hotel lot, on Ex-

RARE CHANCE FOR BUSINESS.

To Let.

City Clerk’s Office, March 15,1877.
The Law in relation to

septl

To Let.
BOARD. Large and pleasant front

Leighton’s slaughter house,

near
acres.

ten

sept3dlw*

N. S. GARDINER,
No. 28 Exchange Street.

GOOD rents in center of city, cheap. Also 1 on
Mmijoy Hill, for §7.50 per month.
Apply to W. W. CARR,
197 Newbury Si.
i>'2tf

8ept3d2w

Portland, August 28, 1877.

■^yiTH

prescribed by Physicians.
endorsed by electricians.

COLLINS’

VII. A small lot

containing about

to

jfOdtfon

IIERSEY,

Dissolution of

To Let.
No. 17 North Street; arranged for two
families; up stairs and down; immediate

STORY French roof house,
two minutes walk ot

Stiffened Cords.
Nervous Shocks.
invaluable iu Paralysis.
cures Inflammation of the Liver.
removes Nervous Pains.
cures Spinal Weakness.
is Grateful and Soothing.
cures Epilepsy or Fits.
is safe, Reliable, and Economical.

It relaxes

acres.

JOHN C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange Street,

11-2within

Cures Pains andJAchrs.

CITV Or PORTLAND.

~

Inquire of
augl6d3w

VOLTAIC PLASTER

It equalizes tbe Circulation.
It subdues Inflammatory Action.
It cures ruptures and Strains.
It removes pain and Soreness.
It cures Kidney Complaint.
It strengthens the Muscles

is
is

IN

A Furnished House
the Westerly part of the city to rent or'lease to
a Responsitde parly, lor a time of three years.

auglBdlf

FOR THE MILLION.
AN ELECTRIC BATTERY FOR
25 CENTS.

COLLINS’

1

Estate tor Sale.

following parcels of real estate are now ottered for sale:
IN DEERING.
I. Forest Homo,
with the mansion and other
buildings, containing about 40 acres._
II. The Verandah farms, adjoining the Marine
Hospital, containing about 05 acres, lying on both
sides of the road.
Ill, Part of the Clark farm at Rocky Hill, Coutainiug about 50 acres.
IV. The Shattuck place on the soutliely side of
the Falmouth road, containing about 6 acres.
V. A tract of about 10 acres at Graves* Hill on
the notbcrly side of the Falmouth road.
VI. Laud adjoining Presuuipscot Park grounds, on
the west side of Blake street, containing about ten

_

HOUSE

Treasurer and Collector.

mhl5

TN the western
2 or 3 pleasant
A front rooms with hoard. References
exchanged
Address
A. B. C.,” Press Office.
ang3t
d2a*

possession given. Apply

EMECTRIITY

1877.

September 1,1877.

To Let.
part of the city,

ot

POTTER, Proprietors, Boston, mass.
eep5
W&S2w

H. W.

Mp.___seldtf

SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER,
an

is

(CO)

To Let.
GOOD
for a small family, in chambers of
A house Rent,
No. 16 Stone St., large rooms and good
closets, with sebago water. Kent tow. Apply at 16
Stone St., or JOHN A. LAREABEE, Old Orchard,

free from serious objections, yet palatable, even inviting to the sensitive palate, which will create no
morbid appetite for itself, and operate as an assistant to digestion, as well as perform tbe functions of
a stimulant.
Such we confidently believe is to be
found in

cures

DISCOUNT OF 5 PER CENT.

HOUSE

RESTORATIVE STIMULANT

It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It

CITY oF PORTLAND, Treasurer’s Office,
September 1, 1877.
'M'PTICE Is hereby given that the tax bills for tbe
XN year 1877, have been committed to me with a
warrant for tbe collection of the eame^In accordance
with an ordinance of the city, a

To Let.
No~10Bratlle street.
Sebago water and
stable. Apply at 22 Preble street,
scldlw*SAMUEL CHASE.

want of Tone and
Activity in the Stomach and Bowels, Oppression after Eating, are sure to be relieved by a
single dose
taken alter each meal. A great waut exists For a

It

allowed on all taxes paid within sixty
days from the date of the commitment thereof

Green

near

Street, one of the best locations in the city for
urocenes and
rent reasonable; kev at 27
mixture which, as a cooling, i Brown Street. Provisions;
_sept3dlw»
healthy, and refreshing Summer Beverage, has no
Barrels
of
ice
in
this
equal.
water, prepared
way, j
To Let.
may be drank without the slightest injury; and hapCenter ot city two good rents, with gas, Sebago
py is the man who finds in this a substitute for spirand water closets, and everything in prime
ituous liquors. Its value to the Farmer,the Mechanorder.
Price about $13, former price $18 per
and
Laborer
cannot
bo
It
so
is
over-estimated,
ic,
month. Apply to
W. W. CARR,
cheap as to be within tbe reach of all; so finely flavored as to be enjoyed by lovers ot the choicest liqsept3dlf
_197 Newbury Street.

City Clerk.

will be

To Lei.
No. B70 Congress Street,

Real

Valuable

nolSdtf

THE

BETWEEN
ner,
the Horse^R, IE OMcerMarket^Square.1sept4d3t.i>t

gallon of

dtd

Taxes for

FOUND!

Deering bridge and Woodford’s Cora travelling bag marked “W.
H. H. Cumb.

whether produced by indigestion, improper food,
change ot water or diet, too free indulgence in ice
water, exposure to sudden changes of temperature,
are immediately relieved by it,
One ounce added to

Portland*'or'vi-

Security, in
collected, taxes paid, &c. on r,mnF.
u. PATTERSON, Dealer in
mission. Apply to

Real Estate. 379J Congress Street.

E>. W.

to

I.ouiIn of Ihe Inle Hon. F. O. Jf, Smith
in tlumberlaud (louniy.

Found.

Flatulency, Sluggish Digestion,

MONEY
Kents

cinity.

au31d6t

LOST AND

CRAMPS AND PAINS,

or

aug25

new

IN

To the Electors of the City of Portland.

ESTATE.~

REAL

in

Cholera Morbus impossible, if taken when tbe svmptoms of this dangerous complaint fir.t manifest
themselves.

and sweetened, forms

A

WANTED

Cramps, Pains. Diarrhosa, anj Dysentery are instantly releived by it. It will render an attack of

a

a

dtf

_

ICE WATER

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

experienced cook to go to Colorado with
private parly. Call at 603 Congiess Square.

AN

Thisjeleganfi preparation is prepared hom' the
true Jamaica Ginger, combined with choice arematies and genuine French brandy, and is vastly 6uJ
perior to every other Extract or Essence of Ginger
before the public-all ot which are prepared with alcohol.by the old process.

m.-.- CHOLERA

Boarders Wanted.
FEW good men can find pleasant rooms with
board, at 30 BROWN ST.
°U21
dtf

Warned.

SANFORD’S
JAMAICA
GINGER.

BUSINESS CARDS.

_BOARD.

PROPOSALS FOHJUEL,

Medicines.
d&wly

FORAGE,

AND

POSTQUARTEHMAS rEU’S OFFICE.

Sfslf®1‘BS
Vor*?;
?

c*»

pooD,

on

June 22, 1877, at which

ot
!JeLw,u **® opened in the pretence
y°rage an,‘ Straw, required «t the
following post”;6

bidders

Wa?™“\t“a88b.Fort
p°rt

«r
at

i,->M,?88
Clark
s Point.

Independence.

Preble,Portland.

Mass.,

M».
Me-. E°rt

Forts Wlnthrop, Standlsh,
Mass.; Portland, Forts

Andrews, Sewall, Pbcenix,
McC'leary, Knox, Sullivan,

Popham. Gorges, Maine,
and Fort Constitution, N. II.. during the period
December 31, 1877,
ending
commencing July 1, and
Payment tor the supplies depends upon ajtuture
by
Congress.
for
the
purpose
appropriation
A preference will be given to articles ol domestic
production.
,,
Blank proposals and full information as to the
manner of bidding, conditions to be observed by bidders, and terms of contract and payment will be iurnished onlapplfcatlon to this office.
Envelopes containing proposals should be marked
“Proposals for- as the case may be, and addressed to the undersigned.
A. G. ROBINSON,
seldot&wlt
Capt. and A. Q. M,
...

Lager beer;

^

PHHSsaSvs
receive,,U.m^aiunfum.
j*u"r*UCe

■-----

Utl

To Let.

4

-T*®*1 *'«■,

28 tons, thoroughly
Has superior aclet by day or week
*? responsible parties. A good pilot in
'Charge. Apply to D.H. BURNS,Shipping
vuice, 123 ConuuercialSt,, or on board.
Jyledtf

At

Afi\

equipped and tarnished.
commodation*. Will be

9

